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Broadband, Non-Fedback, Leaf-Spring Interferometric Seismometer

by
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Mark Zumberge, Chair

Motivated by the desire to have instruments whose performance rivals that of the best
observatory sensors, two new seismometers have been developed that are designed to operate
in borehole environments free of electronics and force-feedback. This is accomplished by the
development of optical sensors consisting of leaf-spring suspended masses whose positions are
monitored interferometrically. A digital signal processor (DSP) samples fringe signals created by
the interferometric sensor and produces a displacement record of the seismometer mass with a
resolution of less than 1 pm (10

-12

m).

Maximum mass motion is limited by practical issues to
10

about 15 mm, providing a dynamic range of 10 , equivalent to 33 bits.
For a moderate-sized mass with readily achievable free period and damping, the massspring sensors fundamental thermal noise is less than ambient noise at the seismically quietest
sites. Hence, there is no need to abandon this basic, simple, mass-spring design. Elimination of
electronics, however, means elimination of force feedback – the paradigm in seismometry for the

xvii

past several decades. We have tested our non-fedback optical seismometers against standard
fedback observatory-quality seismometers (STS-1) and found that they provide equivalent
seismograms for signals ranging in frequency from tides to at least 10 Hz. We examine the
effects of thermal, magnetic, and barometric noise observed on the interferometric sensors and
compare with the STS-1.

xviii

1

Introduction
On an annual basis there are thousands of earthquakes that are recorded at teleseismic

distances.

These events are occasionally large enough to cause destruction to lives,

infrastructure and property.

Given their potential to alter human life and economics, it is

essential that we understand earthquakes and how to detect them. Seismologists, who study
earthquake physics and Earths structure, have a vital role in educating the public about
earthquakes and their dangers. Seismometers – instruments which measure and record motions
of the ground (including those from earthquakes) – are a crucial tool to gathering this
understanding. Seismometers vary in design, ranging from mass-produced geophones (used by
the oil industry in the thousands), to low noise, highly sensitive instruments, which require
meticulous installation in boreholes or underground seismic vaults.

1.1 Introductory Remarks
For nearly a quarter of a century there have been few major breakthroughs in the
development of broadband seismic sensors. The Streckeisen STS1, the seismometer of choice
throughout the Global Seismograph Network (GSN), is no longer being developed or supported
by its manufacturer.

Modern sensors, although smaller, more efficient and less expensive,

commonly do not perform as well as the STS1 in the same frequency band.

Unfortunately,

industry is unwilling to develop an STS1 class sensor as the demand is low (on order of 200
worldwide) and the return on investment is unfavorable.
Earthquake generated waves, which range in frequency from less than a millihertz
through a few kilohertz, are traditionally divided into four categories: 1) Earth free oscillations or
normal modes, 2) teleseismic signals, 3) regional signals or 4) local signals. The frequencies
which the signals cover, the distances between the source and receiver, and the typical root-
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2

mean squared (RMS) ground acceleration amplitudes are listed in Table 1.1 (Ingate et al., 2005).
Historically, a number of seismometers (normally two or three) are required to record these
frequencies – seismometers are commonly classified according to their sensitivity within a
particular frequency band. Short-period (SP) sensors and geophones measure ground velocity
from about 0.1 to 250 Hz, broadband sensors (BP) typically have transfer functions that are flat
to velocity with corners at around 0.01 to 50 Hz and very broadband (VBB) seismometers (such
as the STS1) measure ground velocity from frequencies ranging from 0.003 Hz to around 10 Hz.
A typical GSN seismic station installs one of each type of sensor at each location.
We have developed a technique, which allows us to measure seismic velocities from
optical methods.

This major breakthrough has allowed us to build two very broadband, low-

noise interferometric seismometers, which can cover the entire frequency band, each replacing
the need for individual seismic sensors.

Table 1.1: Common signals observed within the earthquake spectrum. Distances represent
distance between the source and receiver.

Signal Type

Distance

Frequency Range

Normal Modes

Whole Earth

3 X 10 Hz – 10 Hz

Teleseismic

~ 10,000 km

10 Hz – 1 Hz

Regional

~ 1,000 km

10

Local

< 30 km

0.3 Hz > 100 Hz

-4

-2

-2
-1

Hz – 10 Hz

RMS Amplitudes
< 10 ms

-5

-2

-3

-2

-1

-2

< 10 ms
< 10 ms
< 10 ms

-2

3

1.2 Motivation
One of the largest sources of noise in broadband seismic recordings is in the thermal
variation of the seismometers environment. Boreholes provide a convenient solution to this
problem. They are highly temperature stable (their depth attenuates a large portion of diurnal
and semi-diurnal temperature change) and their distance from the Earths surface provides a
quiet location that is separated from anthropogenic activities and some natural surface
phenomena such as wind generated noise (Shearer et al., 1987; Abercrombie, 1998; Malin et al.,
1989). We believe operating a broadband, observatory-class instrument within a deep borehole
(> 1 km) can provide a improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and therefore improved data quality.
Deploying in a borehole is not without issue. Although temperatures within boreholes
are stable, they are often quite high. In deep boreholes (depths greater than 4 km) temperatures
often exceed 150 °C (Vedova et al., 2001). In the vertical borehole at SAFOD (San Andreas
Fault Observatory at Depth), temperatures at a depth of 1.3 km exceed 64 °C (Blum et al., 2008).
It is well known that if electronics are heated beyond a certain threshold their life expectancy
begins to decrease. The military specification (MIL-STD-810F) for storage of electronics, the
most rigorous standard available, is -50 °C to +71 °C; the specification for operation of
electronics is -29 °C to +63 °C (United States Department of Defense). Boreholes, which have a
nominal thermal gradient of 30 °C / km, pose a unique challenge for conventional seismometer
deployments.
Borehole seismometers are also susceptible to catastrophic failure from lightning strikes.
Long electrical cables linking the seismometer to the surface of the Earth provide excellent
grounding paths to the metal borehole encasements. There is also the issue of potential noise
from self-heating; electronics associated with the seismometer (either inside of the seismometer
or in close proximity to it) can create elevated internal temperatures, which create perturbations
in seismic recordings.

4

Our research is motivated by the desire to develop a broadband, observatory-class,
borehole seismometer that runs without borehole-electronics.

This has led to the development

of an optical seismometer consisting of a spring-suspended mass whose position is monitored
interferometrically.

The optical displacement transducer (Zumberge et al., 2004), combining

high resolution and wide dynamic range (sufficient to cover all frequencies listed in Table 1.1), is
essentially a Michelson interferometer illuminated with a 1 mW Helium-Neon (HeNe) laser. A
digital signal processor (DSP) and computer sample interference fringes and produce
displacement records of the seismometer mass.
-12

displacements to better than one picometer (10

We have successfully recorded mass

m). The maximum range of the sensor (~ 15

mm) is caused by practical issues (the physical stops) within the seismometer. This provides an
10

overall potential dynamic range of 10

or about 33 bits.

The elimination of electronics also implies the elimination of force-feedback. Over the
past several decades, seismometers have adopted force-feedback, thought to be required for
high-quality broadband seismic measurements (Wielandt and Streckeisen, 1982). We argue,
however, that this requirement can be lifted and that high quality broadband measurements can
be acquired without this potential source of noise. In the work reported here, we build and test
two non-fedback, optical seismometers. We then compare their results to those of conventional
broadband instruments.

5

1.3 Goals
Our goals are predominately (but not exclusively) driven by the scientific mission of the
Global Seismograph Network (GSN).

These include, amongst others, (Lay et al., 2002): 1) an
-1

-4

instrument with a clip level of 5.8 mm s rms over the band 10 Hz (or below) to 15 Hz, while
resolving the USGS low-noise model, 2) a resolution of 3 dB below the low noise model, 3)
bandwidth of 10

-4

Hz to about 15 Hz, 4) linearity greater than 90 dB, 5) timing adequate to

measure teleseismic body wave arrivals to less than 0.01 seconds, 6) real time telemetry of data
by means of IP protocols, 7) the ability to buffer data for 3 days and 8) the ability to operate
equipment over a range of -25 to 75 °C.

The GSN also suggests optional high frequency

sensors with coverage from 1 to 35 Hz.

We note a GSN station with an interferometric

installation would not require additional sensors, as the dynamic range of the optical instrument
is sufficient to replace SP, BB and VBB sensors.

Throughout this review we will show the

interferometric prototypes meet or exceed most of the listed goals.

1.4 Topics covered
This review is not organized by a temporal evolution of research, but rather by topic.
Chapter 2 begins with a brief background on optics and the femtometer. The femtometer is a
crucial part of the interferometric seismometer, as it is responsible for data acquisition and mass
displacement calculations.

Chapter 2 also presents the Michelson interferometer and the

physics behind it. In Chapter 3, the construction of iSTS1 is covered.

The iSTS1 is an

interferometric, non-fed back version of the STS1 seismometer (Wielandt et al., 1982). Chapter
4 discusses the iSeis prototype, an in-house designed prototype leaf-spring seismometer –
topics include: construction and testing of the optical displacement transducer, construction of
the seismometer itself, evolution of the flexural-pivots and adjustment of the leaf-spring
suspension. Chapter 5 discusses the iNull, which is essentially a clamped seismometer without a

6

leaf-spring suspension. iNull helps us estimate noise levels generated within the interferometric
displacement transducers. It has also proven invaluable for aligning the iSeis prototype sensors.
Chapter 6, the bulk of the thesis, begins by modeling the interferometric prototypes. It derives a
model which relates ground acceleration to mass displacement.

The chapter continues with a

discussion about the determination of the seismometers behavior. We use the Earths tides,
earthquakes and “ring-downs” to further model the responses of the instruments. The chapter
continues with an investigation of how the environment affects seismic recordings; factors
include temperature, barometric pressure and the Earths magnetic field.
chapter with a discussion on earthquakes and non-linear response.

We conclude the

Much of the analysis

presented in Chapter 6 requires multiple instruments and data sets. Table 1.2, summarizes the
instruments used throughout this investigation. The last chapter of the dissertation, Chapter 7,
summarizes the main conclusions of this review.

7

Table 1.2: Instruments used in this study
STS1: The STS-1 broadband seismometer was developed by Wielandt and
Streckeisen in 1982. Its vertical suspension is a leaf spring made from an Elinvar
alloy. Throughout our study we use three different STS1 seismometers. The
interferometric STS1 is a modified vertical STS1 lacking electronics. Its displacement
transducer is purely optical. It has a period of about 5.2 seconds. We also use two
conventional vertical STS1 seismometers. Station XPFO (serial number 119005,
6/26/07 - 9/23/08; serial number 38506, 9/23/08 - current) is maintained by the IDA
Data Collection Center (DCC). Station PFO (serial number 119007, 7/12/06 - 9/23/08;
serial number 119005, 9/23/08 - current) is maintained by the IDA Global Seismograph
Network (GSN). All three sensors are installed in the Seismic Test Facility (STF) vault,
in Piñon Flat Observatory, California.
iSTS1: An interferometric STS1 seismometer, in which the conventional feedback
electronics are removed and mass position is monitored interferometrically. The first
version of this instrument (free space interferometer) was deployed in STF in 2007.
The fiber-based version was deployed in the second quarter of 2009.
iSeis: The interferometric prototype sensor, iSeis, is an in-house designed, vertical,
leaf-spring seismometer. Its leaf spring is made from Nispan-C. The design is based
loosely on the STS1. Its natural period is about 2.6 seconds. We currently have two
prototype sensors. The first, constructed in 2006, has been used for almost all of our
analyses. The second, built in early 2009, has been used primarily for linearity
analysis on the vertical shake table.
CG5: This is a Scintrex CG5 earth tide gravity meter with serial number 301110046. It
was installed for a brief period in the STF vault with the iSTS1 and iSeis prototypes.
The CG5 gravity meter uses a suspension coil spring made from fused quartz. The
gravity meter is housed within a temperature controlled oven, providing excellent long
term stability.
Mag-03: This is a Bartington 3-component fluxgate magnetometer model MAG03MSESL100. The magnetometer was installed in the STF vault, next to the
seismometers in May of 2008. Its serial number is 1433.
Digiquartz microbarometer: This is a Paroscientific Digiquartz microbarometer,
model 6016B. It has a pressure range of 11 to 16.5 PSIA. The data are published
through the IDA DCC. Its serial number is 89977.
STS2:
This is the Streckeisen STS2 broadband seismometer which has an
eigenperiod of 120 seconds. It contains a triaxial arrangement of 3 identical leaf-spring
suspensions. The STS2 has a capacitive displacement transducer. We primarily used
the STS2 in vertical shake table linearity analysis. The serial number of the STS2 is
59827.
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Table 1.2: cont
TR1050: The TR1050 is a high accuracy, low drift, single channel temperature
recorder. It is manufactured by RBR Instruments, of Ottawa, Canada. It has an
absolute accuracy of ± 0.002 °C and resolution better than 0.00005 °C. We currently
own three TR1050s. Over the course of our study they have recorded temperature
from various locations within the STF vault. As of mid 2009, one TR1050 (serial
number: 015729) is continuously recording temperatures on the seismic pier. The
second (serial number: 013485) is recording temperatures outside of the vault, in the
hallway leading to Earths surface. The third (serial number: 013484) has been used
to record temperatures within STF vault boreholes. All of the TR1050s are powered by
lithium batteries except for serial number 015729, which is connected to external
power.
TR1060: The TR1060 is a lower power, smaller form-factor version of the TR1050. Its
recording specifications match those of the TR1050. We currently own two TR1060s.
Both reside within closed cell foam enclosure, which insulate the iSeis and iSTS1
seismometers. Serial number 019664 monitors air temperatures external to the iSeis
pressure case; serial number 019663 external to the iSTS1 pressure case.
DSP: We use a Data Translations model number 9842/2-SB Digital Signal Processor
(DSP). The 16bit DSP has 8 analog-to-digital inputs. The DSP samples XY data from
the photodetectors in the interferometers and computes displacement in terms of
optical phase. The serial number of the DSP (at the STF vault) for most of our
analysis, was 630094.
Lasers: We have used two types of lasers within our interferometers: polarization
maintaining He-Ne lasers manufactured by Melles Griot (1 mW, linearly polarized P/N:
25LHP111-249 and 2 mW, linearly polarized P/N: 25LHP121-249) and a polarization
maintaining frequency stabilized laser manufactured by MicroG-Lacoste (Model: ML1).
We see no advantage in using a frequency stabilized laser.
Photodetectors: Our interferometers require two photodetectors. We use ThorLabs
PDA55s. The PDA55 is an amplified, switchable-gain, silicon detector designed for
detection of light signals from DC to 10 MHz. In 2008, ThorLabs updated the product
with the improved PDA36A. This product has not been tested in an interferometric
seismometer setting.

2

Optics and the femtometer
In order to fully appreciate the optical transducers used in the iSeis, iSTS1 and iNull

prototypes, we must establish a basic theory of optics. The following chapter explains the basic
optical principles used within the optical displacement transducer. It also discusses operation of
the femtometer and how it computes mass position.

2.1 Michelson Interferometer and the mass-position calculation
Optical interferometry, commonly used in applications such as metrology, surface
profiling, stress/strain measurement, etc., uses interference patterns (the constructive and
destructive combination of electromagnetic waves) to accurately measure differences in length.
A Michelson interferometer produces an interference pattern by splitting monochromatic light into
two paths, which are later recombined following the principle of superposition. Figure 2.1 shows
an illustration of a typical Michelson interferometer; an interference pattern is created as the path
distance (d2) changes. A laser (in our application we use a red Helium-Neon laser) emits
monochromatic light that hits the surface of a standard (non-polarizing) beam splitter B1 at point
S1. The beam splitter passes 50% of the incident light to corner-cube C2 (at a time dependent
distance) and reflects 50% of the incident light to corner-cube C1 (at a time invariant, fixed
distance). The corner-cubes (sometimes called retro-reflectors) act as mirrors, redirecting the
light towards the beam splitter but shifted horizontally in position (nominally a few mm). The light
returning from the corner-cube is always parallel to the light entering the corner-cube. Assuming
proper alignment, the two constituent beams recombine at point R to produce an interference
pattern or fringe signal. The optical path length difference of the constituent beams (ignoring the
wave plate, to be discussed in the next section) is simply 2d , where d = d 2  d 1. A polarizing
beam splitter (B2) splits the fringe signal into orthogonal (quadrature) polarizations which are
electronically measured at points O1 and O2. Any change in optical path (movement of corner-
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cube C2) creates a shifting fringe pattern observed as a flickering of light intensity at these
points. (Note: one fringe is defined as the distance from one bright spot [instance of maximum
intensity] to the next.) If we scale the optical path length difference by the laser wavelength ()
the optical phase difference () can be easily determined (recall that one wavelength of light
corresponds to 2 radians):
 = 2

2d 4d
=



(2.1)

By inverting relation (2.1) we arrive at a conversion factor used throughout all our analyses, a
conversion which relates optical phase (in radians) to displacement (in meters).

For our

application, we use visible laser radiation at a wavelength of 632.8 nm. This implies that the
-8

conversion factor is 5.03 X 10 m / rad. Throughout all of our analyses we assume the reader
understands that optical phase differences, recorded by the interferometric sensors, are
converted to physical units through the above conversion.
Light intensity (I) at each photo detector varies as a function of optical phase. If the
intensity of light at the first photo detector varies as
 2d 
I  sin 
  2

(2.2)

then the “quadrature” intensity at the second photo detector varies approximately as
 2d 
I  cos 
,
  2

(2.3)

where d is the difference in path length between the corner-cubes and beam splitter B1.
We take great care when assembling the interferometers, as the paths d1 and d2 must
be equal when the system is in equilibrium. If the paths are indeed equal and the wavelength of
the laser changes (due to laser instability or heating), no ill side effects are observed. However,
if the paths are unequal (imbalanced) and laser wavelength changes, then an apparent
displacement proportional to the wavelength change is observed.

In the case of an active

interferometer, a source of uncertainty can arise: is the observed displacement a path length
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change or a combination of path length change and laser instability?

The apparent mass

displacement (x), associated with wavelength (frequency) shift of an unstable laser is given by:
x = L

f
,
f

where L is the interferometers path imbalance.

(2.4)

If we assume reasonable laser instability
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(commonly 1 – 2 parts in 10 for a frequency stabilized ML1 laser operating over long periods,
[Niebauer et. al, 1988]) and a path imbalance of 1.5 mm, we determine apparent mass
displacement is on order of 2.25 nm.
The quadrature fringe signals produced by the interferometer are converted to voltages
through ThorLab silicon photodetectors (P/N: PDA-55s).

Plotting the photodetector output

voltage (x versus y) in real time creates an elliptical trace. At any time, instantaneous mass
position is defined by the photodetector voltages; the XY ordered pair. A change in optical path
length causes the XY pair to move about the ellipse in clockwise or counter-clockwise fashion.
As the ordered pair moves about the ellipse, a digital signal processor (DSP) continually digitizes
and calculates optical phase modeled by the parametric equation:
x = x o + a sin(p + po )
y = y o + b cos(p)

(2.5)

where x and y, are the photodetectors voltages, a and b are amplitudes of the fringe signals, xo
and yo are DC modulation offsets (see the discussion on depth of modulation in section 4.4), po a
constant phase offset (caused by optical system characteristics and imperfections) and p the
instantaneous optical phase. By sampling the photodetector voltages and taking a subset of
those samples, an elliptical conic is least-squares fit to the unknown parameters (xo, yo, a, b, and
po). Using the fitted parameters and subsequent x and y voltages, an instantaneous phase p is
calculated. For practical reasons, we do not least-squares fit or directly solve for the unknowns
in equations in (2.5). Instead we solve for their non-parametric representations and later convert
them back to their parametric forms. By expanding the sine (x) term in (2.5) and substituting y
we can rewrite the ellipse in non-parametric form:
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y sin p 
x sin p 
x 2 y 2 2xy sin po
x
y
+ 2 
 2x  o2  o
 2y  o2  o

2
a
b
ab
ab 
ba 
a
b
 x 2 y 2 2x y sin po 
= cos 2 po   o2 + o2  o o

ab
b
a

.

(2.6)

This follows the general form of a conic section:
 1x 2 +  2 y 2 +  3 xy +  4 x +  5 y =  6 .

(2.7)

Dividing (2.7) by 1 and rearranging terms yields:
x2 = 



2 2 3

y 
xy  4 x  5 y + 6
1
1
1
1
1

where the is represent the unknown non-parametric coefficients.

(2.8)
The DSP solves for the

unknown is by using an over-determined least squares QR algorithm.

The is are then

converted back to their parametric forms and instantaneous phase is computed.
To find the parametric form of the is we rewrite equation (2.6) in the form of the model
given in (2.8):
 a2y
y a
ax sin po 
 2a sin po 


 a
x2 =   y2 + 
xy + 2  x o  o sin po  x + 2  2 o  o

 y
b




b
b
b
b

2

 x 2 y 2 2x y sin po 
+ a cos po   o2 + o2  o o
 .
ab
b
a
2



(2.9)

2

By setting equations (2.8) and (2.9) equal, and equating the coefficients for each variable (x, y,
2

xy and y ) we find a parametric to non-parametric conversion:
a

b

=

2

(2.10)

1

  
po = sin1  3 
 2r  1 
xo =

 4 sec 2 po
 tan po
 5
2 1
2r  1 cos po

(2.12)

r  4 sin po   5
2r 2 1 cos 2 po

(2.13)

yo =

(
a=

6

(2.11)

 1 + x o2 + r 2 y o2  2x o y o r sin po
cos po

)

1
2

(2.14)
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where r = a b .
Using these conversion relations the DSP solves for phase,
 sin p 
p = tan1 
 cos p 

(2.15)

where the sine and cosine terms are:
sin p =

x  xo
 cos p tan po
a cos po

(2.16)
y  yo
cos p =
.
b
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Figure 2.1: A Michelson interferometer. Monochromatic light is emitted at a source L. Beam
splitter B1 splits the light into two paths which are reflected by corner-cubes C1 and C2 back to
B1. The recombined fringe signal (point R) is split at B2 into quadrature and is detected by photo
detectors O1 and O2. The photo detectors record a pattern of interference fringes (observed as
an intensity change) as the distance d2 varies. The /8 wave plate ensures the recombined
constituent beams are shifted by  wavelength or 90°.
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2.2 Wave Plates
A wave plate (sometimes called a linear phase retarder) is a birefringent optical
component that alters the polarization of incident light. Birefringence is a material property in
which the refractive index of light depends on polarization (Hale & Day, 1988); the seismological
analog is anisotropy. When polarized light passes through the birefringent glass, light polarized
along the fast axis propagates more quickly than light polarized along the slow axis. This creates
a phase difference in the exiting beam. The phase difference () is (Hale & Day, 1988):
=

2 s(ne  no )
,


(2.17)

where ne is the refractive index of the extraordinary ray (fast), no is the refractive index of the
ordinary ray (slow), s is the physical thickness of the wave plate and  is the wavelength of the
incident light.
A wave plate which introduces a phase shift (retardance) of /2 radians is commonly
called a quarter-wave plate; these are often used to convert linearly polarized light into circularly
polarized light and vice versa. Wave plates which create retardances of  radians are commonly
called /2 wave plates; these are often used as polarization rotators

(Hale & Day, 1988).

Rotating a /2 wave plate is analogous to physically rotating a laser about its optical axis.
In the iSeis, iSTS1 and iNull, we use /8 wave plates manufactured by CVI Laser LLC
(P/N: QWPM-633-04-8). The phase shift introduced by the /8 wave plate guarantees (when the
wave plate is properly oriented) that constituent paths within the interferometric displacement
transducer are always shifted by 2 1 8 = 1 4 of a wavelength or 90°. (This is always true [still
assuming proper orientation] – even when d is equal to zero.) The ninety-degree phase shift
is essential, without it the polarizing beam B2 splitter cannot effectively split the quadrature fringe
signals.
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2.3

The femtometer
A fundamental component of the interferometric sensor is the data acquisition system.

The data acquisition system contains a DSP, a personal computer, a GPS antenna and
photodetectors. We will refer to the combination of the DSP, its supporting hardware and the
personal computer as a femtometer. The following two sections concentrate on femtometer
theory and operation.
At the core of each femtometer is an eight channel analog-to-digital converted (16-bit
successive approximation register) Digital Signal Processor (Data Translations P/N: 9842/2-SB),
a fanless Pentium 4 computer (Stealth Computer Corporation P/N: LPC-401FS) with 1 GB of
RAM running FreeBSD, a GPS clock (Trimble Acutime Gold), an oven controlled oscillator and
up to four interferometric sensors (e.g. iSeis, iSTS1, iNull).

As fringe signals (observed as

changing light intensities) are generated within the interferometric sensor, light is converted to
voltage (an X voltage and a Y voltage) through silicon photodetectors (2 detectors for each
interferometer); these voltages are digitized by the DSP. The DSP converts the voltages into
phase values that are proportional to mass displacement.
The voltages recorded by the analog-to-digital converters are stored as 32 and 64 bit
floating-point phase values. Phase values are continuously monitored for phase wrapping, and
transitions across the zero-phase boundary are adjusted by ±, putting the theoretical dynamic
range of the femtometer at the limit of the floating-point processor. Realistically, however, the
dynamic range of the femtometer is limited by physical constraints within the seismometer itself.
In the case of the iSeis and iSTS1 physical range is limited by mass displacement between the
physical stops, which is approximately 1.5 cm peak-to-peak. (Note: besides the physical limits
within the seismometer, there is also an upper mass velocity limit defined by sampling rate and
laser wavelength; we will discuss this limit in section 2.6.)
A considerable effort has been spent in investigating and refining absolute timing within
our data acquisition system. In order to accurately time events, the femtometer uses an external
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GPS clock and an external sampling oscillator. The Trimble Acutime GPS receiver (Gold Series)
has a reported absolute time accuracy of better than 15 nanoseconds; this precision is sufficient
for our needs. Rising edge clock pulses internally generated by the GPS receiver, are used to
timestamp phase values.
During our initial investigation into the DSP it was found the internal sample clock
(oscillator) was imprecise and insufficient for our needs. The drift of the clock was on order of 4
ppm or about 0.35 seconds per day. (At a digitization rate of 400 Hz this is equivalent to a loss
or gain of up to 140 samples per day.) To remedy this problem an external oven controlled
crystal oscillator (OCXO) was added into the design; the new oscillator (OC145A) provided a
sampling clock stability of

±0.2 ppm.

We note the sample clock and the GPS clock are

independent systems. The sample clock is not tied to the GPS signal; it only provides a constant
sampling interval, ignorant of the time of day. After the samples are collected they are time
stamped according to absolute time of the GPS. The time stamps for any given sample are
precise (to absolute time) to within 20 μs or 40 μs depending upon digitization rates (commonly
200 Hz or 400 Hz).
Occasionally, there is a rare case in which software and / or power problems cause the
DSP, the PC or the GPS to “lock” and become unresponsive. The potential for down time,
especially in remote field locations is long. (These sorts of problems often require direct user
intervention.) In order to remedy potential issues caused by frozen hardware, we have installed
an IP addressable power strip (APC AP7900 ) with each femtometer. The power strip allows
power to be remotely cycled to any one its eight outlets (i.e., the DSP, the station computer, the
GPS, etc.). The station computer monitors the DSP – should it fail to respond for a set amount of
time, a hardware lock is assumed, and the DSP is automatically power cycled.
Various processes within the femtometer data acquisition system control, acquire, plot,
calculate, transfer and store phase data. Each of these processes is discussed in detail in a
white paper hosted on our website (Otero et al, 2007). In short, the femto process samples,
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filters and calculates phase values. Data are then handed to the PC by means of a USB cable.
Meanwhile, simultaneous processes (running on the computer) are responsible for data storage
and transmission. They listen for network connections, write data to the hard disk and serve
data to remote clients.
The PC is also responsible for a number of other processes, which include the plotserver
process, an FTP Service and a Serial GPS Service. The plotserver process is responsible for
real-time plotting routines within the femtometer. The FTP Process allows a local user to directly
copy raw data from the femtometer to their computer. The Serial GPS Server process allows
NMEA GPS data to be broadcast over a virtual COM port through the internet, this process is
useful when remotely troubleshooting femtometer time stamps.
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Figure 2.2: Cartoon sketch of a femtometer station. Vital components include the DSP,
personal computer, oven controlled oscillator (OCXO) and GPS antenna. The GPS antenna
provides accurate sample time. The OCXO provides and accurate sample clock. The PC
computer controls the DSP and archives the data. The interferometer is connected to the DSP
through analog inputs.
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2.4 Femtometer output
When a femtometer acquires data a number of background processes result in ultimate
archiving of CSS 3.0 (Center for Seismic Studies) formatted and raw data.

CSS 3.0 is a

database schema of low level tables and relationships that is especially designed for seismic
systems

(Bache et al., 1990).

The femtometer and remotely located computers host the

processes which allow data to be acquired, written, stored and transferred. All data passes
through diskloops which can be thought of as temporary buffers and storage locations.
Strategically placed diskloops help maintain data integrity and lower the chance of data loss from
network outages. If at any time the network connection drops data is stored in a local diskloop.
Once a connection is re-established data begin to be transferred from the point in which the
network connection was originally broken.

In our current STF diskloop configuration (at Piñon

Flat, California), if a network outage should occur, we can archive data in the active diskloop for
nearly one month before losses begin to occur.
Storage requirements for CSS 3.0 and raw data varies.

The primary factors are

sampling rate, interferometric sensor quantity, and analog channel quantity. Table 2.1 shows
typical space requirements for interferometric sensors and analog data. It should be noted that
for each configured femtometer the following data streams are required: computed phase
(p1s32, etc.), recorded photodetector voltage (x-y pair), and ellipse parameters (ex, ey, ea, eb,
ed). The first and second columns in the table indicate the channel name. Full CSS channel
names are the site name appended with an underscore and channel name.

For example,

pfom1_p1s32 is the first interferometer (using AD0 and AD1) running at station PFOM1. The
third column in the table indicates the precision of the data stream (i.e., 32 bit or 64 bit) and the
fourth column indicates the decimation factor.

The sample rate column is simply the DSP

acquisition rate (fss) divided by the decimation factor.

The last column indicates storage

requirements. A femtometer with four interferometers collecting both slow and fast data (single
precision and double precision) requires about 3.7 gigabytes of space per day.
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Table 2.1: Typical space requirements for interferometric sensors and analog data running on
femtometer stations. The first column indicates data type. The second column indicates channel
name as created in the CSS archives. Full channel names, according to CSS 3.0 format are
station_chan (e.g., pfom1_p1s32). Totals at the end of the table assume four interferometers and
zero analog data channels. Depending on actual configuration space requirements may be
different.

Data Stream
fss = 100 kHz

Chan

Precision
Bytes

Decimation
Factor

Sample Rate
samp/sec

Data Rate
bytes/sec

fast double phase

p1f
p2f
p3f
p4f

8
8
8
8

250
250
250
250

400
400
400
400

3413.3
3413.3
3413.3
3413.3

fast single phase

p1f32
p2f32
p3f32
p4f32

4
4
4
4

250
250
250
250

400
400
400
400

1706.7
1706.7
1706.7
1706.7

x1
y1
x2
y2
x3
y3
x4
y4
a0
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6
a7

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
250

400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400

1706.7
1706.7
1706.7
1706.7
1706.7
1706.7
1706.7
1706.7
1706.7
1706.7
1706.7
1706.7
1706.7
1706.7
1706.7
1706.7

e1x
e1y
e1a
e1b
e1d

4
4
4
4
4

1250
1250
1250
1250
1250

80
80
80
80
80

341.3
341.3
341.3
341.3
341.3

x,y pairs

fast analog

ellipse
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Table 2.1: cont

Data Stream
fss = 100 KHz

slow double phase

slow single phase

slow analog

Chan

Precision
Bytes

Decimation
Factor

Sample Rate
samp/sec

Data Rate
bytes/sec

e2x
e2y
e2a
e2b
e2d
e3x
e3y
e3a
e3b
e3d
e4x
e4y
e4a
e4b
e4d
p1s
p2s
p3s
p4s

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

1250
1250
1250
1250
1250
1250
1250
1250
1250
1250
1250
1250
1250
1250
1250
2500
2500
2500
2500

80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
40
40
40
40

341.3
341.3
341.3
341.3
341.3
341.3
341.3
341.3
341.3
341.3
341.3
341.3
341.3
341.3
341.3
170.7
170.7
170.7
170.7

p1s32
p2s32
p3s32
p4s32

4
4
4
4

2500
2500
2500
2500

40
40
40
40

170.7
170.7
170.7
170.7

a0s
a1s
a2s
a3s
a4s
a5s
a6s
a7s

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

170.7
170.7
170.7
170.7
170.7
170.7
170.7
170.7
Totals: 42325.3
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2.5 Femtometer configuration
Proper configuration and installation of a femtometer is essential. Through a number of
user configurable settings the behavior of a femtometer can be changed.

Below, we provide a

brief introduction to femtometer operation and configuration. Further details about installation
and configuration (e.g., connecting power, running cables, installing external oscillators, GPS
antennas and power strips) can be referenced in the white paper (Otero et al., 2007).
Femtometer data acquisition and configuration is accomplished through a webpage
interface. The top portion of the webpage interface contains the PC clock time, station uptime,
load averages and process uptimes. In a properly operating system the process uptimes will be
greater than zero. If a process is not running the time field will be blank; this in itself is a useful
diagnostic tool. The webpage also contains informative log files. Errors in either are bad and
help pinpoint undesirable failures and problems. The femto log shows general information and
errors about the data acquisition process, including DSP status messages, clock status
messages and GPS timing. The isid log shows information about disk loop status, buffer status
and remote server / data storage status. Communication and hardware problems with the DSP
and/or GPS will be shown in the femto log. Data storage and connection problems will be shown
in the isid log.
At the bottom of the page are a number of links that lead to additional femtometer
aspects and functions. Clicking on “real-time data plots” opens a java based, user configurable,
real-time plotting applet. Clicking on “real-time data filing” allows a user to save XY samples,
phase, ellipse parameters, or analog samples to any computer in the form of an ASCII (CSV or
space delimited) text file.

The “more” link leads to a configuration page.

For security, the

configuration page requires user authentication and authorization in the form of an encrypted
certificate. After successful authentication an entirely new set of options is presented; the most
important being femtometer configuration. The configuration link leads to a large number of
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configurable parameters. We will refer the reader to the white document for detailed information,
as we only summarize a few of the important concepts here.
For every one interferometer two analog BNC inputs on the DSP are used (an XY pair).
The DSP is limited to 8 inputs; at most one can run four interferometers. As the number of
interferometers increases the number of analog (nanalog) channels decreases:
nana log  8  (nfemto * 2) .

(2.18)

The configuration parameter fss sets the raw sampling (digitization) rate within the DSP. This is
the rate (commonly 100 kHz) at which the DSP reads XY samples. (Due to processor limitations
within the DSP when running more than three interferometers fss must be set to 50 kHz). The
value of fss ultimately determines the final sample rate for both the fast (pXf) and slow (pXs)
data streams. The recorded sample rate for analog and fast phase data is defined as:
fo = fss 250

(2.19)

If fss is set to 100 kHz then the recorded sample rates are 400 Hz and 40 Hz. (The value 250,
comes from the multiplicative total of cascade filters within the DSP.)
An awareness of maximum and minimum mass velocity within interferometric
seismometers is crucial. If the optical path changes slowly (the passage of one fringe takes
longer than the time it takes for the ellipse parameters to be calculated) the system must be
modulated as the femtometer will attempt to fit the ellipse to what appears to be a stationary
point; a common problem with iNull. Conversely, if the optical phase changes by greater than 
a fringe in one sample interval, the femtometer looses count and a loss in phase occurs. The
femtometer assumes the path length difference between two consecutive XY positions is along
the minor arc; if the actual path is along the major arc the upper velocity limit has been exceeded
and errors in phase result. The upper velocity limit Vm is:
vm =

1

(2 ) *   * fss
4
2

(2.20)
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where the first term constrains the maximum displacement between sample intervals ( radians
per sample which is equivalent to  a revolution about the ellipse), the second term is the
conversion from optical phase to mass displacement and fss is the digital acquisition rate rate.
For a 633 nm laser when fss is 100 kHz maximum interferometric mass velocity is about 1.57
cm/s.
We have independently confirmed these results on a vertical shake table.

We lose

phase when iSeis mass motion is 1.7 mm peak-to-peak and table frequencies are greater than
2.8 Hz. Modeling mass motion as x = A sin t and mass velocity as dx dt =  cos t we find
mass velocity at the time of phase loss are greater than 1.55 cm/s.
A number of configurable parameters affect the ellipse fitting process and the length of
the “ellipse buffer.” The rate at which XY samples are inserted into the buffer as well as the
buffers overall time length is critical in the ellipse fitting process. The rate Fe, at which a least
squares phase solution is computed and XY samples are inserted into the ellipse buffer is:
Fe =

fss
[samples s 1 ]
10 * phssiz

(2.21)

where phssiz is the number of blocks of unfiltered XY data used in the phase fitting calculation.
We typically set this value at 10,000 blocks. The amount of time teb, (into the past) which the
buffer extends is:
t eb =

500
[s ] .
Fe

(2.22)

The time length of (2.22) is carefully chosen as phase displacement values are computed from
the least squares solutions of values in this buffer. Depending upon configuration, ellipse fitting
times can range from order of seconds to many tens of minutes. In special cases (i.e. when
testing iNull without modulation) the ellipse fitting algorithm can be shut off. Typically, when
running the interferometric seismometers, Fe = 1, implying the ellipse buffer extends a little over
eight minutes into the past.

The length of the buffer is clear when restarting the ellipse fitting
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process; during the first 500 seconds, phase output from the femtometer is nonsensical. (Note:
we restart the femtometer whenever a configuration change is made.)
The configuration page also contains an auto wrap feature that resets the integer count
of wraps around the ellipse, when the user-defined setting is reached. For the interferometric
seismometers we configure the value to 5000 wraps, corresponding to about 1.6 mm of mass
displacement.

In normal operation the interferometric seismometers never reach this value.

Although this value can be set higher we prefer to keep it low, as a large phase wrap values can
create precision loss within the single precision calculations of the DSP. Setting this value too
low, however, can create undesired wraps; this is especially cumbersome when mass motions
are large. Note: if the instrument drifts away from zero (common after the instrument is initially
installed or modified), a one-time instantaneous, zeroing of phase can be applied.

The

occasional zeroing of phase prevents undesired phase wraps. For the remainder of femtometer
options, a curious reader is referred to the aforementioned white paper (Otero et al., 2007).

Description
The number of stages in the DSP filter
cascade.
Turn ellipse fitting on or off
Real-valued initial ellipse parameters. The
order of the values are xo, yo, a, b, and po

Determines whether fast or slow analog
data are output

Indicates whether fast phase data (typically
400 Hz) is output with slow phase data (40
Hz)
Raw digitization rate in Hz
An “auto wrapping” feature that resets the
integer count of wraps about the ellipse to
zero when the total phase (p) value
approach Pw * 2
Integer number of decimated analog
channels.

Field

dspnpf

ellipse fitting

ellipse parameters

fastanalog output

fastphase output

fss

max # phase wraps

nanalog

< (8-(nfemto*2)

Pw

50 or 100 K

on or off

on or off

on or off

1–4

Valid Range

The analog channels are output as 16 bit
signed integers.

The default is 5000 wraps which corresponds
to ~31,000 radians. Set to a very high value
31
(2 -1) to effectively turn off this feature.

see text for further details

on = slow phase data only, off = output fast
and slow phase data. Slow phase data are
data that has been through additional
filter/decimation on the PC

on = slow analog data only, off = fast and
slow analog data are output. fast analog
output is directly from the DSP. slow analog
output is decimated an additional time within
the PC. Ignored if nanalog = 0.

Typically set to the current ellipse parameters
when ellipse fitting is turned off. All units are
in volts except phase which is measured in
radians.

off = no ellipse fit, on = perform ellipse fit

Typically set to 3

Comments

Table 2.2: Femtometer configuration parameters. The table below describes user configurable parameters for each femtometer station.
When appropriate default values are indicated.
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Description
Integer number of interferometers connected
to the system.
Indicates whether an additional
filter/decimation stage occurs on the PC
The sample decimation value for the ellipse
fitting function. phsdcm samples are
skipped from every phssiz block of data
before a sample is added to the ellipse
buffer.
Integer number of samples (per channel)
per block on the DSP before filtering.
Site name for the current stations

Determines whether phase data are output
from the DSP.
Determines whether decimated raw X and Y
values are output from the DSP.

Field

nfemto

pcnpf

phsdcm

phssiz

sitename

uplfto

uplxy

Table 2.2: continued

0 or 1

0 or 1

0 = no output, 1 = output, 16 bit signed
integers

0 = no output, 1 = output, The phase values
are 32 bit and 64 bit double precision values

The first three or four letters are a site code,
the next letter is a station type (o = ofis, m =
seismometer, i = strainmeter) and the last
letter is a station number (1-9). The site
name will be appended in front of all data
channels.

Normally set to 10000; must be an integer
divisor of fss

Ignored if ellift is 0and should be an integer
divisor or phssiz.

1 – phssiz

10000

0 = no PC filtering, 1 = additional PC filtering
(÷ 10)

Each femtometer requires 2 inputs on the A-D

1- 4

0 or 1

Comments

Valid Range
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iSTS1 Construction
The interferometric STS1 (iSTS1) is a modified version of Streckeisens highly respected,

observatory-quality, vertical STS1 seismometer (Wielandt and Streckeisen, 1982). By carefully
adding an optical displacement transducer and by passing the feedback electronics we can
effectively measure mass displacement without force feedback or the original electromagnetic
motion transducers.

Throughout this chapter we discuss the steps needed to convert a

conventional, “off-the-shelf” STS1 to an interferometric STS1.

3.1 Modification of the Streckeisen STS1
We have conducted iSTS1 experiments with two forms of the interferometric
displacement transducer – a free space version (cartoon representation in Figure 3.1) and a
fiber version (described at the end of this chapter). The free-space version of the iSTS1 (in
which no optical fibers are used and the laser is launched directly into the interferometer) was
installed in Piñon Flat, CA in August of 2007. In February of 2009 the free-space version of the
iSTS1 was removed and subsequently modified and reinstalled as a fiber based iSTS1.
To construct a free-space interferometric STS1, we begin by removing the aluminum
shield (Faraday cage) from a conventional STS1 vertical seismometer, and in it drill two small
holes at the appropriate height and location to allow for entering and exiting light (note the holes
in Figure 3.1). We then remove the brass STS1 mass from the seismometer suspension and
extract a small volume of material to allow for the height and diameter of a Rolyn Optics cornercube (P/N: 42.001). The corner-cube is epoxyed to a brass shim. The corner-cube and shim are
then mounted (with small machine screws) to the bottom of the seismic mass (Figure 3.2, note
the brass shim directly below the seismic mass which has been painted black). An aluminum
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assembly housing a number of optics is then mounted to the seismometer frame beneath the
seismometer mass to form a Michelson interferometer.
The optical assembly (Figure 3.3), which is bolted to the STS1 base plate by means of a
single screw, is assembled over multiple days. Working from the top of the assembly down, we
mount the following components: at the top of the assembly we mount a /8 wave plate (CVI
Laser QWPM-633-04-8), held horizontally into the optical assembly by means of a knurled ring
and set-screw. Great care is taken to ensure epoxy is not deposited on the center of the optical
surface. The knurled ring allows for rotation of the /8 wave plate; critical in the alignment
process. Below the knurled ring, on the vertical face of the aluminum frame is a Melles Griot
non-polarizing beam splitter (P/N: 03BSL043) and a Rolyn Optic corner-cube. The beam splitter
is oriented so that the incoming monochromatic light passes horizontally through it towards a
corner-cube mounted in the back of the assembly and vertically towards corner-cube mounted
within the seismometer mass. Below the non-polarizing beam splitter is a Melles Griot rightangle prism (P/N: 01PRA009).

The right-angle prism bends the returning fringe signal 90

degrees from vertical so that it exits the seismometer about 10 mm below the incoming beam.
We note the lateral faces of the right-angle prism and non-polarizing beam splitter in
Figure 3.3 are not perfectly aligned with the vertical. As the seismic mass oscillates the cornercube does not translate along a true vertical axis, but rather through a circular path, which is
slightly askew to the true vertical; caused by geometry between the hinge and corner-cube. (In
the iSTS1 the corner-cube sits slightly below the imaginary axis connecting the center of mass
and seismic hinge.) In normal operating conditions (when displacements are small) this path is
approximately linear. To accommodate this small off axis error, we slightly rotate the beam
splitter and right-angle prism so they remain optimally aligned with the optical axis defined by the
moving corner-cube.
External to the iSTS1, a polarizing beam splitter (Melles Griot P/N: 03PBS043) splits the
emerging fringe pattern into orthogonal components, which are detected by carefully placed
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photo detectors. (The placement of an optional right-angle prism allows the photodetectors to be
place alongside each other.)
The free-space iSTS1 was initially deployed in Piñon Flat, Ca in mid 2007 (Figure 3.4).
In early 2008 the sensor began operating continuously with minimal alteration and interruption.
(A number of early experiments in 2007 resulted in significant modifications to the DSP and
recording system.) While deployed, the free-space iSTS1 was placed on a warpless base plate
under a glass bell jar holding a moderate vacuum (typically 0.1 to 0.5 atmospheres). The
warpless base plate, designed by E. Wielandt, is an alternative to the conventional STS-1
installation which calls for a thick glass plate; the warpless design attempts to minimize the
effects of atmospheric pressure loading on the seismometer housing while maintaining adequate
vacuum (Holcomb et al., 1992). The warpless bell jar assembly was covered with a Styrofoam
box containing a small hole, which allowed for the propagation of light between the laser,
seismometer and photodetectors.
In February of 2009 the free space version of the iSTS1 was removed and redesigned to
accommodate a fiber interferometer. Due to the large size of the fiber couplers major changes
had to be made – the fiber-based optical assembly can no longer fit in the space previously
occupied by the free-space optical assembly. To circumvent this problem, the fiber-based optical
assembly is mounted below the standard STS1 base plate (Figure 3.5), which is supported by
three rigid aluminum posts of length 2 inches (5.08 cm). A hole is cut in the original STS1 base
plate so that light can pass between the beam splitter and the corner-cube mounted within the
seismic mass. The length of the spacer holding the fixed corner-cube was carefully chosen so
that the path lengths between the beam splitter and the mass mounted corner-cube (when
locked) and fixed corner-cube are equal. The newly designed, fiber based, iSTS1 was field
deployed (along with a custom designed vacuum chamber and improved thermal insulation) in
May of 2009. Unfortunately too little data are currently available for a comprehensive analysis.
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Figure 3.1: Cartoon drawing of the STS1 leaf-spring seismometer with optical displacement
transducer. Optical paths are drawn in red. The exiting fringe signal is further split with a
polarizing beam splitter outside of the seismometer frame. Note the geometry shown is not to
scale.
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Figure 3.2: The interferometric STS1 (iSTS1) is a Streckeisen vertical STS1 with a few
modifications. By attaching a corner-cube to the seismometer mass (hidden) and interferometer
components (corner-cube, /8 wave plate and right-angle prism) to the seismometer frame we
can optically measure mass displacement. The remaining optical components, necessary to
create quadrature fringes (polarizing beam splitter and an optional right-angle prism) are located
outside of the seismometer. Red arrows on the bottom left side of the image indicate where
lights enters and exits the optical transducer.
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Figure 3.3: The interferometric displacement transducer assembly for the iSTS1 contains four
major components: a corner-cube, a non-polarizing beam splitter, a right-angle prism and a /8
wave plate (not pictured). The bottom of the assembly (left side of the photo) is secured to the
base of the iSTS1 (directly under the mass mounted corner-cube) with a machine screw. In the
photo foreground we observed back-side of the interferometric assembly.
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Figure 3.4: An older installation (prior to March, 2009) of the iSTS1, located in the STF vault at
Piñon Flat Observatory in Anza, California. The “free-space” interferometric seismometer does
not rely on optical fibers. In the figure above we show the insulating iSTS1 enclosure, a
stabilized ML1 laser, and launching / collecting optics. Note the right-angle prism, which allows
the photodetectors to be placed alongside each other.
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Figure 3.5: Redesigning the iSTS1 to accommodate a fiber-based interferometer, required a
radical design change. The launching and collecting optics have to be mounted below the
seismometer base. A hole in the original base plate allows light to travel between the mass
mounted corner-cube and interferometric assembly. The path lengths between the standard
beam splitter and corner-cubes, are equal, when the iSTS1 is at equilibrium.

4

iSeis construction and tuning
We developed and built the first iSeis prototype in 2003.

Its design was based on

Streckeisens vertical STS1 (Wielandt et al., 1982). Early versions of the prototype, which used
commercial flexures, proved problematic. The current version incorporates cross flexures similar
to those used in the Streckeisen design. This chapter focuses on the history and construction of
the iSeis prototype seismometer.

It opens with a discussion on the optical displacement

transducer, construction and testing. The chapter continues with a glimpse into the history of
iSeis, the problematic Riverhawk flex pivots and the cross flexure solution.

The chapter

concludes with a discussion on construction of the prototype and tuning of the mass and leaf
spring – an important step which prevents cross coupling in seismic recordings.

4.1 iSeis displacement transducer
Rather than using traditional motion-sensing electronic components, the interferometric
iSeis prototype uses a Michelson interferometer as its primary displacement transducer. Design
of the interferometric components and mounting hardware have changed very little since their
initial conception by Zumberge et al., in 2001. Most of the optical components are permanently
mounted on an aluminum frame that measures approximately 50 X 38 X 51 mm (width, depth,
height). After construction and alignment the optical frame is securely bolted to the seismometer
base plate. Alignment (rotational and translation) is aided by finely threaded adjustment screws
and spring plungers, which allow for precision placement of the interferometric base in relation to
the permanently mounted corner-cube within the seismic mass.
As of this writing, two versions of the interferometric base exist: an optical-fiber based
version and a free space version. In the fiber optic version, a 633 nm single mode optical fiber
(SMF) attaches to an Oz Optics receptacle style collimator which launches light into the front
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face of the interferometer. (Note: SMF is used because it does not exhibit modal dispersion and
guarantees that a single mode and polarization of light exits the optical fiber; akin to a directly
launching the laser into the interferometer.) The collimator, which sits on a rubber O-ring is
secured to the aluminum frame (cartoon in Figure 4.1; photo in Figure 4.2) with three adjustment
screws. Through tightening the mounting screws, the collimator is able to direct exiting light to a
precise location on beam splitter B1 which diverts the monochromatic source towards the top
and back plane of the interferometric assembly. Light is reflected by a permanently mounted
corner-cube (C1) on the back of the aluminum housing and a seismometer mass mounted
corner-cube (C2). The recombined light (fringe signal) is sent through a polarizing beam splitter
(B2) and through a right-angle prism, which divert light to the lateral faces of the interferometric
frame. Light exits the interferometer through side-mounted Oz Optics couplers (not pictured in
Figure 4.1). As with the launcher, the couplers are optimally aligned with screws and rubber Orings. Unlike the launching collimator which uses SMF, less expensive MMF is used to carry
fringes from the couplers to the photodetectors; we use MMF because modal dispersion and
changes in polarization (created by random imperfections within the waveguide) have no
adverse effects on the resultant fringe signal. In short, it is the exiting light intensity which is
important and not optical phase; MMF is therefore adequate.

For light entering the

interferometer, the optical phase is important, so SMF is needed. Great care is used during the
construction process to ensure that path lengths B1C1 and B1C2 (~ 0.9 inches, 22.86mm) are
equal. Any differences in path length can appear as mass displacements if the frequency of the
laser begins to drift with time.
The “free-space” version of the interferometric assembly is a modified form of the opticalfiber version with a number of crucial differences.

The free-space interferometer (same

dimension as the fiber interferometer) does not use SMF or MMF; rather it directly captures and
launches light – eliminating the need for collimators and couplers. Its design calls for a nonpolarizing beam splitter, corner-cubes and a right-angle prism (mounted on the seismometer
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frame).

The remaining optics (polarizing beam splitter and a second right-angle prism) are

placed outside of the seismometer frame near the laser (similar to the free-space iSTS1).
Coherent light is launched directly into the front face of the non-polarizing beam splitter, reflected
by the corner-cubes and recombined.

The resulting fringe signal exits the interferometric

assembly parallel to and below the incoming light through a right-angle prism mounted directly
below the non-polarizing beam splitter. The fringe signal is split into orthogonal components, by
the external polarizing beam splitter. As in the iSTS1, an optional right-angle prism allows the
photodetectors to be placed along side each other. Components for both interferometer types
are listed in Table 3.1.

4.2 iSeis displacement transducer construction
Construction of the interferometric base is a multi-step, multi-day process.

All

components except the optical collimator and couplers are permanently fixed to the aluminum
block (or seismic mass) with thermally conductive epoxy. (The low out-gassing epoxy [Tra-Cons
TraBond 2151] has a coefficient of thermal expansion close to that of aluminum; by matching
thermal coefficients we can reduce the possibility of optical distortion.) During assembly of the
interferometer, every bond is between aluminum and the optical component – no two pieces of
glass are directly bonded together. Great care is taken for all steps – the optics must remain
clear of random contact with epoxy, dust, and fingers. (Oils from the skin affect the transmission
properties of the optical glass.)
On the first day of construction, we epoxy a 10.0 mm non-polarizing cube beam splitter
B1 (Melles Griot P/N: 03BSL043) to the aluminum frame. This is a crucial step in the assembly
process as the alignment and location of B1 affects the locations and alignments of the polarizing
beam splitter and right-angle prism. To help with the alignment, a high-density polyethylene
spacer (HDPE) is inserted into the channel that runs along the back face of the aluminum block
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(Figure 4.1). The beam splitter is pushed flush against the side and top of the HDPE spacer.
The high-density polyethylene, which does not bond well to the epoxy, guarantees proper vertical
and horizontal alignment of the beam splitter. It also guarantees that the beam splitter faces are
parallel to the sides and bottom of the interferometric assembly.

After the epoxy is initially

applied (three small drops) a watchful eye is kept over the optical component to ensure it does
not drift into a new position. (Often, we use gravity to our advantage – by properly orienting the
assembly we can prevent the glass from moving.) During the pot life of the epoxy, the time
before which the epoxy begins to set (35 minutes for Tra-Con 2151), corner-cube C1 (diameter
9.0 mm, height of 7.0 mm; Rolyn Optics P/N: 42.001) is set into a brass-retaining ring. The /8
wave plate (diameter 10.0 mm; CVI P/N: QWPM-633-04-8) is also set into a knurled mount made
of Delerin or brass. Extreme care is taken to ensure that the drops of epoxy, which adhere the
glass to the Delerin or brass ring, are as small as possible – any added height from the epoxy
interferes with free rotation of the knurled ring. Care is also taken to ensure that the epoxy is
only applied to the outer-most edge of the glass wave plate, any epoxy which happens to get in
the center of the wave plate is catastrophic. Before commencing step two of the assembly
process, the epoxy is given adequate time to cure – approximately twenty-four hours at 25 °C
(less, if the ambient temperature is higher).
On the second day of assembly the polarizing beam splitter B2 (10.0 mm cube; Melles
Griot P/N: 03PBS043) is epoxyed into place. Again, three small drops of epoxy are all that are
necessary to securely hold the glass to the aluminum frame. Unlike beam splitter B1, great care
is taken in placement of the epoxy drops as the epoxyed surface is a surface through which light
passes. (Any epoxy in the center of this face blocks the constituent beams.) By pushing the
lateral face of B2 flush against the HDPE spacer and its top flush with the bottom of B1, a
parallel interface between beam splitters is guaranteed. After B2 cures, the retaining ring which
holds corner-cube C1 is epoxyed to the back face of the interferometric frame.

Azimuthal

orientation of C1 is important. When looking at the corner-cube from its back side (pointed
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surface), one edge (of three) must be aligned with the vertical axis of the seismometer – the
vertical edge should be pointing towards the base of the instrument. Three small drops of epoxy
applied to the interface between the brass ring and aluminum frame provides a sufficient bond.
Meanwhile, corner-cube C2 (same dimensions as C1) is also epoxyed into its appropriate
location on the seismic mass.

As with corner-cube C1, azimuthal orientation of this retro-

reflector is important. When looking at the corner-cube from its top, one of the three edges must
be aligned with the y-axis of the seismometer (perpendicular to the flexural axis) and point
towards the back of the seismometer frame. (If this step is ignored, the beam will most likely hit
an edge of the corner-cube – resulting in a poor fringe signal.)
After twenty-four hours we commence the final step of interferometer assembly. The
step is complete when the aluminized hypotenuse right-angle prism (10.00 mm x 10.00 mm
entrance aperture; Melles Griot P/N: 01PRA009) is fully bonded to the aluminum frame. Much
like beam splitter B2, great care is exercised when applying epoxy to the right-angle prism as
epoxy is being applied to a light transmitting surface. Orientation of the right-angle prism is
straightforward – it is simply pushed flush against the bottom face of beam splitter B2. The entire
interferometer assembly is ready for testing and alignment within twenty-four hours. Prior to
testing, the /8 wave plate and its mount are secured to the aluminum assembly with two screws.

CVI Laser
Melles Griot
Melles Griot
Melles Griot
Thor Labs
OFR

/8 Wave Plate

polarizing beam splitter

non-polarizing beam splitter

right angle prism

amplified photodetector

Faraday isolator

†

†

Photo-detectors Tubes

‡

multimode fiber patchcord

†

polarization maintaining fiber patchcord

MMF fiber coupler

SMF fiber launcher

†

Rolyn

corner cube prism

Thor Labs

Oz-Optics

Oz-Optics

Oz-Optics

Oz-Optics

Oz Optics

Melles Griot

laser mount

fiber optic vacuum feedthrough

Melles Griot

HeNe laser

†

Vendor

Item Description

SM05L10

MMJ-3AF3A-IRVIS-50/125-1-1

PMJ-3AF3AF-633-4/125-3-8-1

HPUCO-23AF-633-S-2.7AS

HPUC-23AF-633-S-5AS-11-SP

VAC-04-T-MMJ, PMJ-3AF3AF-IRVIS, 633,
1300/1550-50/125, 4/125, 7/125-1-1, 4-SP

IO-2D-633-VLP

PDA36A w/ SM1FC

01PRA009

03BSL043

03PBS043

QWPM-633-04-8

42.001

07 HLA 015

25 LHP 121-249

Part Number

2

2

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

Qty

$15

$22

$344

$277

$272

$597

$750

$299

$43

$192

$122

$225

$192

$220

$732

Cost
(each)

Table 4.1: Optical components used in the construction of the optical interferometer. All components are rated for visible 633 nm light. The
cost reflected in the last column is for early 2008. The Thor Lab photodetectors, referred to as PDA55s throughout the text, are no longer
available. The newest equivalent is PDA36A. Items marked with the dagger symbol (†) are only needed for the fiber optic version of the
interferometer. Items marked with a double dagger (‡) are needed for the free space version. Items without a symbol are needed for both.
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Figure 4.1: Fiber optic version of the iSeis interferometer. The base is made out of aluminum.
The beam splitters and right-angle prism are vertically aligned and permanently epoxyed to the
frame with Tra-Con 2151 thermal epoxy. Light enters the collimator at the front of the
interferometric base (right side of figure) and is split towards corner-cubes C1 and C2. C1, at a
fixed distance, is also permanently mounted inside the aluminum frame. C2 resides within the
seismic mass (not pictured). Fringe signals exit the interferometer from B2 (out of the page) and
the right-angle prism (below B2, into the page). The wave plate (not pictured) sits between B1
and C1. The entire assembly can be translated or rotated (about a vertical axis) for optimal
alignment with the seismic mass.
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Figure 4.2: A fully assembled iSeis displacement transducer. The beam splitters and right-angle
prism are vertically aligned and permanently epoxyed to the frame with Tra-Con 2151 thermal
epoxy (blue spots). Light enters the launcher at the front of the interferometric base and is
collected at the collimators. Note the orange O-ring used for steering the collimators and
launcher.
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4.3 iSeis displacement transducer alignment
After fabrication of the interferometric base is complete, the interferometer must be
aligned and tested. Alignment is a tedious process in which the collimator and couplers must be
mounted to the interferometric frame. The procedure can be broken into roughly three steps: (1)
crude alignment of the collimator, (2) fine alignment of the collimator and couplers (with a
specialized alignment jig) to maximize launcher and fiber coupling efficiency and (3) alignment of
the interferometer with the prototype sensors seismic mass.
Collimator alignment is most effective when one uses the templates in Figure 4.3 (the
templates were generated from the original CAD [computer aided design] drawings of the iSeis
prototype sensor). By carefully cutting the templates and attaching them to the interferometric
base, targets for steered light can be defined – the defined target points are tiny black dots in the
right most hextant of each corner-cube. The templates can be mounted to the interferometric
base with tape or machine screws inserted through the “A” holes in each pattern. After the
templates are temporarily positioned, the collimator and its supplied O-ring are mounted to the
front face of the aluminum block.
Mounting the collimator (Oz Optics P/N: HPUC-23AF-633-S-5AS-11-SP) to the
interferometric assembly is simple; shoulder screws which allow the collimator to rotate about its
optical axis (necessary to adjust the polarization axis of the emerging light) hold the collimator to
the aluminum frame. An O-ring (which sits between the collimator and aluminum) allows for
steering of the collimated beam. After the collimator is mounted to the frame, an optical fiber
(previously aligned with a laser source) is threaded into the ferrule receptacle. Once the fiber is
properly seated, corner-cube C1 “glows” from light scattering. By slowly adjusting the collimator
shoulder bolts, light is steered to the predefined targets in templates A and B. Once the amount
of incident light is optimized, the shoulder bolts are further tightened in a circular fashion until the
collimator is securely seated against the interferometer assembly. (Note: we do not tighten, until
the point, in which the O-rings are flattened.) While tightening the shoulder bolts, it is normal to
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see the point source “walk” away from its optimal target. However, as the remaining bolts are
tightened, the source walks back towards its optimal location. Clearly, each bolt needs to be
tightened the same amount during each of the incremental steps.

This technique is used

throughout the optical alignment process.
After the collimator is secured to the front face of the interferometer, the paper templates
are removed and couplers (Oz Optics P/N: HPUCO-23AF-633-S-2.7AS) are mounted in their
place. The mounting of couplers is similar to that of the collimator – O-rings and three finely
threaded screws optimize the interface angle between the couplers and lateral faces of the
interferometer (analogous to steering). Unlike the collimator, which uses shoulder bolts, the
finely threaded screws do not allow for rotation of the couplers. (Recall that the polarization state
of emerging light and multi-mode fibers have no adverse effects on the resultant fringe intensities
– the reason why the couplers need not rotate with respect to the MMF.) By incrementally
adjusting the three retaining screws the efficiency of light-to-fiber coupling is maximized. At this
stage, MMF patch cords are connected between the coupler receptacles and laser power meter.
By monitoring the laser power meter and carefully adjusting the retaining screws, a maximum
gathering efficiency can be reached with minimal effort.
The third step of the alignment process requires a specialized alignment jig (for practical
reasons, the top portion of the null interferometer; discussed in chapter 5). The alignment jig
contains a fixed corner-cube, which is modulated by a piezo-electric transducer (PZT). (The PZT
is connected across a function generator and filament transformer.) By applying an appropriate
voltage to the PZT (described in chapter 5) we can create an interference pattern that aids in the
alignment process.

The modulated corner-cube and interferometric base are independently

translated and rotated through limited ranges until optimal alignment is achieved. Alignment is
achieved with light returning (observed as tiny red spots) from the PZT mounted corner-cube and
the fixed corner-cube “stack” on top of each other. If properly stacked, a crude interferometric
fringe pattern illuminates the coupler faces. Note: the theoretical distance between the PZT
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mounted corner-cube and the top of beam splitter B1 and the distance between the lateral face
of B1 and the front face of corner-cube C1 are ideally equal – 23.06 mm (0.908 inches).
Once a crude interferometric pattern is observed (as a flickering of light intensity), the
interferometer is ready for final alignment. Photodetectors operating with equivalent gain settings
are connected to the interferometer with MMF patch cords.

The X and Y channels of an

oscilloscope operating in x-y mode are also connected to the photodetectors with 50 ohm coaxial
cables.

As the PZT mounted corner-cube is modulated, an elliptical trace (representing

changing path length between the two arms of the interferometer) appears on the oscilloscope
display. Note: if the frequency of the function generator is sufficiently low – a sine wave on order
of a few Hz – the observed elliptical trace visibly alternates between clockwise and counter
clockwise rotation. (Rotation about the ellipse represents motion of the PZT mounted cornercube – moving away from, and towards, the interferometric assembly.) The interferometric base
and PZT are further translated and rotated until the elliptical pattern is maximized in both x and y.
Once the elliptical pattern is maximized the interferometer is tightly secured to the base and the
PZT assembly is tightly secured to the top mounting plate. Each coupler is then independently
adjusted in its angular alignment to further maximize the observed elliptical pattern.
After the ellipse pattern is maximized, the depth of modulation must be optimized.

The

modulation depth D m is defined as the ratio of peak-to-peak voltage recorded by the
photodetectors ( V = Vmax Vmin ) over the maximum voltage Vmax recorded by the photodetectors
(Figure 4.4):
Dm =

V
Vmax

(3.1)

To fully maximize the depth of modulation (90% is sufficient, 100% is perfect) and the
eccentricity of the ellipse the laser must be polarized at 45° to the preferred axis of the /8 wave
plate.

This is accomplished by slowly rotating the /8 wave plate in conjunction with the

collimator on the front of the interferometer. (Rotating the collimator is akin to rotating the laser
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about its axis, thereby changing the angle of its polarization.) This means slightly loosening the
shoulder bolts which were tightened in step one.

As in previous steps, this is an iterative

process. By iteratively rotating the collimator and /8 plate until Vx

min

and Vy min are minimized

(near 0 V), the laser and /8 wave plate become preferentially aligned.
After the DC offset is minimized, the collimator shoulder screws are tightened according
to procedure. The /8 plate is then rotated until the ellipse is made as circular as possible. After
rotating the /8 wave plate to its final position the set screw is tightened to prevent further
accidental rotation. As expected, rotating the collimator slightly steers the outgoing beam, in
which case a final coupler optimization is required.
The light to voltage conversion, Po (in V/W) of the silicon photodetectors can be
estimated

by

factoring

wavelength

dependent

responsivity,

R

(units

of

A/W)

and

transimpedance gain GT (units of V / A) of the photodetectors (ThorLabs, technical reference):
Po = GT R  .

(3.2)

The photodetectors when set at minimum gain (preferred mode of operation) have a
4

transimpedance gain of GT = 1.5 X 10 V/A. At 633 nm they have a responsivity of about 0.4
A/W, yielding a light to voltage conversion factor of about 6000 V/W. Using a Melles-Griot 2 mW
Helium-Neon (HeNe) laser we have been able to successfully create elliptical fringe patterns of
4.5 V X 4.5 V with less than 100 mV of DC offset.
In situations where voltages on either detector exceed 9.0 V, gain is lowered on both
detectors (equivalent gains for X and Y are preferred) to prevent saturation. The maximum
output of the PDA55 is 10 V for high impedance loads. The tradeoff, however, is in the loss of
dynamic range within the digital signal processor (DSP) – ideally, we want to make the output
voltage of the photodetectors as large as possible (but safely under their saturation threshold), to
take full advantage of dynamic range within the DSP. Although the DSPs full dynamic range is
±10 V, we use only half of the range, as the photodetectors can only create positive voltages.
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Future design plans will allow a voltage offset to be applied to the photodetectors, allowing us to
take greater advantage of dynamic range within the DSP.

Figure 4.3: The templates above prove useful for initially aligning the iSeis optical displacement
transducer. The small dots, barely visible in the right hextant of each corner-cube, serve as
alignment “targets.”
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Figure 4.4: When aligning the interferometer we attempt to maximize the depth of modulation
(Dm). 100% is perfect, 90% is sufficient. Top: Voltage as a function of changing path length, for
one component of the interferometer. (The second comonent is phase shifted 90 degrees.)
Bottom: Voltage (Vx) versus voltage (Vy) for both arms of the interferometer. At 100% the DC
offset (D m ) is optimized and the ellipse touches the X and Y axes ( Vy = Vy max , Vx = Vx max ).
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4.4 iSeis flexural hinges
Prior to December 2007 the iSeis prototype seismometer used commercial flexural
hinges (flex-pivots) manufactured by the Riverhawk Company (formerly manufactured by the
Bendix Corporation). These hinges (Figure 4.5) were thought to be the perfect solution as they
were lubrication free and provided near frictionless precise motion with a near infinite mechanical
product life. In the summer of 2005 experiments, described below, conducted under the
supervision of E. Wielandt indicated that the commercial solution was problematic, as large
amounts of position creep were observed. This ultimately resulted in the current implementation
of the iSeis prototype.
To accurately determine the amount of position creep introduced by the Riverhawk flexpivots, we constructed a second “seismometer” without a leaf spring, whose only restoring force
was the flex-pivots themselves (Figure 4.6). (The hinges [double ended pivot bearings, P/N:
6006-800] have a diameter of 0.187 inches [4.75 mm], a length of 0.303 inches [7.70 mm] and a
-4

torsional spring rating of 7 X 10

inch-pounds per degree (0.005 Newton-meters per radian]).

The flexural pivot suspension (“seismometer”) was displaced from its equilibrium position and
towards an upper limit, by means of an opto-electronic feedback circuit. By vertically translating
two photodetectors (mounted on a separate assembly) with a linear translation stage (or small
motor) the flex pivot seismometer “followed” the photodetectors. (Keeping the photodetectors
and motor on separate assemblies removes the mechanical linkage between the two –
eliminating creep effects of the motor and allowing us to investigate the true behavior of the flex
pivots themselves.) The flex pivots were held at a limit of approximately ± 2.5 degrees (± 3mm
at a distance of 70 mm from the hinge) for 5 seconds then allowed to rest in equilibrium for 30
minutes. Throughout the experiment (which was repeated for 24 hours) pendulum position was
interferometrically monitored.

Any drift from the initial equilibrium position (Figure 4.7) is

attributed to relaxation (or creep) within the Riverhawk flexures.
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A similar procedure was conducted for the interferometric STS1. By removing feedback
and using a similar calibration signal, the cross flexural hinges within the iSTS1 were extended to
their limits, held and then allowed to relax. Creep within the iSTS1 was barely visible and at least
ten times smaller than that in the iSeis prototype (Wielandt, internal document, 2005). The large
discrepancy clearly indicated the need for a redesign of the iSeis prototype.
To eliminate creep-related error, we redesigned the iSeis flexural-pivots in late 2007;
their new design is similar to that of the Streckeisen STS1. The in-house cross-flexures are
composed of four small (0.25” width, 1.125” length, 0.002” thickness; 6.35 mm width, 28.575 mm
length, 0.051 mm thickness) hardened Phynox strips (blue) secured to a custom mount that
attaches between the seismometer frame (tan in color) and seismometer pendulum (purple in
color) (Figure 4.8). Phynox, an austenitic cobalt-based alloy (40%Co, 20%Cr, 16%Ni, 7%Mo) is
used because of its exceptional non-magnetic spring-like properties, high Youngs modulus and
high yield strength. Although no experiments have been conducted on the new flexures, we feel
the commensurate design is adequate for our needs and performs as well as the flexural design
of the STS1.
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Figure 4.5: Early versions of the iSeis prototype (pre-2008) used commercial flexural hinges
(flex-pivots) manufactured by the Riverhawk Company (formerly Bendix Corporation). The
image above shows a cutaway view of a flex-pivot, similar to that used in early version of the
iSeis prototype (Riverhawk Company, 2008). Creep within the flex-pivots resulted in a
seismometer redesign.
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Figure 4.6: To accurately determine the amount of position creep introduced by the Riverhawk
flex-pivots, we construct a second “seismometer” whose only restoring force is the flex-pivots
themselves. Notice how this “seismometer” lacks a leaf spring. The brass block (as seen on the
right) acts as the seismic mass. The black paddle (parallel to the table, attached to the brass
mass) serves to aid the opto-electronic force-feedback circuit, which flexes the flex-pivots. The
brass disc towards the top instrument is for weight balance. Using this apparatus we concluded
that creep introduced by the commercial flexures was problematic.
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Figure 4.7: Commercial purchased flex-pivots used within the original iSeis seismometer exhibit
both long and short term superimposed creep. The inset (top) shows a magnified view of short
term creep spanning 30 minutes. (Position was monitored interferometrically.) Vertical lines
signify impulses in which the flexures were flexed towards their upper limit (± 3mm at a distance
of 70 mm from the hinge or approximately 2.5 degrees) for 5 seconds and then returned to
equilibrium. Rest time is 30 minutes.
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Figure 4.8: The newest version of the iSeis prototypes uses a custom designed flexure (above).
Its design is similar to the cross flexures in the STS1 seismometer. Phynox flexures (dark blue)
connect the pendulum (purple) to the seismometer frame (tan).
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4.5 iSeis construction
Construction of the interferometric seismometer is a rather straightforward process.
Rather than describing the construction process in full detail, we briefly summarize below.
Throughout this discussion we refer the reader to Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, mechanical
drawings of the prototype and Figure 4.11 a photograph of the prototype before field deployment.
The seismometer frame is constructed of three aluminum components (two sides and a
base) which, when bolted together, creates a rigid structure suitable for supporting the
seismometer mass and suspension.

The base of the frame sits on three hemispherical

micrometer heads (manufactured by Mitutoyo), which allow for proper leveling and placement of
the instrument. The seismometer suspension and mass (Figure 4.9, gold color) are secured to
the seismometer frame with a flexural mount that defines the rotation axis of the seismometer.
The top portion of the suspension is secured to the leaf spring (Figure 4.9, dark blue) with a
customized clamp (Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, cyan colored) that allows for slight spring length
adjustment. (Note: leaf-spring length is defined as the distance between the top and bottom
clamp, rather than the physical length of the spring steel.) The opposite end of the leaf spring is
mounted to the bottom of the seismometer frame with a C-shaped clamp (Figure 4.9, grey
colored). During assembly, the bottom leaf-spring clamp can be positioned anywhere along a
finite range defined by two axes of the seismometer – its vertical axis ( ẑ ) and its horizontal axis

( ŷ ) .

Precise positioning of the clamp allows us to stabilize the pendulum and determine its

ultimate period. The cartoon drawing in Figure 4.12 illustrates how the bottom portion of the leaf
spring and clamp (point B) moves with respect to the seismometer frame and top seismometer
clamp (point A).
Near the top of the seismometer frame sits a small rectangular block of aluminum which
allows for the mounting of two critical components: four permanent Neodymium rare earth
magnets (Figure 4.10, brown) and two ITR8105 Gallium Arsenide infrared emitting diodes used
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within the optical mass-position circuit (Figure 4.10, green; used only for seismometer setup).
Damping, a critical component for keeping a reasonable limit of motion, is accomplished by
passing a coil (Figure 4.10, blue; salvaged from an old hard drive) attached to the seismic mass
through a permanent magnetic field generated by the four magnets. (The coil is shorted across
a small resistor of about 100 .) Conversely, by applying current to the coil, a force can be
created which pushes the seismic mass against a physical stop. This is useful when calibrating
the seismometer (i.e., when performing a seismic ringdown).
The mass-position circuit (schematic shown in appendix A3) provides an absolute
reference position for the seismic mass.

As a small paddle (attached to the seismometer

suspension; shown in Figure 4.11 with a brown tip) passes between the two photodiodes, a
reference voltage is created.

When the paddle is perfectly centered, the voltage from a

differencing operation amplifier (op-amp) is zero. (Note: we initially adjust the position of the
infrared emitting diodes so that the paddle position is zero, when the locking pins are inserted
into the seismometer frame.) As the paddle moves away from center, a bias voltage is created
at the differencing op-amp. By monitoring the output voltage, we can measure mass position
referenced to equilibrium. (Note: we have experimentally determined the scaling coefficient for
the iSeis mass-position circuit to be 201.6 μm / V.)
At times we also use the optical mass-position circuit to drive a small force-feedback
circuit (schematic shown in appendix A3). When the paddle is perfectly centered (zero volts at
the output of the differencing operational amplifier), no current is applied through the coil;
implying no correcting forces act on the seismometer mass.

As the mass displaces from

equilibrium, however, the differencing operational amplifier becomes voltage biased, resulting in
a counter-acting force, which pushes the seismic mass towards equilibrium.
Force-feedback is not used in normal modes of operation. It is, however, used when
installing the prototype in a new location or when investigating how high or low the seismometer
mass sits, in reference to its true equilibrium. (Equilibrium is defined when an imaginary axis,
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parallel to the ground, passes through the cross flexures and through the center of mass). In
section 4.7 we detail a procedure for aligning the seismometers center of mass (or finding
“maximum gravity), using signals from the feedback circuit.

We also use force-feedback to

determine the relative equilibrium position of the seismometer when under vacuum. In chapter 6,
we will show that buoyancy causes the seismic mass to fall in vacuum.

By setting the

seismometers equilibrium position above the axis defined by the center of mass and cross
flexures we can monitor mass position as a function of decreasing air pressure within the
vacuum chamber. (We initially set the mass position to be around 0.01 mm high.) When the
voltage bias is near zero, we stop evacuating the chamber and consider the seismometer to be
in a desired equilibrium state.
The seismometer mass consists of three (or more) brass components totaling about 0.35
kg. The mass is secured to the seismic suspension by means of machine screws and aluminum
lateral mass supports (Figure 4.13). The lateral mass supports are secured to the leaf-spring
suspension at two points: (1) near the top leaf-spring mounting clamp and (2) the seismometer
flexure assembly. Like the STS1, sudden impacts to the seismic suspension during relocation or
handling can damage the fragile cross flexures. By inserting locking rods into holes which run
between the lateral mass supports and seismometer frame, the seismometer becomes fully
constrained and unable to oscillate, thus protecting the delicate flexures. (The seismometer in
Figure 4.11 is locked. The locking rods are secured with shaft clamps, as shown.)
Auxiliary mass components (normally two) bolt under the primary component by means
of small brass threaded screws. (Both mass types are pictured in Figure 4.14). The position of
the auxiliary mass components is important as they determine the equilibrium position of the
seismometer and its center of mass. Equilibrium is defined when the imaginary axis passing
through the seismometer flexures and center of mass is horizontal. By translating the auxiliary
mass components in the horizontal plane ( ŷ ) we can effectively change the equilibrium position
of the seismometer suspension. If the auxiliary masses sit forward (away from the hinges) the
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seismometers equilibrium position will sit low or below the flexures. If the auxiliary masses sit
back (towards the hinges) the seismometers equilibrium position will sit high, or above the
flexures (Figure 4.15). Final tuning of the equilibrium position is accomplished through turning a
finely threaded horizontal screw attached to the lateral face of the auxiliary mass. By turning the
screw (either clockwise or counter-clockwise) the equilibrium position of the seismic suspension
is altered (by moving up, or down).
vertically oriented, threaded slug.

The primary mass component also contains a large,

Translating the slug vertically, adjusts the seismometers

center of mass.
We note that the value of the seismic mass (~ 0.35 kg) is not arbitrarily chosen but rather
chosen in accordance to the mTQ product rules which states that product of a seismometers
mass m, natural period T and quality factor Q, must be greater than one kg-sec (Melton, 1976).
If the product is less than one then the effects of Brownian noise become problematic for the
instrument; we will return to this topic in chapter 6.
Up until this point, we have failed to mention that iSeis leaf-spring suspension is made of
Nispan-C. Nispan-C, a trade name, is a particular ferromagnetic alloy containing nickel, iron and
small amounts of chromium and titanium. Most metals and alloys have positive temperature
coefficients of length and negative temperature coefficients of elasticity (Youngs modulus).
Nispan-C, however, minimizes these properties so that the alloy has a nearly constant modulus
of elasticity at temperatures ranging from -45 °C to +65 °C (Hamden Metal Service Co. Inc.).
This characteristic makes it an excellent candidate for seismic suspensions. Furthermore, its
ready availability (as “shim stock”) and resistant to oxidation have made it the material of choice
for the iSeis suspension.
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Figure 4.9: A mechanical drawing of the inside of the iSeis prototype. (The left side of the
frame is removed for proper viewing.) Towards the front of the seismometer (right side of the
figure) sits the Michelson interferometer (/8 wave plate not pictured). A leaf-spring suspension
(dark blue) connects the pendulum (cyan), seismometer frame and seismic mass (gold). Phynox
flexures (blue) define the axis of rotation. A corner-cube mounted within the seismic mass
completes the interferometer.
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Figure 4.10:
A mechanical drawing of a fully assembled iSeis prototype leaf-spring
seismometer. Three hemispherical micrometer feet allow the seismometer to be perfectly
leveled. A salvaged hard drive coil (dark blue) and four permanent rare-earth magnets (yellow)
create a damping force. An optical mass-position circuit (green) and suspension mounted
paddle create an absolute reference frame that is used when leveling the prototype.
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Figure 4.11: The iSeis prototype seismometer before field deployment. The front of the
seismometer is towards the left side of the photo. Notice the locking rods, vertical mass slug,
feed back coil, permanent magnets and optical paddle. The horizontal mass screw is not visible
from this perspective. The ITR8105 infrared diodes, used within the mass-position circuit, have
been removed to improve photo quality. When present, they sit to the right of the permanent
magnets. Also visible in this photo is the mass-mounted corner-cube, the top portion of the leafspring suspension, the leaf-spring suspension clamp and the interferometric displacement
transducer. Plunger pins at the front and side of the seismometer frame help align the
displacement transducer with the mass-mounted corner-cube. Micrometer feet (two in the front
and one in the back) help level the seismometer base.
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Figure 4.12: By moving the bottom most leaf-spring clamp (B), with respect to the seismometer
frame and top leaf-spring clamp (A), the natural period of the leaf-spring seismometer can be
changed. (Note: tilting the instrument also changes the suspensions natural period.) P is the
flexural pivot and M is the seismic mass. The shaded area, is the pendulum.
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Figure 4.13: Lateral mass supports within the interferometric seismometer secure the mass to
the suspension. The mass oscillates about an axis defined by the flexural assembly. The leaf
spring mounts to the top of the lateral mass supports through a specially designed clamping
mechanism. Locking pins protect the delicate hinges during transport.
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Figure 4.14: Seismic masses used within the iSeis prototype totaling about 0.35 kg. The
primary mass bolts directly to the lateral mass supports. The auxiliary masses bolt underneath
the primary mass. A vertical slug (not pictured) alters the center of mass, while a horizontal
screw changes the equilibrium position of the instrument. When needed, optional masses
provide extra weight to balance the spring force
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Figure 4.15: By moving the distribution of seismic mass (M1) towards or away from the hinges,
the equilibrium position of the seismometer can be changed. By moving the mass distribution
towards the hinge (A), the equilibrium position of the seismometer sits high. When the
seismometer is ideally balanced (B) the axis connecting the COM and the flexures is parallel to
the ground. If too much mass sits away from the hinges (C), the equilibrium position of the
seismometer is low. By moving a vertical slug (M2), the seismometers COM can be adjusted.
Turning the slug counter-clockwise raises the COM. Before placing the seismometer in a
vacuum chamber, we initially set the mass position about 0.01 mm above the ideal equilibrium
axis. As air is removed, buoyancy decreases (the mass falls), and the desired equilibrium state
(B) is achieved.
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4.6 Design and adjustment of the leaf-spring suspension
The minimum value of natural period T, is described by the relationship z = 4 2 x T 2
(described in chapter 6), where z is long period ground acceleration and x is the minimum
resolution of the displacement transducer. An “off-the-shelf” STS1 has a theoretical noise floor of
about 4 X 10

-11

2

m/s /Hz at 8 seconds and 5 X 10

-10

2

m/s /Hz at 1000 s. Using the equation

stated above, we find in order to detect long period ground acceleration at 10

-10

2

m/s , a

seismometer with a natural period of 60 seconds, requires a displacement transducer resolution
-8

of 10 m; a seismometer with a natural period of six seconds (about the natural period of iSTS1)
requires a displacement transducer with a resolution of 10

-10

m. (Note: In a standard pendulum

a six second period would require a 10 m long pendulum.) Until the early 1980s, acquiring such
periods was commonly accomplished with the zero-length, helical, LaCoste suspension
(LaCoste, 1934). In 1976 Wielandt and Streckeisen (Wielandt & Streckeisen, 1982) developed a
replacement for the difficult to build LaCoste suspension with a leaf-spring suspension of near
infinite natural period. In essence it was a rectangular piece of Elinvar (a ferromagnetic piece of
spring steel) bent into a near cylindrical geometry. In order to determine the natural period and
geometrical parameters of the spring (clamping positions, coordinates and angles of spring ends
with respect to the seismometer frame, spring length, spring thickness and width), the
suspension is numerically modelled through a Fortran finite-element simulation (LEAF)
developed by E Wielandt (http://www.geophys.uni-stuttgart.de/). We use this code to model the
iSeis suspension. Through trial and error (moving the bottom seismometer clamp and changing
the length of the leaf spring; aided by LEAF) we have been able to acquire a stable period of
about 2.6 seconds.
Before deploying a leaf-spring pendulum seismometer (such as the one in the iSeis
prototype) a number of prerequisites must be met: (1) the seismometer mass must be in a state
of stable equilibrium, (2) the seismometers axis of sensitivity must be vertical, or equivalently
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the center of gravity must be in a plane horizontal to the hinges, (3) the seismometers natural
period must be constant and independent of pendulum position, and (4) the seismometers base
plate should be horizontal so that when the above conditions are met, the sensor can be made
level with local gravity.
In order to determine if the seismometers center of gravity is in a plane horizontal to the
hinges, we use force feedback to keep the pendulum in a fixed position with respect to the
seismometer frame. We then observe feedback current as a function of tilt. The tilt position,
where the current is at an extremum, defines the desired position of the pendulum. To change
this position so that it coincides with the horizontal base plate (or bubble level), we adjust the
seismometers center of mass (COM) by turning the vertical slug. A detailed step-by-step field
manual for this procedure can be found in Appendix A2.

5

iNull Construction
Both interferometric seismometers (iSTS1 and iSeis) use novel approaches to measure

mass displacement. Rather than using electronic displacement transducers they measure mass
displacement optically, through a Michelson interferometer. In Chapter 6, we will discuss the
noise characteristics of the interferometer itself. In order to quantitatively describe this noise,
however, we build a fixed interferometer (iNull), which has no moving mechanical suspension.
This is advantageous because the displacement transducer can be investigated without worrying
about the mechanical constraints imposed by the seismometer suspension.

5.1 iNull displacement transducer
The null interferometer (Figure 5.1) is in essence a clamped seismometer, which has its
second corner-cube mounted on a piezo-electric transducer rather than a spring-suspended
mass.

By slightly modulating the piezo-electric transducer (PZT) with an appropriate voltage,

we can create a small optical path change and establish the necessary quadrature fringes for the
ellipse fitting process. The iNull PZT is a hollow, ceramic cylinder made of lead zirconate titanate
(Channel Industries Inc material C-5500). It has length of 38.1 mm (1.5 in), an outer diameter of
19.05 mm (0.75 in) and a wall thickness of 1.04 mm (0.041 in). By applying a voltage to the PZT
element, the material expands causing the corner-cube to displace. The expected axial length
change  for the hollow cylinder is (Channel Industries, Inc. online reference manual, 1999):
 =

where do = -185 X 10

-12

d oL
V
t

-1

(5.1)

m V is the piezoelectric constant (strain divided by applied field), L is

the length of the cylinder, t is the wall thickness and V is the applied voltage.
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When aligning the iSeis prototype or determining interferometer noise, we aim to
generate a displacement signal of one fringe or 315 nm. (One fringe completely fills the ellipse.)
Solving (5.1) for voltage, we find 48 V is required to meet this requirement.

We have

experimentally verified this calculation, determining that 46 V is sufficient to fill the ellipse and
produce the interference pattern we desire; giving credibility to the model in (5.1). To provide a
continuous interference pattern, we connect the output of a function generator to the input of a
center tap filament transformer (Hammond Manufacturing P/N: 166G6), which has a voltage ratio
of 11.5:6.3. By increasing the output amplitude of the function generator and measuring voltage
across the secondary of the filament transformer we can produce a 46 V peak-to-peak sine wave
which, when connected across the piezoelectric electrodes, modulates the corner-cube the
desired one fringe (315 nm). This interference pattern is identical to the interference pattern
created by the iSTS1 and iSeis prototypes. Note: The path length imbalance between the PZT
mounted corner-cube and the fixed corner-cube is less than 0.03 mm.

To ensure the path

lengths are equal, time was spent in determining the ideal length (4.409 inches, 11.19 cm) of the
aforementioned aluminum posts. Alignment of the iNull optics is identical to that of the iSeis
displacement transducer.
In Chapter 6 we investigate the noise floor of iNull. We will show that at periods shorter
than a few seconds its noise is below 10

-12

2

m/s /Hz; giving rise to the name “femtometer”. We

will also show that equivalent ground acceleration is below the Global Seismograph Network Low
Noise Model (GSN LNM) (Berger et al., 1986) when the iSTS1 instrument response is applied;
the results for iSeis response are somewhat different; inferred long period noise reaches the
GSN LNM at the longest periods. The differences within the noise floors are a direct result of
differing physical characteristics of the prototype seismometers; they do not have the same
natural period or quality factors. The residual noise is most likely caused by thermal expansion
of the interferometer.
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In its current invocation the posts and base of the iNull test apparatus are aluminum,
whereas the PZT is made of ceramic. These materials have differing linear thermal expansion
coefficients, which are thought to create sources of noise as ambient air temperatures change.
-6

Aluminum is on order of 24 X 10 C
-6

-1

(Agnew, 1986) and lead zirconate titanate is on order of 2

-1

X 10 C (Piezo Technologies technical reference). This order of magnitude discrepancy likely
creates path imbalances when the apparatus is heated and cooled. Although thermal insulation
can minimize diurnal and semi-diurnal temperature variations to less than 0.5 mC per day, we
feel a second iNull made of nothing but ceramic will provide a lower noise floor and improved
long term stability. We hope to deploy a fully ceramic iNull test apparatus in the early fall of
2009.
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Figure 5.1: By modulating a corner-cube mounted within a piezo-electric transducer (PZT) we
can create a fringe signal, which aids in the initial alignment of an interferometer. The aluminum
assembly, housing corner-cube (C1), can be translated with respect to corner-cube (C2). Ideal
alignment is achieved when the fringe signal and depth of modulation are maximized. The
apparatus, shown here, is also used for the null interferometer experiments.

6

Interferometric instrument observations
Our research is motivated by the desire to develop a broadband borehole seismometer

that performs as well as the best observatory-class instruments. The borehole consideration has
led us to develop a non-fedback optical seismometer consisting of a leaf-spring suspended mass
whose position is monitored interferometrically. Rather than tracking the motion of the mass by
the more traditional electro-magnetic or capacitive methods we chose to track mass
displacement with an optical displacement transducer combining high resolution and wide
dynamic range (Zumberge et al., 2004).

The interference pattern created by the Michelson

interferometer is monitored through a digital signal processor which tracks seismometer motion
-12

with a precision of better than 1 pm (10

m).

The elimination of electronics within the interferometric prototypes implies elimination of
force feedback – the defacto standard in seismometery for several decades. We show, however,
that the force-feedback requirement can be lifted and that our non-fedback seismometers provide
linear results for the majority of the seismic events we record.
Throughout this chapter we discuss the performance and characterization of the inhouse built interferometric prototype sensors (iSeis and iSTS1). When appropriate, we include
comparisons to conventional force-feedback instruments. The chapter opens with a discussion
on an appropriate transfer function for the interferometric instruments. We then characterize the
interferometric instruments, obtaining seismometer coefficients G (the gain factor), Q (the quality
factor), and

o

(the natural frequency.) With these coefficients we infer ground acceleration from

the record of mass displacement, thus providing a comprehensive analysis of the interferometric
prototypes.
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6.1 Modeling the interferometric prototypes
Seismometers approximate ground displacements (or their time derivatives) relative to
inertial space. Because true inertial space is unrealizable in a seismometer context (inertial
space is really a reference frame that is stationary with respect to a time-averaged Earth
coordinate system), we measure ground displacement relative to an approximation of inertial
space: a mass suspended by a spring. Mass-to-ground displacement x, is dependent upon true
ground displacement z, and the modeled mechanical characteristics of the seismometer
suspension: spring constant k, mass m, and viscous damping coefficient  (Figure 6.1).
The force acting on the spring (Hookes Law) is FH = k ( x o  x ) where xo is the unstretched spring length (a constant value) and x is the stretched spring length (variable). Note: in
this reference system if x o > x then the force is upward. The force due to gravity is simply
Fg = mg and the force due to velocity-dependent viscous damping is Fd =  dx dt (a standard

damping model for a mass on a spring). We sum the forces and apply Newtons Second Law of
n





Motion (  Fi = ma ):
i =1

k (x o  x )  

d2
dx
 mg = m 2 ( x + z ) ,
dt
dt

(6.1)

where (x + z) is seismometer mass position with respect to inertial space. Arranging terms by
moving mass motion to the left hand side of the equation and ground motion to the right-hand
side results in:
m

d 2x
d 2z
dx
+
+ kx  kx o + mg = m 2 .
2
dt
dt
dt

(6.2)

Further defining our reference frame so that x = 0 when the mass and spring are in equilibrium

(x

o

= mg k ) yields an idealized second order differential equation relating seismic mass motion

to ground acceleration:
m

d 2x
d 2z
dx
+
+ kx = m 2 .
2
dt
dt
dt

(6.3)
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Measuring mass motion (x) to infer ground displacement (z) proves to be difficult in real
seismic suspensions for a number of reasons. First, real ground motion covers a wide range in
both frequency (frequencies less than one millihertz through tens of hertz) and amplitude, and
second, realizable suspensions are not simple masses on springs and only approximate Hookes
Law.

Force feedback solves many of these problems.

Rather than record large mass

displacements, one simply needs to record the force required to maintain the mass in a constant
position relative to the seismometer frame. By keeping the mass in a constant position, any
problems associated with large mass motions (wide dynamic range) and non-linearity are
relaxed.
Without feedback, we must address the issues of wide dynamic range and non-linearity.
Despite the lack of feedback, the optical displacement transducer inherently solves the first
problem; in addition for the vast majority of seismic records, non-linearity is very small. For the
limited number of events in which mass motion exceeds 1 mm, non-linearities are on the order of
1% percent for the iSTS1 and 3% for the iSeis. This topic will be discussed in greater detail
towards the end of the chapter.
Figure 6.2 depicts a more realistic representation of the interferometric seismometer
prototypes.

Distance r1 is the perpendicular distance from the axis of rotation to the

seismometers center of mass, m.

Distance r2 is the perpendicular distance from the

seismometers axis of rotation to the displacement transducers sensitive axis. At a distance rs is
a spring with stiffness (Newtons per meter) k and at a distance rd is a dashpot with velocitydependent viscous damping  (Newtons per meter per second) at a height h above the
seismometer frame. In Figure 6.2 Lo is the constant length of the un-stretched spring and the
variable L represents the stretched length of the spring under an external force.
We begin by summing torques (clockwise-positive) around the horizontal pivot axis of the



seismometer: torque due to gravity,  = m  g +

d 2z 
r , torque due to the spring force,
dt  1
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 = k (Lo  L ) rs and the torque due to damping,  = 

Newtons second law of rotation

(  = I )


d 2z 

  = m  g + dt

2

dh
r .
dt d

We sum the torques and apply

about the hinge:
r1  k (L  Lo ) rs  

I d 2x
dh
rd =
.
r2 dt 2
dt

(6.4)

Identifying similar triangles we rewrite L, Lo and h as: L = x rs r2 , Lo = x o rs r2 and h = x rd r2 ,
simplifying (6.4):
kr 2
I d 2 x  rd2 dx krs2
d 2z
+
+
x  s x o + mgr1 = mr1
.
2
r2 dt
dt
r2 dt
r2
r2

(6.5)


mgr r 

1 2
If we define the reference frame such that x = 0 at the equilibrium point  x o =
, then the
krs2 


last two terms on the left hand side (LHS) of (6.5) cancel:
mr r d 2 z
d 2 x  rd2 dx krs2
.
+
+
x = 12
2
I dt
I
I dt 2
dt

(6.6)

We now define two unitless gain factors: a geometric gain factor, Gg, which is determined by the
moment arm of the displacement transducer and an “inertial” gain factor, GI , relating the
seismometers mass to its moment of inertia:
mr12
I
r2
Gg  .
r1
GI 

(6.7)

We further scale the spring and damping coefficients k  and   :
k 

krs2
r12

r2
   2d
r1

(6.8)

and substitute (6.7) and (6.8) into (6.6):
k
d 2x
  dx
d 2z
.
+
G
+
G
x
=
G
G
I
I
I
g
m dt
m
dt
dt 2

Further defining the undamped natural frequency  o and quality factor Q

(6.9)
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GI k 
m

(6.10)

m o
m GI k
1 mk
=
=
GI   GI   m
  GI

(6.11)

 o2 

Q

simplifies (6.9) to a concise form relating ground acceleration and seismometer mass motion:
d 2 x  0 dx
d 2z
+
+  02 x = G 2 ,
2
Q dt
dt
dt

(6.12)

where G is the product of the geometrical and inertial G factors (consistent with Fels and Berger,
1994):
G = Gg GI =

r2 mr12 mr2r1
=
.
r1 I
I

(6.13)

The sensitivity of the seismometer at long and short periods can be found through
equation (6.12).

For long periods, the mass position time derivatives approach zero:
2
1 4
d 2 z  o2 x

=

x,
G To2
G
dt 2

(6.14)

where T0 is the undamped free period of the instrument. Solving for mass displacement x, a
relationship to long period ground acceleration d 2 z dt 2 is found:
x=

To2G d 2 z
.
4 2 dt 2

(6.15)

The long-period approximation in (6.15) indicates mass position is proportional to ground
acceleration. If x is the smallest mechanical displacement which can be measured, then (6.15)
determines the smallest ground acceleration (sensitivity) that can be observed at low
frequencies.
At frequencies much higher than the resonant frequency, the second time derivative on
the LHS (6.12) dominates:
d 2z
d 2x
 G 2  x = Gz .
2
dt
dt

(6.16)
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In this situation the pendulum remains stationary with respect to inertial space while the ground
and seismometer frame oscillate about it. Integrating the relationship to obtain displacement
infers mass displacement and ground displacement are proportional at high frequencies.
For spectral analysis it is often more convenient to work in the Fourier domain. The
Fourier domain is a special case of the Laplace domain for real frequencies in which s is
evaluated along the imaginary axis of the complex plane ( s = i  ). Recall that the definition of the
forward Laplace transform F(s) is:


F (s) = £ {f (t )}   e st f (t )dt ,

(6.17)

0

where f(t) is a time variant signal and s is a complex number that assumes any value for which
the integral converges ( s =  + i  ). Applying the time derivative theorem of Laplace transforms,
£ {x (t )} = sX (s)

£ {x(t )} = s 2 X (s)

(6.18)



we rewrite the seismometer response given in equation (6.12) in the Laplace domain:
 2 o
2
2
 s + Q s +  0  X (s) = Gs Z (s)

(6.19)

where X(s) is the Laplace transform of seismometer mass displacement and Z(s) is the Laplace
transform of ground displacement. The complex response transfer function, which describes
how the seismometer responds (amplitude and phase) as a function of frequency, is found by
rearranging terms:
X (s) = G

s2
Z (s) .

s 2 + o s +  02
Q

(6.20)

By rearranging terms, the transfer function T( ), between mass position X() and ground
acceleration  2 Z ( ) , in the Fourier domain, can be found (Zumberge et al., submitted 2009):
T ( ) =

X ( )
=
 2 Z ( )

G

(

2



)

2 2
o

 2 o2
+
Q2

.

(6.21)
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The transfer function listed in (6.21) can be used to scale a spectrum of mass position into a
spectrum of ground acceleration. The transfer functions also illustrate an important concept: at
high frequencies, the Earth and seismometer frame move in unison while the seismic mass
tends to remain in place.

At frequencies less than the resonant frequency (

<<

0),

the

amplitude response becomes attenuated and the seismometer mass and Earth move
proportionally.
The output of the transfer function, is in effect, a high-pass filter (for displacement) in
which long period signals are unable to pass; this effect is a limiting factor in the efficiency of
modern broadband instruments (Wielandt, 2000).

A simple thought experiment may help

illustrate these points. Imagine holding a large, long elastic band with a weighted mass at the
end. Now imagine moving the top end of the elastic band up and down ever so slowly. The
mass will move in phase with your hand (almost) and the distance between your hand and the
mass will remain nearly constant (i.e., the relative displacement between the mass and your
hand is zero). Now imagine moving the top end of the elastic band up and down very quickly.
The mass remains nearly motionless while the distance between the mass and your hand
changes. Switching reference frames, the distance your hand moves is equal and opposite to
the relative distance between the mass and your hand. Now imagine that your hand represents
the seismometer frame and the elastic band with weighted mass represent the mass-spring
suspension of the seismometer. The relative distance (phase and amplitude) between the mass
and your hand, as well as the speed in which you move your hand (frequency), represent the
amplitude and phase response of the transfer functions mentioned above.
An ideal seismometer carries two assumptions: (1) the seismometer mass is a point mass
with a moment of inertia I = mr 2 and (2) the displacement transducers sensitive axis is through
the instruments center of mass (in Figure 6.2, r2 would equal r1.) These assumptions simplify
(6.13) to:
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Gideal =

r1 mr12
= 1.
r1 mr12

(6.22)

In real sensors, however, the gain factors vary, as they are dependent upon the individual
sensors inertial moments and geometries between the center of mass and displacement
transducer. In the iSTS1, the corner cube (displacement transducer) lays below the horizontal
axis defined by the seismometer hinge and center of mass.
transducer and center of mass lay along the same axis.

In the iSeis the displacement

This, as well as differing mass

distributions, creates unique values of G, not equal to one, for each instrument.
It is rather straightforward to prove that extended masses (a characteristic of real
seismometers), in general, have values of GI less than 1.

Let us approximate the seismometer

mass m, as a solid sphere of radius a, a distance r from the axis of rotation on a thin rod of mass
M and length L (Figure 6.3). Through the Parallel Axis Theorem, we find that the total moment of
inertia I, about the hinge is:
I hinge = mr 2 +

2

2
1
1
2  a 
ma 2 + ML2 = ML2 + mr 2  1+    .
5
3
3
5r  


(6.23)

For simplicity, we further assume a near massless rod (M << m ) , reducing (6.23) to:
2

2  a 
I hinge = mr 2  1+    .
5r  


(6.24)

Substituting this expression into (6.7) and expanding with the Binomial Theorem, we find:
GI =

mr12
=
I hinge

mr 2
2a 2
 1 2 < 1
2
5r

2a 
mr 2  1+ 2 
5r 


(6.25)

thus, proving extended masses have inertial gain factors smaller than one.
For real instruments, in which the mass is extended, we have shown that the value of GI
is less than one. This leads to a longer free period (compared to that for a point mass) through
equation (6.10). Although equation (6.15) states that a seismometers sensitivity is proportional
to its free period squared (longer is better), we note that lengthening the free period by increasing
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I (perhaps by increasing the radius of the sphere, decreasing its density and holding everything
else constant, i.e., total mass, the spring constant and COM geometry and position) does not
improve the instruments sensitivity. In equation (6.9), GI appears on both sides of the differential
equation, implying that it is the ratio of k and m that governs the instruments sensitivity.
In the following section (6.2) we determine G, the product of GI and GG, for the iSTS1
and iSeis prototypes. We will find the iSTS1 has a value of G less than one and that the iSeis
has a value of G greater than one.

The differences are primarily geometrical – caused by

differences in the locations of the corner cubes with respect to the seismometer hinges.
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Figure 6.1: A seismometer infers ground motion with respect to inertial space (z) from the mass
motion record (x) of a spring-suspended mass. Xo is the unstretched length of the spring, m is
the mass of the seismometer mass, k is the spring stiffness and  is the viscous damping
coefficient. The figure above is an ideal case and does not represent the interferometric
prototypes.
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Figure 6.2: A realistic seismometer suspension. By summing torques around the horizontal
pivot axis of the seismometer, we can model a relationship between an inertial reference frame
(z) and mass position with respect to the seismometer frame (x).
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Figure 6.3: The moment of inertia for a dense sphere with mass m and radius a. The sphere is
a distance r from the axis of rotation. It is mounted to a cylindrical rod of length L and mass M.
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6.2 Determination of seismometer coefficients
Calibration of the iSTS1 and iSeis prototypes is achieved through determination of the
seismometer coefficients: Q, o, and G. The ratio of  o2 and G can be determined through
analysis of the solid Earth tide. The values of Q and

o

are determined through two independent

methods: “ringdowns” and the modeling of transfer functions between the interferometric
prototypes and seismometers whose responses are well known.

We can also determine the

interferometric seismometer coefficients by using the Earths tides, which act as an ever-present
calibration signal.

6.2.1 Ringdowns
A ring-down is a controlled test in which the seismometer mass is taken to the upper
stop, held and then released, allowing the seismometer to oscillate about its equilibrium position
while under the influence of damping.

The preferred method for bringing and holding the

seismometer mass against the upper stop is electromagnetic: by applying a current through the
damping coil, a force is imparted to the seismic mass which causes it to displace towards the top
or bottom stop. Once the current is removed from the coil, the suspension decays as a damped
oscillator. Figure 6.4 shows observed mass motion for two ringdown experiments conducted on
the iSTS1 seismometer with different levels of damping. When processing ringdown data we
solve for Q and

o

with one of two techniques: (1) application of “non-linear” least squares to the

displacement solution by means of the Gauss-Newton method (Parker et al., 1995) or, (2) a
least-squares fit to the seismometer differential equation.
The non-linear least squares technique uses the complex position solution to differential
equation (6.12). We begin solving (6.12) by setting ground acceleration to zero (d 2 z dt 2 = 0 ) and
guessing a mass position solution of the form:
x(t ) = x 0e ict ,

(6.26)
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where c is a complex number. (Assume that displacement is the real part of the complex
exponential.) Substituting (6.26) into (6.12)
c 2 +

ic  0
+  02 = 0
Q

(6.27)

verifies that our guess is indeed a valid solution to the seismometer equation. Because c is
complex valued c = a + ib,c 2 = a 2 + 2iab  b 2 , (6.27) can be broken into real and imaginary parts:
a 2 + b 2  2aib +

ia 0 b 0

+  02 = 0 ,
Q
Q

(6.28)

b 0
+  02 = 0 ,
Q

(6.29)

a 0
= 0.
Q

(6.30)

where the real part is:
R:

 a2 + b 2 

and the imaginary part is:
I:

 2ab +

Solving for b in (6.30) (b =  0 2Q ) and substituting into (6.29), we find:
1 

a 2 =  02  1
.

4Q 2 

(6.31)

Rewriting equation (6.26) by separating its real and complex arguments and substituting the
result from (6.31),
 R  a =  0 1 1 4Q 2 ,

(6.32)

yields a solution for mass displacement as a function of time
x (t ) = x 0e bt e i Rt ,

of which we take the real part to find the final solution for mass displacement
x (t ) = [A sin  R t + B cos  R t ]e

  ot
2Q

.

(6.33)

With an appropriate selection of t = 0, the displacement solution becomes:
x (t ) = x o e

  ot
2Q

cos  R t .

(6.34)
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We note for an undamped ( Q   ) seismometer  R =  o and for a damped seismometer
 R <  o . The non-linearity of (6.33) implies the traditional method of least squares cannot be

directly used to solve for the unknowns: A, B, Q,

o,

and

R.

Rather, we start by modeling (6.33)

with its functional form:
f (x j ,t i ) = [A sin  R t i + B cos  R t i ]e



ti


where   2Q  o and on the LHS, the unknown xj has components: x1=A, x2=B, x3=

(6.35)
R

and x4=.

We vary xj to ultimately minimize the difference between the observed data S(t) and the model
f(x,t):
N

min  S (t i )  f (x 1,x 2 ,x 3 ,x 4 ,t i ) .
2

(6.36)

i =1

We solve the minimization, by using the Gauss-Newton method (Gill, 1981) in which f(x,t) is
linearized by means of Taylors Theorem (Parker et al., 1995):
4

 
.
f x j ,t i  f x oj ,t i +  x j 
f (x j ,t i )
  x j
j =1
x j =x oj

(

) (

)

(6.37)

The solution proceeds in an iterative fashion where ,at first, an estimate ( x oj ) is made for the
unknown parameters. The derivatives of f ( x j ,t i ) with respect to the unknowns:
f
=  2t[A sin  R t + B cos  R t ]e t / 

f
= sin( R t )e t / 
A
f
= cos( R t )e t / 
B
f
= Ae t /T t cos( R t )  Be t /T t sin( R t )
 R

(6.38)

are evaluated at x j = x oj (the estimate) over multiple iterations (the current version of the code
uses 30 iterations). The numerical results of (6.38) and the function f, evaluated at x oj , are
substituted into the right-hand side (RHS) of (6.37), while the observed ringdown data are
substituted on the left. The unknowns, xjs can be determined in a least-squares sense:
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[ ] *  x j  = [R ] ,
where

(6.39)

contains the partial derivatives from (6.38), xj is the matrix of unknowns (for which we

are solving) and R is the residual matrix based on the difference between the observed data and
the functional form of the data which contains the initial guess.

We repeat the process by

modifying the original estimate x oj with the fitted xj obtained in (6.39) until convergence of the
unknowns: A, B,

R

and . By substituting the converged values into their definitions (   2Q  o

and  R   0 1 1 4Q 2 ), Q and

0

are determined. A computational solution for this approach

can be found in the Appendix A4.
An alternative method for determining the values of Q and

o

(from ringdown data) is

also used. Rather than using the complex displacement solution found in (6.33) we start with
equation (6.12) which relates mass motion to ground acceleration. We set ground acceleration
to zero and move the second time derivative of mass displacement to the RHS:
 0 dx
d 2x
+  02 x =  2 .
Q dt
dt

(6.40)

[D ]i[C ] =  [ A ]

(6.41)

Rewriting in matrix form

where C is a 1 2 coefficients matrix containing the unknowns (

2

o

/ Q and o ), D is a 2  N

matrix containing mass position (x) and mass velocity (dx dt ) data, and A is a 1 N matrix
containing mass acceleration data ( d 2 x dt 2 ).

The unknown coefficients in equation (6.41) are

solved with linear least squares.
In Table 6.1 we compare values of

o

and Q obtained from the two methods mentioned

above. The trial data include two damped and one undamped iSTS1 ringdown. Each set of
undamped ringdown data spans 150 seconds, or roughly 30 oscillations, of the seismometer
mass and the damped ringdown data spans 13 seconds or 3 oscillations of the seismic mass. In
the case of undamped ringdowns,

o

differs less than 0.5% across the two methods, whereas
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the quality factor differs about 3%. The damped iSTS1 ringdown yields more widely varying
results, with 0 deviating as much as 7.6% across the two computational methods. The large
variation in the damped results is not surprising; the low number of mass oscillations and the
poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) provide little quality data to the linear least-squares fitting
process.
In an ideal seismometer the quality factor and natural period are invariant with respect to
time and mass position. We find, however, that the iSeis and iSTS1 prototypes have position
dependent Qs and os – the values of Q and o differ near equilibrium, as well as far from
equilibrium. This is most evident when comparing the fitted Q and o values at the beginning
and end of a ringdown time series. In Figure 6.5 we show a typical undamped Bendix style iSeis
ringdown spanning 60 seconds. (Recall that in December of 2007, the commercial Bendix pivots
were replaced with superior flexures of our own design.) By using the Gauss-Newton method we
determine a value for the quality factor and natural period of the instrument. We further
determine amplitude coefficients A and B. By substituting these values into (6.35) we calculate a
residual between the observed data and the model. If the response of the instrument was linear
we would expect a nearly constant residual. However, the residual presented at the bottom of
Figure 6.5 shows a different picture – after about 25 seconds, the predicted and observed mass
positions begin to shift in phase and differ in amplitude. We find a variability of approximately 2%
in the fitted values of the free period during a ringdown, when different sections are analyzed.
We note that non-linearities may be caused by a variety of sources: (1) the leaf spring does not
oscillate with perfect vertical motion – rather it follows an arc; (2) permanent magnets mounted to
the seismometer frame create damping through a coil mounted to the seismometer mass (the
placement of the magnets is such that the field is not perfectly uniform); or (3) Hookes law does
not follow the simple linear relationship mentioned above – our models currently assume it does.
In short, the displacement solution assumes an ideal seismometer – a model which does not
perfectly hold for the interferometric prototypes. The ringdown method for determining

o

and Q
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is imperfect, especially when damping is high, as the time series is short and noise rapidly
dominates the data set.

Also, the values of

o

and Q obtained are those found for high

displacements, which, although in principal should be the same as those for small
displacements, are often not.

Table 6.1: By performing ringdowns, a special test in which the seismometer mass is taken to
an upper stop, held and then released – we determine the quality factor Q and resonant
frequency o of the seismometer. The least squares approach assumes the differential equation
in (6.40). The Gauss-Newton method (preferred) assumes the decayed displacement solution in
(6.33). The values below represent two undamped and one damped iSTS1 ringdown.

iSTS1

Least Squares
-1

Gauss Newton
-1

Q

o (s )

Q

o (s )

Undamped

20.087

1.234

19.439

1.24

Undamped

19.087

1.239

17.734

1.241

Damped

1.258

1.132

1.732

1.214
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Figure 6.4: Typical ringdowns for the iSTS1. At the top, we present an undamped iSTS1
ringdown in which Q = 19.09 and 0 = 1.24. At the bottom, we present a damped iSTS1
ringdown in which Q = 1.73 and 0 = 1.21. As expected, 0 remains fairly consistent (~ 2%)
during the damped and undamped ringdowns.
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Figure 6.5: By fitting a Bendix-style iSeis ringdown to a displacement model for undamped
oscillator motion (6.33), we determine Q = 21.64, 0 = 1.44, A = 0.18 and B = 1.5. If these
values were constant over time, the residual (bottom), which has been shifted along the y-axis
for easier viewing, would remain nearly uniform.
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6.2.2 Transfer function modeling
An alternative method for determining the coefficients (

o,

Q, and G) is through

determination of a transfer function between one of the non-fedback interferometric prototypes
and a seismometer whose response is well known or a transfer function between both
interferometric prototypes. An advantage of the transfer function technique is that it can be
computed over natural seismic data sets, which include earthquakes and microseisms (data sets
in which mass motions are small). We start with the familiar transfer function response given in
(6.20) (reprinted below)
X (s) = G

1
s 2 Z (s) .
o
2
s +
s + 0
Q
2

We write the relative response between two seismometers (A and B) as:
TAB (s) = Gr

s 2 +  oB s QB +  o2B
s 2 +  oA s Q A +  o2A

,

(6.42)

where Gr  Ga Gb is the ratio of gain factors for the two seismometers under investigation. (The
data in the numerator [B] is for the iSTS1, the data in the denominator [A] is for the iSeis.) From
this model we calculate the quality factors and natural frequencies of seismometer A and
seismometer B, as well as the ratio Gr.
Numerically, we start the process by calculating a collection of complex displacement
cross-spectral estimates between iSTS1 and iSeis using Welch-modified periodograms for each
frequency within the band of interest. (The Welch-modified periodogram, which estimates signal
power at each frequency, splits the time series into overlapping segments and windows
[modifies] the data with a Hamming taper to reduce spectral leakage when computing the fast
Fourier transform [FFT]).

For robustness, we also calculate the coherency between both

instruments (Welch-averaged periodograms) to act as a weighting factor when fitting to the
continuous transfer function model. (At low frequencies, where the noise is high, coherency is
low. This implies that the transfer function model will not be highly weighted at low frequencies.
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A similar argument can also be made for high frequencies.) Based on the Levi least-squares
minimization algorithm, we fit a continuous second order transfer function to the associated
complex cross spectra and their weights. This fitted model, which contains a second order
polynomial in both the numerator (iSTS1) and denominator (iSeis), provides five parameters:
and Q (for both iSTS1 and iSeis) and Gr, the ratio of the geometrical gain factors.

o

A

computational solution for this procedure can be found in the Appendix A4.
In Figure 6.6 we show the results of the fitted transfer function using the procedure
outlined above. Microseism data for the iSTS1 and iSeis were sampled over 5 days at a rate of
40 Hz and low pass filtered with a corner frequency of 2 Hz. Both instruments were colocated on
the same pier in evacuated bell jars under styrofoam boxes from 2008:086 to 2008:091. Any
differences in their recordings are attributed to instrument response and/or instrument noise.
The red trace in Figure 6.6 is the observed transfer function (complex cross spectra) between the
-1

iSeis and iSTS1. The blue trace represents the fitted model. The fit predicts o = 1.23 s (T =
-1

5.15 s) and Q = 1.47 for the iSTS1 and o = 2.55 s (T = 2.46 s) and Q = 4.49 for the iSeis. The
value of

o

obtained for the iSTS1 is within 1% of the values listed for the ringdowns in Table 6.1.

The ratio of the gain factors obtained from the fit ( Gr = GiSTS1 GiSeis ) is 0.754.
We can also compute transfer functions between the interferometric prototypes and
conventional STS1 seismometers (station XPFO; run by Project IDA.) (The conventional STS1
is within the same vault, but on a different pier about 8 m [~ 26 ft] to the southeast.) The
analyzed data contain an eight-hour record of a magnitude Mw = 7.9 earthquake in the eastern
region of Sichuan, China (May 12, 2008, 06:28 UT). By removing instrument response from the
conventional STS1 to recover actual ground acceleration

(d

2

)

z dt 2 , we least-squares fit a

transfer function to the complex cross spectra between the two instruments, finding three
parameters: Q,

o

and G. Mass displacement data x are recorded by the prototype instrument

(iSTS1 or iSeis) under investigation. Figure 6.7 (iSTS1) and Figure 6.8 (iSeis) show the results
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of our analysis.

The observed transfer function for the colocated iSTS1 (or iSeis) and

conventional STS1 are plotted as hollow points on the graph. The modeled transfer function is
plotted as a solid line, which asymptotically intersects the vertical axis at a value of G  o2 . The
solid dots represent the coherency between the conventional and optical prototypes.
-1

procedure yields values of 1.22 s (T = 5.15 s) for

o,

The

a quality factor Q of 1.45 and a gain factor

G of 0.755 for the iSTS1. These values are quite reasonable and agree well with the values
predicted from other analyses. For iSeis, the procedure yields an

-1

o

of 2.45 s (T = 2.56 s), a Q

of 4.51 and a G of 0.992. The ratio of the Gs ( GiSTS1 GiSeis ) is 0.78, which is within 3% of the
predicted ratio when the transfer function was computed directly between the two interferometric
prototypes. A computational example of this analysis can also be found in the Appendix A4.
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Figure 6.6: By fitting a theoretical transfer function response to the complex cross spectra
between the iSeis and iSTS1 seismometers, seismometer coefficients o and Q can be found
through a least-squares fitting process along with the ratio of the G factors.
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Figure 6.7: By fitting a theoretical transfer function to the complex cross spectra between the
iSTS1 and a standard STS1 seismometer, corrected for instrument response, seismometer
coefficients for the iSTS1 G, Q, and o can be found through a least-squares fitting process. The
hollow circles indicate the observed transfer function, the solid line, the modeled transfer function
and solid circles, the coherence between the two instruments.
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Figure 6.8: By fitting a theoretical transfer function to the complex cross spectra between the
iSeis and a standard STS1 seismometer, corrected for instrument response, seismometer
coefficients for the iSeis G, Q, and o can be found through a least-squares fitting process. The
hollow circles indicate the observed transfer function, the solid line, the modeled transfer function
and solid circles, the coherence between the two instruments.
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6.2.3 Tidal Calibration
A third technique which has proven useful in the calibration of the interferometric
prototypes is that of tidal calibration. While specialized instrumentation exists for recording longperiod tidal signals, increasingly, very broadband (VBB) seismometers have been used to
compliment gravimeter recording (Freybourger et al., 1997; Pillet et al., 1994). Gravimeters are
most sensitive over bands which range from about six hours to periods as long as one year. On
the other hand, seismometers are most sensitive at periods shorter than an hour (Wielandt &
Steim, 1986). Historically, the limiting factor of long-period response within seismometers is in
the stability of their force-feedback electronics, whereas the impressive long-period response of
gravimeters is attributed to precise temperature control around the motion transducer (e.g.,
cryogenic cooling, fedback ovens, etc.). Because the non-fedback interferometric instruments
have a response (in acceleration) that is flat to DC, they are excellent candidates for recording
Earth tides.
The detection of tidal peaks within a power spectrum serves as an indicator of an
instruments sensitivity at tidal periods. Freybourger (1997) reports recording strong diurnal,
semi-diurnal and ter-diurnal signals with vertical STS1s and cryogenic gravimeters. Similar to
Freybourger, we perform tidal analysis with our broadband interferometric seismic sensors. The
response of the interferometric seismometers, at long periods, provides the opportunity to use
the Earth tides as a calibration signal (much like a giant shake table) without any prior knowledge
of the instruments response. By taking the power spectrum of observed mass position and
scaling it until it matches the theoretical tidal constituents, we can determine appropriate
calibration factors for each seismometer.
In section 6.1, we derived the long-period response of the interferometric instruments. At
tidal periods, the equation reduces to:
x=

G
g =  1g ,
 o2

(6.43)
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where
 =  o2 G = 4 2 GT 2

has units of

m s2
m

and g is the time-varying portion of Earths gravity.

(6.44)
The second order

differential equation in (6.43) simply relates ground acceleration and mass displacement to the
seismometers gain factor G (unitless) and the natural period. (With a-priori knowledge of  o ,
determining the gain factor G for each instrument using tidal calibration is straightforward.)
We numerically solve for

using two independent methods. In the first method, we scale

Fourier-transformed mass-position data until the observed lunar peaks (O1 and M2), recorded by
the interferometric seismometers, match the theoretical tidal peaks predicted by computer
simulation (Agnews [1996] SPOTL code which includes the effects of ocean tide loading). In the
second method (described in detail towards the end of this section), we least-squares fit
observed and theoretical data to sines and cosines at periods O1 and M2. For robustness, we
also analyze independently calibrated CG5 gravimeter data, using both techniques, to confirm
the theoretical SPOTL predictions.
Although there are multiple tidal peaks (summarized in Table 6.2), we choose to match
the lunar semi-diurnal (M2 – 12.42 hr) and lunar diurnal (O1 – 25.82 hr) tidal components, as
they are easily resolvable and sufficiently far from neighboring tidal constituents. Furthermore,
the lunar peaks are sufficiently far from diurnal (24 hour) and semi-diurnal (12 hour) solar effects,
which drive the thermal and barometric contaminations observed in Figure 6.9.
We begin the “spectral matching” approach by low-pass filtering (with a corner frequency
of 0.01 Hz) 56 days of 40 Hz iSTS1 and iSeis mass-position data. Data from an independently
calibrated Scintrex CG5 gravimeter (sampled at 6 Hz), recorded over the same epoch, are also
filtered with the same corner. A subset of iSTS1 and iSeis mass-position data, before filtering, is
shown in Figure 6.10.

The “wiggles” in the top portion of the figure are caused by solid Earth

gravity tides. The hash is caused by microseisms. In the bottom portion of the figure, the
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“wiggles” represent mass motion driven by microseism energy, which predominately lies in the
band between 5 and 10 seconds.

The phase and amplitude difference between the two

seismometers reflects mechanical differences in the instruments and their responses.

(The

iSTS1 experiences larger mass motion; this is easily explained: the resonance peak of the iSTS1
[To  5.2 s] is closer to the dominating microseism energy than the resonance peak of iSeis [To 
2.6 s], which lies outside of the microseism band.)

Filtering the time series (decimation)

effectively removes microseism signals, earthquakes and spikes (commonly caused by vault
entry and temperature transients). (Decimating also approximates a long-period response.) The
0.01 Hz corner is sufficiently far from the resonance of both instruments, implying that the longperiod approximation in (6.43) is valid for the filtered data set. After filtering, a fourth order
polynomial (most likely caused by instrument drift and temperature) is removed from each of the
interferometric data sets. A second order polynomial (also thought to be caused by instrument
drift) is removed from the CG5 gravimeter data.
Figure 6.11 compares ground acceleration records for the theoretical data (top plot),
CG5 gravimeter (middle-top), the interferometric STS1 (middle-bottom) and iSeis (bottom). The
CG5 gravity meter shows an unperturbed tidal signal without long-period noise. Both the iSTS1
and iSeis detect similar tidal characteristics with strong diurnal and semi-diurnal components.
The iSeis (and to a lesser extent, the iSTS1) contain a very long-period signal, which perturbs
the ground acceleration record.
After applying long-period smoothed temperature correction to iSeis and iSTS1, we
apply a simple linear barometric admittance corrections of 0.3 X 10

-8

2

m/s mbar

-1

(0.3 μGal /

mbar) (Freybourger et al., 1997) to the iSTS1, iSeis and CG5 records. Significant improvements
in the long-period response of iSTS1 and the CG5 are observed

(Figure 6.12).

Any

improvement in the iSeis is obscured by noise from other sources. To further investigate longperiod perturbations in iSeis, iSTS1 and the CG5, solid Earth and ocean loading corrections are
then applied to each data set. The residuals are shown in the bottom of each plot in Figure 6.12.
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The CG5 residual shows the least amount of noise, while iSeis is clearly contaminated by noise
at semi-diurnal and diurnal periods. Undoubtedly, long-term stability within the CG5 is from its
thermal stability, created by its temperature-controlled ovens. Much of the long-period noise
observed in iSeis is created by thermal change within the prototype.
We will later prove iSeis has a large temperature coefficient and that expected ground
-4

-2

acceleration is on order of 6.25 X 10 m s /°C. This value explains the semi-diurnal residual
-6

2

(around 1.8 X 10 m/s ) observed in the figure. Using an observed daily temperature variation of
3 °mC, we calculate that the expected peak-to-peak ground acceleration is roughly 1.9 X 10
2

m/s .

(The calculation is detailed in section 6.3.)

-6

The observed residual clearly fits the

theoretical calculation and indicates diurnal and semi-diurnal temperature change must be
attenuated.
Using the corrected ground acceleration time series, we also compute power spectral
densities with Welch-modified periodograms. In Figure 6.13 we show ground acceleration power
spectral densities for the theoretical gravity data (top), CG5 gravimeter data (middle-top), iSTS1
data (middle-bottom) and iSeis data (bottom). Although, in principal, the theoretical tidal power
spectra can be computed based solely on the theoretical frequencies of the tides, we start in the
time domain so that all four data sets (of equal length) undergo the exact same processing steps
and exhibit the same spectral “shape” and processing artifacts.
In Figure 6.14 we present the results of our spectral scaling technique. We scale

until

we obtain near perfect agreement at the lunar diurnal (O1—25.82 hr) and principal lunar semidiurnal (M2—12.42 hr) periods; these periods are determined to be the best “match” candidates
as they are the least likely to be contaminated by noise (explained below.) The best-fit values for
are listed in Table 6.3. We note the CG5 gravimeter (without scaling) matches the theoretical
data at all tidal periods. The three instruments also detect the lunisolar diurnal (K1 – 23.93 hr)
and principal solar semi-diurnal (S2 – 12.00 hr) constituents, although their agreement is not as
well matched. The lunar ter-diurnal peak (M3—8.28 hr) which has an amplitude about ten times
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less than the diurnal and semi-diurnal constituents is evident in the CG5 gravity data and fits the
theoretical prediction. Detection of the ter-diurnal tide in the iSTS1 record is questionable as
noise in this band is relatively high. The amplitude of the ter-diurnal constituent in the iSeis
record is too small to be identified. Both iSTS1 and iSeis detect a non-tidal peak at a period of
8.00 hr (f = 0.347 mHz). The peak, which is not predicted in the theoretical data set, or detected
by the CG5 gravimeter, is likely caused by environmental effects that occur at the same period
(e.g., thermal and barometric exchange between the subterranean vault tunnel and Earths
surface).
At the lunisolar (K1) and solar semi-diurnal (S2) periods, iSeis deviates and indicates
higher levels of energy than the CG5 or iSTS1 power spectra. (At S2, the iSTS1 indicates
energy levels slightly higher than the theoretical and CG5 records, as well.) This undesired
behavior occurring at periods of 12 and 24 hours also stems from barometric and thermal (Figure
6.9) influences driven by the sun. The rather broad peak at K1 (in all spectra) mostly likely
reflects the combination of tidal energy from the lunisolar diurnal (K1) and principal solar (P1 –
24.07 hr) tidal constituents, which are separated by about 8 minutes. A higher resolution Welch
periodogram, with more data, may resolve tidal splitting at these periods.
Upon inspection of the power spectra in Figure 6.14, we observe iSeis is about 20 dB
noisier (across the entire spectral band) than the iSTS1 and CG5 sensors. This noise reflects
the poor insulation in effect during the experiment and the higher temperature coefficient of the
iSeis prototype. In 2009, we changed our approach to thermal insulation; these changes will be
described in section 6.3). The improved insulation has had positive affects on the long-period
behavior of the iSeis prototype. In Figure 6.15 we show the residual (middle) between observed
ground acceleration and the theoretical tide (top) is substantially smaller (~ 60%) than the
residual from the same experiment in which the older insulating technique was used (bottom).
Unfortunately, we currently lack sufficient data (continuous and unperturbed) to conduct a longperiod spectral analysis, such as that presented in Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14.
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To confirm our spectral scaling results, we have developed a second technique in which
we “detide” mass-position time series (theoretical, iSTS1 and iSeis) by removing the diurnal and
semi-diurnal constituents, by least-squares fitting sines and cosines corresponding to the periods
shown in Table 6.2.

By least-squares fitting the theoretical, iSTS1 and iSeis data sets to

“designed data” of the form Ai cos( i t ) + Bi sin( i t ) , where
12

the table, appropriate scaling coefficients Ci =  Ai2 + Bi2 

i

spans the frequency values listed in

for each tidal constituent are found. In

the case of the M2 tide, the appropriate scalar value would be
would be

AM2 2 + BM2 2 . Likewise, the O1 tide

2
2
AO1
+ BO1
. Computing Cis for the theoretical ground-acceleration data set results in

2

coefficients with units of m/s . Cis computed from the interferometric seismometer data have
units of m. By finding the ratio of the theoretical Cis over the interferometric Cis, calibration
coefficients for

-2

(units of m s /s) are realized.

We list values for  M 2 and O1 (utilizing both the power spectral and time domain leastsquares methods) in Table 6.3. For robustness, we further calculate  with two data sets. The
first data set spans roughly two months. The second data set, a subset of the first, starts after a
time in which a large temperature offset creates a noticeable difference in seismic mass position
(around day 16 in Figure 6.11). We feel that the M2 estimates yield the best conversion factors
(mass displacement to ground acceleration), as the M2 tidal peak has the highest SNR. Further,
M2 does not carry any concerns of added power from neighboring tidal constituents. Examining
the values for the two techniques listed in Table 6.3, we find that  M 2 deviates by 0.62% (iSTS1)
and 1.6% (iSeis).
We further feel that least squares provides the best estimate for

as the approach is not

susceptible to any of the noise introduced through the power spectral computations. The longer
data set (with the large mass offset) is also preferred as it reduces overall random noise. (In any
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time series, the level of random noise decreases as 1 N , where N is the number of samples in
time.) In summary, the best estimates for

are:
m s2
m
m s2
.
= 5.83
m

 iSTS1 = 1.97
 iSeis

Using definition (6.43) we solve for G where the appropriate values of

o

are from section 6.2.2:

GiSTS1 = 0.744
GiSeis = 1.022.
The value of G obtained for the iSTS1 is different than the value of G (0.823) stated in Fels and
Berger (1994) because the distance of the optical displacement transducer from the hinge (r2) is
different than the distance they used (Fels and Berger use a different displacement transducer).
Taking the ratio of the gain values ( Gr = GiSTS1 GiSeis ) we find Gr = 0.727. This value is within 3%
of the first transfer function estimate described in section 6.2.2. In that section we also found
GiSTS1 equaled 0.755. This value is within 1.4% of the value listed above. GiSeis was found to be
0.992; this is within 3% of the value listed above.
techniques.

These results give credibility to both
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Table 6.2: Principal tidal constituents used in the “detide” procedure in which tidal components
are least-square fit to observed data.
Symbol

Tidal Species

Period (hr)

Long Period
MF

Lunisolar fortnightly

327.87

Diurnal
O1
P1
S1*
K1

Principal lunar
Principal solar
NA
Lunisolar

25.82
24.07
24.00
23.93

Semidiurnal
N2
M2
S2
K2

Lunar elliptic
Principal lunar
Principal solar
Lunisolar

12.66
12.42
12.00
11.97

Ter-diurnal
M3

Principal lunar

8.28

Table 6.3: Values of  M 2 and  O1 by means of least-squares fitting ( Ci = Ai2 + Bi2 ) and scaling in
the spectral domain.  M 2 provides the best results, as it has the highest signal-to-noise ration
(SNR). The gain factor G of each seismometer is inversely related to , through the natural
frequency of each instrument.

Full Data Set
iSTS1
iSeis

Partial
iSTS1
iSeis

Ci = Ai2 + Bi2

Spectral Scaling
-2

M2 (m s / m)
1.96
5.84

-2

O1 (m s /m)
1.94
5.53

-2

-2

O1 (m s /m)
1.95
5.75

Ci = Ai2 + Bi2

Spectral Scaling
M2 (m s /m)
NA
NA

-2

M2 (m s /m)
1.97
5.83

-2

O1 (m s /m)
NA
NA

-2

M2 (m s /m)
1.96
5.74

-2

O1 (m s /m)
1.95
5.75
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Figure 6.9: Power spectral densities for thermal and barometric data sets recorded within the
STF vault. Notice the large peaks at exactly 12.0 hours (S2) and 24.0 hours (S1). It is felt that
thermal and barometric influences contaminate the K1 (23.93 hours) and S2 peaks recorded by
the interferometric prototype seismometers.
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Figure 6.10: Raw mass-position data for the iSTS1 and iSeis prototypes before filtering. Top:
the wiggles are caused by the solid Earth and ocean-loading gravity tides. The hash in the plot
is caused by the microseisms. Bottom: a “zoomed in” view of mass-position data for both
sensors, spanning 8 minutes. The energy shown represents the microseism band, which lies
between 5 – 10 s. The peak-to-peak amplitude differences in each sensor are caused by
differences in instrument response. (The predominate microseism energy is close to the
resonant frequency of the iSTS1.)
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Figure 6.11: Ground acceleration for a 56 day record. Top: theoretical tides for Piñon Flat
Observatory (PFO) computed with SPOTL (Agnew, 1996), middle-top: Scintrex CG5 gravimeter
data, middle-bottom: ground acceleration as recorded by iSTS1, bottom: ground acceleration as
recorded by iSeis. Diurnal and semi-diurnal gravity tides are apparent in all records, but longperiod components contaminate the iSeis and iSTS1 records. The dotted vertical line signifies
vault entry and rapid temperature change.
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Figure 6.12: Top: pressure (barometric admittance) corrected Scintrex CG5 gravity data and
residual. Middle: barometric and temperature corrected iSTS1 ground acceleration and residual.
Bottom: temperature corrected iSeis ground acceleration and residual. Noise around day 18 is
from rapid temperature change within the vault. Data in all records span 56 days and are low
pass filtered with a corner frequency of 0.01 Hz. Residuals are found by subtracting the
theoretical tides from the observed acceleration data. All three sensors, to varying levels,
contain residuals with clear diurnal and semi-diurnal signals.
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Figure 6.13: Ground acceleration power spectral densities for theoretical SPOTL data (top),
Scintrex CG5 gravimeter data (top-middle), iSTS1 data (middle-bottom), and iSeis data (bottom).
-1
-1
Diurnal (about 1 cycle day ) and semi-diurnal (about 2 cycles day ) components are evident in
-1
all power spectra. The ter-diurnal component for the 56 day data set (3 cycles day ) evident in
the theoretical and CG5 spectra is undetected by the iSeis.
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Figure 6.14: Power spectral densities for theoretical SPOTL gravity model (black), Scintrex CG5
gravimeter data (green), iSTS1 ground acceleration data (red), and iSeis ground acceleration
(blue) data. During data processing, we note a scaled match for the iSeis and iSTS1 lunar
diurnal (O1) and principal lunar semi-diurnal (M2) tidal peaks. The iSeis lunisolar (K2) and
principal solar semi-diurnal (S2) peaks deviate from the peaks observed in the theoretical, iSTS1
and CG5 data sets. The ter-diurnal (M3) constituent is about 10dB higher than the noise floor for
the CG5 and iSTS1. The ter-diurnal peak is well within the noise for the iSeis prototype sensor.
Both iSeis and iSTS1 detect a non-tidal peak at a period of 8.00 hours. The rather broad peak at
K1 mostly likely reflects combined tidal energy from the K1 and P1 (principal solar) tides which
are separated by about 8 minutes.
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Figure 6.15: By improving thermal insulation in the iSeis prototype we have significantly lowered
the residual between predicted ground acceleration (top) and observed ground acceleration
(middle). The residual in the middle plot is significantly smaller than the residual in the bottom
plot, which reflects an epoch of poor thermal insulation.
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6.3 The effects and implications of temperature
The temperature dependence of a vertical seismometer is attributed to a number of
factors, including thermal expansion of its suspension and frame (a geometrical change),
changes in the restoring force brought about by a temperature dependence of Youngs modulus
and changes in its equilibrium position. In the following sections we investigate the temperature
stability of the STF vault, how temperature affects the seismometers suspension and the
observed implications of temperature variation.

6.3.1 Analysis of thermal stability within STF
At the underground (4.5 m mean depth) Seismic Test Facility (STF) in Piñon Flat
California we use a variety of techniques to attenuate semi-diurnal and diurnal temperature
change. In Figure 6.16 we show air temperature external to the STF vault (top) as well as
temperature recorded within the vault (bottom) at the granite pier. (The temperature data span
from November 2006 through August 2008.)

Spikes in the bottom plot of Figure 6.16

signify vault entry; the offset around May 2008 is caused by the temperature logger being left in
the vault hallway rather than on the pier. Outdoor peak-to-peak seasonal temperature change is
on order of 20 °C. Inside the vault, peak-to-peak seasonal temperature change was on order of
8 °C in 2007 and 6 °C in 2008. The increase in attenuation of seasonal temperature between
2007 and 2008 is caused by the installation of an additional door near the bottom of the STF
hallway in March 2007.

(The installation of the new door, bought the total number of doors in

the STF vault to four, three internal and one external.)
In Figure 6.16 we note that internal and external temperatures peaks are out of phase by
about 100 days. It is well known that peak surface temperature variation T (z ) decreases
exponentially as a function of depth z within the Earth. Modeling the Earth as a half-space yields
an expression for temperature variation at depth (Berger, 1975):
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T (z ) = To e kz cos(t  kz ) ,

(6.45)

where k = ( 2 ) ,  is the thermal diffusivity, and To cos t is the surface temperature function.
A typical value of thermal diffusivity for surface rocks is  = 7.5  10 7 m 2s 1 (Zumberge et al.,
1998). By examining the phase of (6.45), a theoretical phase delay for surface temperature
peaks at a depth z, can be found:
=

kz z 2
.
=

2

(6.46)

Solving (6.46) for a period of a year ( = 1.992  10 7 s 1 ) and a depth of 6.5 meters (roughly the
depth of the STF vault floor and seismic pier), we find that the expected time delay is about 138
days. The observed phase delay of around 100 days (top versus bottom plot in Figure 6.16) is
less than the theoretical prediction. However, this is not surprising as air exchanges between the
vault tunnel, ventilation ducts and points of entry will decrease the theoretical phase difference.
Using (6.45) we can also calculate theoretical daily variation within the STF. Substituting
appropriate values into the expression, where now,

= 2 day

-1

and To = 15 °C (the daily air

temperature “hash” in the top of Figure 6.16), we find T (z )  10 21 °C. Our daily observation of a
few °mC (to be shown later) is many orders of magnitude greater than the predicted value. The
same processes that create the discrepancy between the observed phase delay and predicted
phase delay in (6.46) are also responsible for the larger than expected observed daily
temperature. It is well known that atmospheric pressure variation occurs at one and two cycles
per day (Warburton et al., 1977). As the sun warms the planet, pressure variations force air into
and out of the vault, creating larger than expected diurnal and semi-diurnal temperature
fluctuations.
To further attenuate diurnal and semi-diurnal temperature change, we house the
interferometric sensors in airtight chambers and cover them with insulating material. From mid2007 through the first quarter of 2009, the iSTS1 and iSeis prototypes were placed inside of
glass bell jars (southwest corner of pier in Figure 6.17) atop “warpless base plates” developed by
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E. Wielandt (Holcomb, 1992). The glass chambers were covered with 3-inch thick (7.62 cm)
standard styrofoam boxes (pictured in Figure 3.4). Temperature variation within the standard
styrofoam boxes was significant – about 2 - 4 °mC per day (top panel of Figure 6.18).
Experiments conducted under the styrofoam boxes pointed to large amounts of thermal
contamination, urging us to redesign the vacuum chambers and thermal insulation.
In 2009, the bell jars were replaced with smaller, custom designed aluminum vacuum
chambers (anodized black cylinders in the northeast and northwest positions on the seismic pier
in Figure 6.17). iSeis and iNull were placed in the new chambers around February of this year.
iSTS1, after being modified to a fiber-based interferometer, was placed in the new chamber in
mid-May.

The styrofoam boxes were also replaced with high-density, rigid, closed-cell

polyurethane aircraft foam (General Plastics, P/N: FR-6710). The new insulation was designed
to have a minimum thickness of 7 inches (17.8 cm) at the sides of the pressure case and a
minimum thickness of 6 inches (15.2 cm) atop the pressure case (Figure 6.17; without top
portion of insulation). The new design also called for the bases of the pressure cases to be in
contact with the seismic pier through a thin layer (a few thousandths of an inch; ~ 0.05 mm) of
heat sink compound (D6 Industries; thermal compound #104).

With the newer, high-density

foam enclosures, the daily temperature variation is about an order of magnitude smaller than it
was with the standard styrofoam. In the bottom panel of Figure 6.18 we show how the highdensity, close-cell foam attenuates diurnal and semi-diurnal temperature variation to about 0.2
°mC per day.

Unfortunately, a bulk of the data available for our analysis, and presented

throughout this review, are from the time period in which the older styrofoam shields and glass
bells were used.
-10

Wielandt (1982) states that to successfully resolve ground noise at a level of 10

m/s

2

-6

temperature fluctuations should be no greater than 10 °C over the same period. We can easily
show that the observed and predicted daily temperature variation, within the high-density foam
enclosures, exceed this criteria.

Using equation (6.45) and the previously observed daily
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variation of 3 °mC, we can calculate the expected temperature, within the closed-cell, foam
enclosures. Thermal diffusivity  of the foam is found by dividing its thermal conductivity (0.031
3

W/m°C) with the product of its density (160 kg/m ) and specific heat (1.573 J/g°C). We find  =
1.23 X 10

-7

2

m /s. Assuming a foam thickness of 0.18 m, we find expected daily temperature

variation is 0.14 °mC. The calculation agrees with our observations. Further thermal insulation
may still be required.
Unfortunately, an adequate post processing correction to minimize remaining
temperature residuals has not yet been found. The phase delay in temperature between the
outside of the bell jar (location of temperature measurement) and the seismometer itself poses a
unique challenge.

We note that a post processing thermal correction may not be the best

solution, however, as the correction itself can introduce new levels of noise into the system. A
better approach may be to thermally stabilize the prototypes with heaters (similar to the CG5) or
cryogenic coolers (similar to superconducting gravimeters). Future research may investigate
these possibilities, although this problem should become less of an issue in borehole
environments, which are highly temperature stable.
Throughout all of our analyses, we sample temperature with RBR Instrument singlechannel temperature recorders (models: TR1050 and TR1060) at a period of 10 s. The data
loggers have a reported absolute accuracy of ± 2 °mC and a resolution T of 0.05 °mC. (The only
difference between the models is their physical size and power requirements.) The expected
noise floor PT of the data loggers is:
PT =

( Tr )2
B

,

(6.47)

where Tr is the resolution of the data logger and B is the bandwidth of the data logger defined
by the frequency interval in which the main part of the signal power is located. We assume
measurement noise within the data loggers is white (i.e., flat across all frequencies from DC to
the sampling rate of f = 0.1 Hz), which implies that the bandwidth is simply the Nyquist frequency
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of the data logger (fN = 0.05 Hz).
loggers is PT = 5 X 10

-8

By calculation, we find the expected noise floor for the data

2

°C /Hz. In Figure 6.19 we show a noise spectrum for 70 days of

temperature data, proving the theoretical noise floor calculated in (6.47) matches the observed
noise floor of the TR1050.

An understanding of this noise floor is beneficial, especially when

investigating the interferometric seismometers response to temperature.
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Figure 6.16: Top – Air (black) temperature and temperature at depth (0.5 m, orange; 1.0 m,
green) records for Piñon Flat Observatory from November 22, 2006 through August 15, 2008.
(Data provided through personal communication with F. Wyatt.) Bottom – TR1050 air
temperature records for the underground STF vault at Piñon Flat Observatory for the same date
range. (Data recorded under 3-inch thick styrofoam enclosure.)
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Figure 6.17: High-density, closed-cell, polyurethane, aircraft foam is an effective insulator for
the interferometric prototypes. The bases of the pressure cases (black cylinders) are in contact
with the granite pier through a thin layer of heat sink compound. In this photo, the iSTS1
(southwest corner) is within an older style bell jar. The horizontal white tube sitting atop the east
most pressure case, is the TR1060 temperature logger. A thick foam lid (same dimensions as
the foam underneath; not pictured) covers the top of each pressure case. The minimum foam
thickness from any point (top or sides) of the cylinders is 7”. Foam insulation for the northwest
cylinder has been removed for proper viewing.
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Figure 6.18: Daily temperature variation within the STF vault spanning 8 days for 2 epochs.
Top: diurnal and semi-diurnal temperature fluctuations recorded under a standard styrofoam
enclosure are on order of 3 °mC per day. Bottom: diurnal and semi-diurnal temperature
fluctuations recorded under closed-cell, high-density foam, are on order of 0.2 °mC per day; an
order of magnitude smaller than standard styrofoam.
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Figure 6.19: A temperature spectrum of STF vault temperature. Data span 70 days during the
winter months of late 2007 and early 2008. Temperature was recorded under a standard
styrofoam insulating enclosure. The theoretical noise floor of the TR1050 data logger matches
the observed noise floor of the spectrum.
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6.3.2 Observed response to temperature
Throughout this review, we have hinted that temperature affects seismic recordings; we,
however, have failed to quantitatively describe the effects of temperature in great detail. Figure
6.20 illustrates how rapid temperature change causes mass displacements in the iSTS1 and
iSeis prototypes. The time series, which has been corrected for Earth tides (including ocean
load), shows large mass displacement around day 16; internal documents show people were
working in the vault on this day. In the figure a temperature drop of about 0.03 °C creates a
-6

-7

mass displacement of about 3.0 X 10 m in the iSeis and 8 X 10 m in the iSTS1. Dividing mass
displacement by change temperature change allows us to estimate an observed thermal
coefficient L T , for the two instruments. We find L T is about 100 μm °C for the iSeis
-1

and 30 μm °C

-1

for the iSTS1. We can attribute the differences in instrument response to a

number of factors, including material composition of the leaf spring (different Youngs moduli,
thermal expansion coefficients and materials), differing frame assemblies and differing
suspension geometries. We will detail some of the theoretical framework for these differences in
following sections.
To confirm the observed values of thermal response shown in Figure 6.20 an experiment
was preformed in which both seismometers were subjected to rapid heating and cooling.
Temperature was changed by means of incandescent light bulbs (12 V, 5 W) and small fans.
Each “heating” apparatus was placed under an insulating boxes (at this time it was still the
standard styrofoam), near the bell jars, and opposite of the TR-1050 temperature loggers (Figure
6.21). Power to the heaters and fans was remotely controlled via an IP addressable power strip.
Power was applied to the fan and bulb for 42 hours then turned off for the same amount of time.
The cycle was repeated three times. Figure 6.22 shows temperature and mass displacement for
a typical cycle. From the figure we can conclude the observed thermal coefficients L T , are
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-1

-1

35.6 μm C for iSTS1 and 107 μm C for iSeis prototype. The expansion coefficients obtained
from the controlled experiment agree with those from the previous observation.
Curiously, we also observe that the temperature time constants (i.e. the exponential
decay time) for both instruments are similar, while the mass position time constants are different.
This is expected. Both instruments were placed on warpless base plates in partially evacuated
bell jars, under insulating styrofoam boxes.

We would expect air temperature trends to be

identical, as the temperature recorders were housed in identical environments; outside of the
pressure vessels. Differences in the seismometers, however – frame construction, leaf spring
construction, Youngs modulus – all account for differing thermal equilibrium time constants. The
time taken for spring temperature to equilibrate with the air is governed by these factors.
In order to test the magnitude of the observed thermal coefficients we perform a quick
calculation. We substitute characteristic spring length Lo of the seismometers (determined from
the period of the spring, T = 2 Lo g ) and the observed temperature coefficient L T into the
relation for linear thermal expansion of a material:
=

1 dL
Lo dT

(6.48)
-6

-1

The calculation results in theoretical expansion coefficients , of 4.6 X 10 C for the iSTS1 and
72 X 10

-6

C

-1

for iSeis.

The estimate for the coefficient of thermal expansion for the iSeis

prototype is roughly three times greater than the accepted thermal expansion coefficient for
aluminum and nine times greater than the accepted value for Nispan-C (both are listed later).
These results indicate thermal expansion can not be the major contributor to the observed
thermal coefficients.
It has been reported in the literature, that change in temperature affects the stiffness
(sometimes called the elastic modulus or Youngs modulus) of a leaf-spring spring suspension
(Wielandt, 2009). To help minimize these changes, the iSTS1, uses a temperature compensated
leaf spring comprised of two adjacent strips of ferromagnetic material – standard spring steel
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(Phynox) and Elinvar. In ordinary spring steel the stiffness of the leaf spring decreases with
increasing temperature.

The Elinvar component of the iSTS1, however helps minimize this

affect.
Before describing how the STS1 leaf spring combats these changes, it will be useful to
quote a few material properties.

The thermal coefficient of elasticity (Youngs modulus) for

ordinary spring steel is on order of -260 ppm per Kelvin (varies with composition). Its thermal
expansion is on order of +16 ppm per Kelvin (Agnew et al., 1986).

Thermal expansion in

aluminum (the seismometer frames are made of aluminum) is almost twice as much at about 24
ppm per Kelvin (Agnew et al., 1986). Elinvar, a finely tuned and heat-treated composition of
Invar alloy, has a near zero temperature coefficient modulus of elasticity (< 3 ppm per Kelvin)
and a small positive coefficient of thermal expansion (~ 8 ppm per Kelvin) (Fukamichi, 1994).
Nispan-C, a similar alloy, has a temperature coefficient of elasticity on order of < 17 ppm per
Kelvin and thermal expansion of about 7 ppm per Kelvin (Fukamichi, 1994).
Although the temperature dependence of Youngs modulus within both prototypes is
relatively small, as temperatures increase, the aluminum seismometer frames expand, creating
new spring geometries and forces. Minimizing the temperature coefficient of the elastic modulus,
is not enough to result in a constant spring force, as strain brought about by changing geometry
still creates a force which is temperature dependent. The STS1 combats the geometry
dependent force by the addition of the uncompensated spring material (Elinvar).

As

temperature increases, the overall stiffness of the composite spring decreases by the amount
needed to compensate for the effect of changing geometry.

In production of the STS1

seismometer, Wielandt and Streckeisen experimentally varied the widths of Phynox and Elinvar
constituents until they minimized the seismometers temperature coefficient. We skip this step in
the iSeis prototype because our ultimate plan is to place the instrument within a deep borehole;
an environment which is highly temperature stable at depths below 80 m (Chapman et al., 1993).
We feel the temperature stability of a borehole is sufficient enough to justify the use of the
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simpler, single spring design. At the surface, however, where temperatures fluctuate with more
irregularity, the differences in the observed thermal coefficients are clear.

Figure 6.20: While collecting seismic data, vault entry occurs (around day 16), creating a
sudden drop in temperature. Both seismometers, to varying degrees, respond with mass offsets.
In the figure, both interferometric prototypes (iSeis and iSTS1) have had their tidal contributions
removed.
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Figure 6.21: Experimental setup, within the STF vault, for measuring the thermal coefficients of
the iSTS1 and iSeis prototype seismometers. A small heater (incandescent light bulb) and fan
raise ambient air temperature, which is recorded by the TR1050 temperature logger. As
temperatures increase the seismometer masses displace.
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Figure 6.22: A controlled experiment in which the interferometric seismometers are subject to
rapid temperature change. Small heaters (5 W incandescent bulbs) and fans are remotely
controlled on 42 hour intervals to determine the temperature sensitivity of iSTS1 (top) and iSeis
(bottom). The observed thermal expansion agrees with the data presented in Figure 6.20.
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6.3.3 Implications of the observed thermal response
How much long period, ground acceleration noise can be attributed to the observed
temperature coefficients of iSTS1 and iSeis? Using the seismometer approximation in (6.14) and
substituting the observed thermal response L T , and ambient air temperature Ta , for mass
motion x
 o2 x
 o2
d 2z
=

=

G
G
dt 2

 L 

 Ta
T

-4

(6.49)

-2

-5

-2

we find inferred ground acceleration is 6.25 X 10 m s /°C, for iSeis and 7 X 10 m s /°C for
iSTS1. In section 6.4.2 we will show how the observed thermal coefficients (iSeis and iSTS1)
explain most of the long-period noise observed in iSTS1 and iSeis ground acceleration spectra.
Prior to doing this, however, we first investigate expected ground noise.
We begin by taking a one week temperature record of the STF vault and calculate,
based on the observed thermal coefficients, expected mass displacement for each instrument:
x=

We use values of 35.6 μm C

-1

L
Ta .
T

for iSTS1 and 107 μm C

(6.50)
-1

for iSeis. With this temperature

induced displacement record we compute a mass displacement power spectrum, using Welch2

modified periodograms (m /Hz).

We multiply the results of the mass position spectrum by the

transfer function given in (6.21) to obtain a ground acceleration power spectrum in units of (m s
2 2

) /Hz.

-

(Note: by using the observed thermal response of each instrument we remove all

assumptions about spring length, spring composition, seismometer expansion and geometry; we
get expected ground acceleration based only on the seismometers observed thermal expansion
coefficient and ambient air temperature.)
Figure 6.23 shows expected (inferred) ground acceleration, for each instrument, based
on a five-day temperature record. The Global Seismograph Network (GSN) Low Noise Model
(LNM) (Berger et al., 2004) is included for reference. At periods shorter than 50 minutes (f >
0.35 mHz) the equivalent ground acceleration spectra flatten because of the TR1050 noise floor.
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Therefore, we remove power spectral density values for periods shorter than 50 min. Prior to
2009, for periods greater than 50 min (0.35 mHz) we observe expected iSTS1 ground
acceleration is at least 20 dB above the GSN Low Noise model. For iSeis expected ground
acceleration is at least 40 dB above the GSN LNM. Although disappointing, the spectra are not
in error as other results have shown iSeis and iSTS1 are highly temperature dependent. (Note:
the plot in Figure 6.23 covers the epoch in which both instruments were under the standard
styrofoam insulation; it is this temperature response, which prompted us to improve our thermal
insulation.)
We now verify that the noise floor in Figure 6.23 is caused by resolution and bandwidth
limitations of the TR1050 data logger.

Starting with (6.47), we define a power spectral

relationship PX, which relates the observed seismometer thermal response L T , to spectral
density PT of the temperature loggers:
2

2

2
 L 
 L  TR
.
Px = 
PT = 


 T 
 T  B

(6.51)

We then apply (6.14) and to find expected acceleration Pz , in terms of temperature logger noise,
observed thermal response and ambient air temperature:
2

 L 
 o4 
TR2
  o2   L   TR2 
 T 
.
Pz = 
=


G 2B
 G   T   B 
2

2

(6.52)

(The double dot notation (as in z ) denotes the second time derivative of ground position.) Using
appropriate values for G,
2 2

o

and L T we find the expected noise floor is 2.45 X 10
-14

(m/s ) /Hz for iSTS1 and 1.95 X 10
observations.

2 2

(m/s ) /Hz for iSeis.

-16

These values agree with our
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Figure 6.23: Using five days of TR1050 temperature data, we calculate expected ground
acceleration (solid) based on the observed thermal responses of iSTS1 (blue) and iSeis (red)
mass motions. The dotted lines represent the expected noise floor of the TR1050 data logger
after being passed through the appropriate system response. The solid black line represents the
GSN Low Noise Model.
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6.3.4 Thermal expansion and Youngs modulus
In section 6.4.2 we stated thermal expansion cannot be the sole contributor to observed
thermal coefficients for iSeis and iSTS1. We now show how a change in Youngs modulus can
create a source of thermal noise, which is larger than that of thermal expansion
As temperature changes, the Youngs modulus of the suspension changes, creating a
new spring constant and new restoring force.

For now, let us consider a simple “wire”

seismometer in which the spring material is under axial tension, rather than the more
complicated leaf spring. Youngs modulus E, is defined as the ratio of tensile stress (derived
from measuring load applied to a sample) over the tensile strain (derived from measuring
deformation of a sample):
E

F A
,
L L

(6.53)

where F is the amount of force applied to the material, A is the original cross-sectional area of
the material in which the force is applied, L is the amount by which the length of the material
changes, and L is the materials original length. By arranging terms in (6.53), Youngs modulus
can be used to calculate the force F the material exerts under a specific strain:
F =

AE L
.
L

(6.54)

By defining k  EA L and x = L , equation (6.54) simplifies to Hookes law ( FH = k x ), which
relates the force exerted by the ideal wire seismometer to its stiffness and displacement from
equilibrium:
 EA 
F =
L = kx .
 L 

(6.55)

Taking the temperature derivative of spring stiffness k:
E (T )A(T ) 
d 
k=
L(T ) 
dT 

(6.56)

dk E A EA L A E
=

+
dT L T L2 T L T

(6.57)
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and multiplying both sides by 1/k, we find a relation for a change in spring stiffness:
1 dA 1 dL 1 dE
1 dk
=

+
.
k dT A dT L dT E dT

Substituting (6.48) and realizing

(6.58)

1 A
= 2 , simplifies (6.58)
A T
1 dL 1 dE
1 dk
.
=
+
k dT L dT E dT
-5

(6.59)

-1

Thermal expansion dL LdT for aluminum is 2.4 X 10 C . Variation of Youngs modulus with
temperature dE EdT

is -58 X 10

-5

C

-1

(Agnew, 1986).

These values simplify (6.59) by

approximation to:
1 dE
1 dk
,

k dT E dT

(6.60)

which, relates temperature change T, spring stiffness k and Youngs modulus E.

The

approximation used in (6.60) is invalid for iSeis (Nispan-C), as its thermal expansion coefficient
and temperature dependence of Youngs modulus are nearly equal: dL LdT = 0.7 X 10
and dE EdT < 1.7 X 10

-5

-5

C

-1

-1

C . We note that this approximation is also inappropriate for the

interferometric seismometers, as the derivation assumes a simples wire seismometer – the
prototypes hardly fit this model. The important concept, however, in the case of a simple wire
seismometer, is that material composition has a large effect. If the wire suspension is made of a
material like Nispan-C thermal expansion and Youngs modulus play equally important roles in
their relation with spring stiffness.

If the wire suspension is made of something like ordinary

spring steel, then the temperature dependence of Youngs modulus dominates the relation to
spring stiffness.
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6.3.5 Temperature and equilibrium
We have laid the framework for the temperature dependence of Youngs modulus, spring
stiffness, and thermal expansion. We now investigate how changing spring stiffness affects the
equilibrium position of a seismometer. We continue with the same wire suspension seismometer
assumption as before. Recall the stiffness of a spring k, is defined as the ratio of force required
to stretch the spring over a distance x . In a wire suspension k = mg L , where m is the mass of
the seismic mass, g is the acceleration due to Earths gravity and L is the amount of spring
stretch. Taking the temperature derivative of k
m(T )g(T ) 
d 
k (T ) =


L(T ) 
dT

(6.61)

and applying the appropriate product and quotient rules we find
dk m dg mg dL g dm
.
=
 2
+
L dT
dT
L dT L dT

(6.62)

Multiplying both sides by 1/k and realizing that gravity and mass have no temperature
dependence simplifies (6.62):
mg dL
1 dk
.
= 2
k dT
L k dT

(6.63)

In a simple pendulum  o2 = k m = g / L , further reducing (6.63) to:
g dk
dL
=
.
dT  o2k dT

(6.64)

Using approximation (6.60) and arranging terms we find a relationship between the thermal
coefficient of Youngs modulus, the seismometers equilibrium position and its observed
temperature coefficient:
L =

g 1 dE
T ,
 o2 E dT

(6.65)

By applying an appropriate instrument response to (6.65) and a daily temperature
record, we can find expected ground acceleration (as a function of equilibrium position) from
inferred mass motion, L .

Note: this is equivalent to multiplying the temperature spectra
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observed in Figure 6.19 by a constant factor of gdE  o2EdT , where

o

and dE dT are unique to

each instrument.
We find the simple equilibrium model given in (6.65) over-estimates temperature
dependent iSTS1 mass position. The model, which is based on a simple wire seismometer,
does not account for thermal compensation between the Elinvar and Phynox or the geometry of
the leaf-spring suspension.

Rather, it assumes the seismometer mass displaces from

equilibrium as a simple function of the thermal coefficient of Youngs modulus and temperature.
iSeis, exhibits opposite behavior – the model under-estimates temperature dependent mass
position. Again, fault lies within the over simplified model, which does not account for changing
leaf-spring geometry or expansion of the seismometer frame.
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6.4 Assessment and sources of noise
Observed noise within the iSTS1 and iSeis prototypes is a sum of seismic noise and
instrument noise. Instrument noise is best quantified at periods greater than a few seconds as
background acceleration levels within the Earth tend to be less at longer periods than they are at
shorter periods. Although, after a certain point (around 300 s) observed noise begins to increase
with increasing period – commonly called 1/f noise. In general when dissimilar instruments are
colocated and one of those instruments is well understood (i.e., has a well defined instrument
nd

response) and is relatively immune to environmental conditions, noise levels within the 2

instrument can be easily calculated. In this study we compare three instruments: a conventional
STS1 (station XPFO), the interferometric STS1 and the interferometric iSeis prototype
The limit of performance for a well designed instrument is determined by its self noise.
Wielandt and Streckeisen (1982) mention the most common: (1) noise created by
electromagnetic forces, (2) noise created through Brownian motion, (3) noise created through
velocity and displacement transducers, and (4) noise created through force-feedback electronics.
A brief analysis of noise created by external electromagnetic sources will given in section 6.4.2.
Noise created by electromagnetic displacement transducers and force-feedback electronics is
not discussed as the prototype instruments do not use these types of motion sensing
components.

(Further information about noise created by force-feedback electronics and

electromagnetic motion transducers can be found in Riedesel et al., [1990] and Wielandt and
Streckeisen [1982]).

In lieu of force-feedback electronics and electromagnetic motion

transducers, we discuss “optical” noise created within the optical displacement transducer.
Noise created through Brownian motion is discussed below. In section 6.3.3 we discussed the
implications of vault temperature on the iSTS1 and iSeis prototypes. We note that this type of
noise should not be confused with Brownian noise.

A seismometers ultimate sensitivity is

limited to the amount of thermal energy that can be dissipated by damping elements within the
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seismometers suspension (Riedesel, 1990). This source of noise, caused by thermal motion of
the molecules within the seismic mass (Brownian motion), is white (Wielandt & Streckeisen,
1982) and causes a constant power density across the entire acceleration spectrum of seismic
recordings.
2 2

The power spectral density of acceleration, Pz (in units of (m/s ) /Hz ) for a seismic
suspension with mass m, free period To , and quality factor Q, at a temperature T, is (Riedesel,
1990):
Pz =

where k is Boltzmans constant (k = 1.38 X 10

8 kT
.
mToQ

-23

(6.66)

J/°K). The denominator of equation (6.66) sets

the limit of an inertial seismometers sensitivity – the mTQ product. The expression implies noise
due to Brownian motion can be minimized by: making the seismic mass large, making the natural
period long, using a high Q (low damping), lowering the temperature of the instrument, or
lowering the amount of air surrounding the seismometer. In order to resolve ambient ground
noise, a very long period (VLP) sensor must have an mTQ product > 1 kg-sec (Melton, 1976).
The leaf-spring suspension of a conventional STS1 running with feedback has an mTQ product
of several hundred-kilogram seconds (Wielandt & Streckeisen, 1982). The iSTS1 (m = 0.78 kg,
To = 5.3 and Q = 1.5) has an mTQ product of 6.2 kg-sec, implying Brownian motion can be
neglected. iSeis, (m = 0.35 kg, To = 2.75 s, and Q

4.6) has an mTQ product of 4.4 kg-sec and

carries the same conclusion – Brownian noise can be safely ignored.
Although we exceed the Melton criteria in both instruments, it is useful to place an upperBrownian limit on expected noise.

Using (6.66) and a temperature of 26 °C (the highest

temperature normally observed in the STF vault) we find the upper limit of ground acceleration
-20

noise is 1.67 X 10

2 2

-20

(m/s ) /Hz for iSTS1 and 1.40 X 10

2 2

(m/s ) /Hz for iSeis. Expressed in

units of acceleration, as given here, the levels of Brownian noise are constant at all frequencies.
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Comparing these values to the GSN low noise model, we find that noise from Brownian motion
(thermal energy) is well below GSN levels over the entire frequency range.
In the following four sections we investigate noise within the iSTS1 and iSeis prototypes.
When appropriate we compare their noise levels to commercial instruments such as the STS1
seismometer.

6.4.1 Assessment of DSP and iNull
Although our interferometric instruments are immune to noise created from forcefeedback electronics, electro-magnetic motion transducers, and Brownian motion, there are other
sources of internal noise (optical transducer, DSP, and fitting algorithms), which must be
considered. To help determine the noise contributions from these components we conduct two
independent experiments where we investigate (1) noise created by the DSP and (2) noise
created by the optical displacement transducer. Noise created within the DSP includes noise
created by the analog-to-digital (A-D) converters and ellipse fitting. Noise created within the
optical displacement transducer includes noise created within the photo detectors, the laser,
shot-noise, optical fibers and any imperfect optical components within the Michelson
interferometer.
In the first experiment, we short the eight A-D inputs of the Data Translations (model:
9842/2-SB) DSP. Using the time series of shorted DSP data, we determine the amount of
expected ground acceleration by passing the shorted “mass position” data through the
appropriate instrument response. In the second experiment we collect a time series of clamped
seismometer data, observing only noise in the displacement transducer. For practical concerns
this is best done with a separate apparatus – the null interferometer (chapter 5). The recorded
path length change x, analogous to mass displacement in the optical seismometers, is converted
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to apparent ground acceleration d 2 z dt 2

by passing the signal through the appropriate

instrument response.
Data for the iNull experiment were collected over ten days from the STF vault in Piñon
Flat, California. Shorted DSP data were collected over 8 hours, from the basement of the Munk
laboratory located at IGPP on the Scripps Institution of Oceanography campus at UC San Diego.
Mass position power spectral densities were computed from data sampled at 40 Hz and 1 Hz
(low pass filtered) using Welch-modified periodograms. The result were converted to ground
acceleration, in the Fourier domain, by means of the transfer function given in (6.21), with the
assumed values of

o,

Q and G (listed in the Appendix A1). Note: due to the large amount of

data available for the null interferometer we further took a frequency-by-frequency minimum
(Berger et al., 2004) of all computed power spectra.
In Figure 6.24 we plot expected ground acceleration spectra for the shorted DSP (top)
and null displacement transducer (middle) after being passed through the iSTS1 and iSeis
responses. In the bottom-most plot of the figure we re-plot the results of the null interferometer in
a slightly different context. Rather than apply an instrument response to the power spectrum of
iNull mass-position data (as done in the middle plot) we convert the GSN LNM to mass
displacement by passing it through instrument response (6.21) in “reverse”. (Note, in this context
the GSN LNM data are d 2 z dt 2 and we solve for x.) The benefit to this approach is that it is
becomes easier to see actual displacement transducer noise. For both iSTS1 and iSeis, the
acceleration noise created by the shorted DSP is well below the GSN Low Noise model. For
iSTS1, the DSP noise floor is between 60 - 130 dB lower than the GSN LNM. iSeis is similar,
ranging from 40 – 130 dB less. From the null interferometer data, we conclude that over the
seismic band, the displacement transducer (laser, photodetectors, fibers, and optical
components) are adequate to observe ground noise. The iSeis response indicates that null
interferometer noise is at or a couple dB below the GSN LNM for the longest periods. The
instrument response of iSTS1 indicates that optical noise is about 25 dB below the GSN LNM.
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Improving the sensitivity of the iSeis prototype (increasing its natural period) will most likely
improve its response at the longest periods. For now, however, the displacement transducer
adequately meets our needs.
We also plot, in the bottom most panel of Figure 6.24, shot noise (photon-counting
statistic noise) for the null interferometer.

Shot noise is a type of frequency independent

electronic noise (white noise) that occurs when the number of photons hitting the photodetectors
gives rise to detectable statistical fluctuations in the detected energy; laser emission of photons
is a Poisson process (Caves, 1981). The signal-to-noise ratio (uncertainty) is

N where N is the

number of photons collected in one sample interval.
The number of photons per second n, emitted from a source, is defined as
n=

P
hf

(6.67)

where  is the photodetector efficiency, P is optical power (in Watts), h is Planks constant (6.6 X
10

-34

J s) and f is the frequency of the optical source. For simplicity we assume the product of

photodetector efficiency and laser power is 0.1 mW. (This value is quite reasonable for a 1 mW
laser, as there are many sources of power loss: the fiber-to-laser couplers, back scattering in the
interferometer, beam splitter power loss, and laser to PM fiber coupling loss.) Using appropriate
values for laser frequency ( f = c  , where c = 3 X 10 m/s and  = 632.8 nm), equation (6.67)
8

reduces to around 3.2 X 10

14

photons per second. The number of photons in a sample interval

is simply
N = ndt

(6.68)

where dt is the inverse of the sampling frequency. Under most circumstances, the DSP samples
at 400 Hz, implying N = 8 X 10

11

5

photons with an uncertainty of 9 X 10 photons.

In an interferometer, light intensity at the photodetectors is time variant. We can model
the number of photons hitting either of the photodetectors in the given sample interval as
N =N +

1
 2
N cos 
 
2 max


x


(6.69)
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where x is mass position, N max is the maximum number of photons emitted in any sample interval
and N is the average number of photons hitting the detectors over all sample intervals (the effect
of an imperfect fringe contrast). Solving for dN dx
dN 1
2
 2 
= N
sin 
x ,
  
dx 2 max 

(6.70)

and finding its maximum,
dN =

1
2
N
dx
2 max 

(6.71)

we solve for dx as a function of the number of detected photons and their uncertainty (shot
noise):
dx =


dN
 N max

(6.72)

where dN = nt = N . Solving for x 2 and dividing by the Nyquist frequency, gives the power
2

spectral density of shot noise (m / Hz):
2

  N  1
PSDSN = 
 FNyquist .
 N

Using (6.73), we find the shot noise level of our interferometers is about 2.5 X 10

(6.73)
-28

2

m /Hz; well

below the interferometer noise for all frequencies of interest. The shot noise level is plotted in
the bottom most panel of Figure 6.24
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Figure 6.24: Top: an estimate of DSP noise; the spectrum was calculated with shorted DSP
“mass position” data. Mass positions were converted to ground acceleration with appropriate
seismometer coefficients. Middle: estimate of null interferometer noise. Many spectra were
calculated from a 10 days of mass-position data. An appropriate instrument response was
applied to find equivalent ground acceleration. The powers corresponding to the first percentiles
st
at each frequency are plotted. Bottom: estimate of minimum frequency-by-frequency (1
percentile) null interferometer noise, without an applied instrument response. In this figure, the
GSN is converted to mass position with appropriate seismometer coefficients.
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6.4.2 iSeis, iSTS1 and STS1 noise comparison
By comparing a standard STS1 operating with force-feedback to the interferometric
prototypes, we can begin to understand the feasibility of using non-fedback optical
seismometers. We begin by investigating two months of ground acceleration records, in the
spectral domain. We base our technique on that of Berger et al. (2004). To compliment the
interferometric data we also investigate ground acceleration records for a conventional STS1
(station: XPFO) installed in a neighboring vault about 8 meters to the southeast. iSTS1 and iSeis
were installed in evacuated, warpless bell jars, under standard styrofoam, while XPFO was
installed in an evacuated bell jar mounted to a glass plate, in a bed of silica sand (Figure 6.25).
The sand provided excellent thermal contact to the pier, whereas the iSTS1 and iSeis, were in
limited physical contact with the pier because of the bell jar design. Data for station XPFO were
provided by the IDA Data Collection Center (DCC).
The interferometric seismometer mass-position data were initially processed from data
sampled at 40 Hz while XPFO was initially processed from data sampled at 20 Hz (BHZ). The
interferometric data streams were decimated for processing to a frequency of 1 Hz. There was
no need to filter XPFO 40 Hz data, as a 1 Hz (LHZ) data stream was also provided by the IDA
DCC. The 40 Hz data were divided into non-overlapping sections containing ten-minute windows
of 24,000 points. The 20 Hz XPFO data were divided into non-overlapping sections containing
twenty-minute windows of 24,000 points. The 1 Hz data (for all three instruments) were divided
into 4-hour windows containing 14,400 points with 50% overlap. (This information is summarized
in Table 6.4.)
For each interferometric data set we compute power spectral densities using the
following procedure: (1) convert raw data to mass displacement (meters), (2) de-tide the data by
removing any tidal constituents in a least squares sense, (3) remove any mean or trends from
the data, (4) compute displacement power spectral densities using Welchs modified
periodogram and 50% overlap, and (5) apply an instrument response transfer function to convert
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from mass displacement to ground acceleration.

For both interferometric instruments the

assumed transfer function response is:
X ( ) = G 

 2 Z ( )

(

 2  2
o


) + (  Q )
2

2

o

(6.74)

12




where X( ) (in the Fourier domain) is seismometer mass displacement as a function of
frequency,  2 Z ( ) is ground acceleration in the Fourier domain and G, Q and

o

are the

seismometer dependent coefficients.
Analysis for the conventional STS1 is similar: (1) remove any mean and linear trends
from the data, (2) detide the data by removing the tidal constituents, (3) compute power spectral
densities using Welchs modified periodogram and 50% overlap, and (4) apply instrument
response to obtain physical units where the transfer function response is provided by the IDA
DCC.
The result of the above procedure is a data set containing over 25,000 individual power
spectral densities – 671 spectra for the LHZ XPFO data, 4031 spectra for the BHZ XPFO data,
9700 spectra for the 40 Hz iSTS1 and iSeis data, and 671 spectra for the iSeis and iSTS1 1 Hz
data.
st

We then calculate the 1 , 5
acceleration at each frequency.

th

and 50

th

percentiles (Berger et al., 2004) of ground

We present the frequency-by-frequency results at each

percentile in Figure 6.26. For simplicitys sake, we also plot in Figure 6.27 a direct comparison of
th

the 5 percentile results for all three seismic stations. In both figures, we include the GSN Low
st

Noise Model (1 percentile) for reference. The ground acceleration spectra in Figure 6.27 are
dominated by a dipping trend at the tail end of the microseism band (> 6 seconds [0.16 Hz]), an
increase at the longest periods (> 300 seconds [> 3 mHz]) and “bumps” at 15 seconds (0.07 Hz,
the double-frequency microseism peak) and at around 130 seconds (~ 7.7 mHz) caused by
infragravity waves in the ocean (Webb, 1998). The conventional STS1, during the time in which
iSeis and iSTS1 were poorly insulated, was the quietest of the three instruments for all but the
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highest frequencies. For periods between twenty seconds and one second the three instruments
observed noise levels are the same. At the highest frequencies (f > 1 Hz) iSeis and iSTS1
perform the same while the conventional STS1 begins to show elevated levels of noise.

At

periods greater than twenty seconds the conventional STS1 shows the lowest noise floor
characteristics, with the iSTS1 (on average, over this frequency range) about 5 dB noisier. iSeis
behaves the poorest, with its noise floor, on average some 20 dB greater than the conventional
station, at the longest periods. We note that during this investigation the iSeis prototype had the
least amount thermal insulation – in comparison to the STS1s, which were deployed with their
standard aluminum covers.

The covers (the green box in Figure 6.25, provided by the

manufactured; not to be confused with the bell jar or vacuum chambers) provided additional
thermal mass and acted as Faraday cages, shielding the instruments from stray electric fields;
iSeis lacked any sort of aluminum cover.

We further note, that during the epoch the

interferometric instruments were in poor thermal contact with the seismic pier. Three small feet,
which help level the bell jar, were the only possible paths for conductive heat transfer between
the pier and the seismometers (Figure 6.21). In comparison, station XPFO was in conductive
contact with the pier through a bed of silica sand – implying that the conventional seismometer
more closely followed the temperature of the pier rather than ambient air temperature within the
vault.

(We have already shown ambient air temperature creates high levels of ground

acceleration noise.)
In order to investigate the benefit of increased thermal mass and the effects of stray
electric fields, we installed an aluminum cylinder (shield) around the iSeis prototype in October of
2008. We also re-assembled the warpless base plate according to procedure, after discovering
it was improperly assembled for the epoch stated above.

The results of the modifications are
th

shown in the middle plot of Figure 6.28, which reflects a 5 percentile frequency-by-frequency
minimum spanning thirteen days.

The 40 Hz data were divided into 2,160 non-overlapping

records spanning 10 minutes or 24,000 points. The 1 Hz data were divided into 155 four-hour
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sections containing 14,400 points with 50% overlap (Table 6.4). The results undoubtedly show
the benefits of the “improved” base plate and aluminum shield. We observe positive effects at
around 1 Hz and periods greater than 25 s. Ground noise levels in the iSTS1 (from 25 – 1000 s)
are similar for the epochs spanning 6/16/08 through 8/11/08 and 10/11/08 through 10/24/08. We
note, however, that during the second epoch the gap between noise floors for the iSTS1 and
iSeis significantly lessens; implying iSeis is becoming better behaved at longer periods. From a
quantitative point of view, during the first epoch (top plot), apparent ground acceleration (at 500
s) in iSeis is about 19.6 dB noisier than in the iSTS1.

In the second epoch (middle plot)

differences between iSeis and iSTS1 were about 10.3 dB, indicating an improvement in the iSeis
response of about 9.6 dB. Clearly the added thermal mass and re-assembled base plate, in the
second experiment, had significant impact.
At the bottom of Figure 6.28 we present a 5

th

percentile frequency-by-frequency

minimum ground acceleration power spectrum for the most recent iSeis configuration, in which
the instrument was housed within a custom fabricated pressure vessel and under a minimum of
6” (15.2 cm) of rigid, close cell, high-density thermal foam. (Note: iSTS1 was unavailable during
this time.) Sixty days of 40 Hz data were divided into 9,440 non-overlapping records spanning
10 minutes or 24,000 points. The 1 Hz data were divided into 641 four-hour sections containing
14,400 points with 50% overlap (Table 6.4). The bottom plot in Figure 6.28 includes iSTS1 data
from an earlier epoch. The lack of available iSTS1 data explains the difference in shapes of the
two spectra; we plot an earlier spectral epoch (June of 2008) to simply illustrate the impressive
long period improvement in the iSeis prototype. We note that this “technique” is valid, as no
major changes have been made to iSTS1 during the period covering these experiments. In this
figure we observe only a slight difference (~ a few dB at 500 s) in the long-period response of
iSeis and iSTS1, giving credibility to the new foam and pressure vessel. In all fairness, however,
this plot is somewhat misleading as the iSTS1 data reflect an epoch in which the iSTS1 was not
thermally shielded to the extent of iSeis.
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The long-period response of iSeis and iSTS1, in comparison to conventional instruments
such as the station XPFO, leave a bit to be desired. Notice that the interferometric prototypes
are noisier than the conventional STS1 at the longest periods in all three panels of Figure 6.28.
In order to bring the noise floor of these instruments closer to the LNM, a few steps should be
taken. First and foremost, results for the newest data sets, in which iSTS1 is thermally insulated,
using the new technique, must be calculated. The results of this noise study will help indicate
where the problem may still lie. We also feel further thermal insulation may still be warranted.
Although most of the semi-diurnal temperature effects have been attenuated, a diurnal
component is still evident in the temperature data sets.
Temperature fluctuations contribute most of the long-period noise observed in Figure
6.26 - Figure 6.28. The following example supports our claim. In section 6.3.1 we noted the
observed thermal response at long periods contributed a significant amount of noise to the iSeis
and iSTS1 prototypes. We found (for the epoch 6/16/08 – 8/11/08), for periods greater than 50
minutes, thermal effects within the iSeis contributed 40 dB relative to GSN LNM; 20 dB in the
iSTS1. In Figure 6.29 we plot the observed minimum frequency-by-frequency noise for each
instrument, along with equivalent ground acceleration for the observed thermal for each
prototype. (Note: we are effectively combining the instrument response plots in Figure 6.27 with
the inferred noise spectrum of Figure 6.23.) We also plot for comparison, the GSN LNM, a
conventional STS1 and the theoretical noise floor of the iSTS1 and iSeis as determined by the
iNull.

The long period similarities between observed ground acceleration and inferred ground

acceleration (from ambient air temperature and observed thermal response) are striking –
clearly, the instruments during this epoch were strongly affected by thermal variations from within
the vault.
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th

Sensor

Sample
Rate

Section Length

Section
Overlap

Spectra
QTY

Notes

XPFO

20

20 min / 24000 pts

0%

4031

BHZ

XPFO

1

4 hrs / 14400 pts

50%

671

LHZ

Run #1

iSTS1 / iSeis

40

10 min / 24000 pts

0%

9779

NA

iSTS1 / iSeis

1

4 hrs / 14400 pts

50%

671

Filtered

Run #2

iSTS1 / iSeis

40

10 min / 24000 pts

0%

2160

NA

iSTS1 / iSeis

1

4 hrs / 14400 pts

50%

155

Filtered

Run #3

Table 6.4: Sample rates, section lengths and overlap used to compute N spectra for the 1 , 5
th
and 50 percentiles for XPFO, iSeis and iSTS1. iSeis power spectra were computed over two
time intervals: the first in which iSeis was not shielded against stray magnetic fields and the
second in which a Faraday cage was installed around the interferometric prototype. The second
run also included a properly assembled warpless base plate.

iSeis

40

10 min / 24000 pts

0%

9440

NA

iSeis

1

4 hrs / 14400 pts

50%

641

Filtered
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Figure 6.25: XPFO installation. The conventional STS1 sits on a glass plate in a bed of silica
sand. The sand helps keep the seismometer and pier in thermal equilibrium; implying the
seismometer more closely follows pier temperature than air temperature. Under normal
conditions the seismometer sits under a glass bell jar.
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st

th

th

Figure 6.26: The minimum noise levels at the 1 , 5 and 50 percentiles for a conventional
STS1 (XPFO) and interferometric prototypes. The GSN Low Noise Model is included for
reference. The data set covers 56 days from June 16, 2008 – August 11, 2008.
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Figure 6.27: A direct comparison of the frequency-by-frequency minimum (5th percentile)
ground acceleration observations for station XPFO, iSeis and iSTS1.
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th

Figure 6.28: Observed (5 percentile) ground acceleration data for iSeis and iSTS1. Top: a 56
day epoch in which iSTS1 and iSeis were housed within glass bell jars under standard styrofoam
enclosures. Middle: A 13 day epoch in which iSeis is housed within a re-assembled bell jar and
has additional thermal inertia provided by a thick aluminum shield, that sits around the
seismometer frame. Both instruments sit under standard styrofoam enclosures. Bottom: a 60
day epoch in which iSeis was housed in a custom designed pressure vessel and under 7” of
closed cell, high density foam. iSTS1 data was unavailable during this time. To illustrate the
impressive long period improvement, in iSeis, we plot iSTS1 data from an earlier epoch.
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Figure 6.29: Using the observed thermal response of each prototype instrument (L/T) and 60
days of temperature data, we calculate expected ground acceleration. We also plot, for
illustrative purpose, the observed ground noise for each instrument, the GSN LNM and the
theoretical noise floor for each instrument as predicted with iNull. In this figure, the observed
long-period noise is likely created by thermal variation within the vault.
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6.4.3 Magnetic effects and noise
Variations in Earths magnetic field, caused by magnetic storms and anthropogenic
sources, are commonly observed in the acceleration spectra of leaf-spring seismometers and
often limit the sensitivity of broadband sensors (Forbirger et al., 2007).

Forbriger used

observations from magnetic storms and man-made variations of the magnetic field to study the
sensitivity of broad-band seismic sensors (primarily leaf-spring sensors) to the magnetic field.
He found variations in the magnetic field translated directly into apparent ground acceleration;
2

the values varied from instrument to instrument, but were on order of 0.05 to 1.2 (m/s ) / Tesla.
A number of mechanisms contribute to a leaf springs magnetic sensitivity: (1) variations of the
magnetic field can create a changes in the geometry of the leaf spring which change the
suspensions restoring force, (2) changes in the magnetic fields can create torques within the leaf
spring (much like that of a compass needle), and (3) variations in the magnetic field, can change
the elastic modulus of the leaf-spring and thus change the restoring force of the suspension.
Although much of the observed long-period noise within the iSTS1 and iSeis prototypes
is thermal in nature, we cannot ignore the effects of a changing magnetic field. In controlled
experiments, we have seen both the iSTS1 and iSeis respond (to varying degrees) to external
fields. In February of 2008, we exposed iSeis to time varying magnetic fields generated by a
single Helmholtz coil. The 12 inch (0.3 m) diameter coil was made from 30 wrap of enamel
coated copper wire and was placed a distance of 5.5 inches (0.14 m; on axis) from the iSeis
prototype. By applying a 1.5 ampere current we were able to create a magnetic field strength of
-5

a few Earth fields (B = 4 X 10 T). Recall the field strength of a single Helmholtz coil is:
B=

μo nIR 2
,
2(R 2 + X 2 )3 2

(6.75)

where μo is the permeability of free space (μo = 1.26 X 10 T m / A), n is the number of wraps, R
-6

is the radius of the coil, X is the distance to the coil and I is the applied current. The coil, which
-5

produces up to 7.4 X 10 T was placed in various orientations at a constant distance around the
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iSeis suspension. In Figure 6.30 we present the results of one such experiment; iSeis clearly
has an orientation dependent sensitivity – predominantly when the applied field acts
perpendicular to the mechanical axis of the seismometer.
Forbirgers analysis from 2007.)

(This observation agrees with

The applied magnetic field was cycled (square wave) at a

period of two minutes. (In each subplot, the field is “off” at time t = 0.) The applied field created
-6

a maximum peak-to-peak mass displacement of about 9.5 X 10 m. This places an upper value
limit of mass displacement as a function of applied field strength L B of 0.13 m/T on the iSeis
-4

prototype. In a similar experiment we applied an external field of 1.1 X 10 T to the iSTS1. This
created a maximum peak-to-peak mass displacement of about 2.7 X 10
L B of 0.02 m/T.

-6

m or a response

The observed magnetic response in the iSTS1 is about an order of

magnitude smaller than the observed magnetic response in iSeis. (The reason for the difference
remains as an unanswered question.) Using these values, we calculate expected ground
acceleration as a function of a varying magnetic field:
 2  L 
d 2z
= o 
.
2
G  B
dt

(6.76)
2

We find expected ground acceleration for iSeis is 0.76 (m/s )/T. For iSTS1 the value is 0.04
2

2

(m/s )/T. Both values are near or within Forbrigers observations of 0.05 to 1.2 (m/s )/T.
Using the values of observed magnetic response and five days of tri-axial fluxgate
magnetometer data (recorded by a Bartington MAG-03MSESL100), we also calculate expected
ground acceleration spectra for the iSTS1 and the iSeis prototypes.

We use the following

procedure: (1) convert each component of the tri-axial magnetometer data set (Bx, By, Bz) from
arbitrary units to physical units of μT, (2) remove the mean and linear trend from each
component, (3) find the total magnetic field BT = B x2 + B y2 + B z2 , (4) compute inferred mass
displacement x = ( L B ) BT , where L B is the observed magnetic response and BT is
the time varying magnetic field, (5) compute power spectral densities of inferred mass
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displacement using Welchs modified periodogram and 50% overlap, and (6) apply an
appropriate instrument response to obtain inferred ground acceleration.
Figure 6.31 shows results of the above analysis for the iSTS1 (top) and iSeis (bottom)
prototypes. The conclusions we can draw from this figure are rather surprising. Clearly, inferred
magnetic noise in the iSTS1 is not a problem. For all periods the noise is well below the GSN
LNM and observed ground acceleration records. iSeis, however, is a different story. It appears
inferred magnetic influences are a big source of noise at long periods.

At around 50 seconds

the inferred ground acceleration (based on the iSeis magnetic response and magnetic field
variation within the STF vault) crosses the GSN LNM. At around 290 seconds, the observed
spectrum and magnetic spectrum meet, implying observed long period ground noise can be
explained by magnetic variation. (Note: The observed ground noise in Figure 6.31, reflects the
current epoch; a time in which iSeis is housed under a custom pressure vessel and high density,
close cell, insulating foam.) We conclude further investigation into the magnetic response of the
iSeis and iSTS1 is warranted.

Coherency studies between magnetometer data and mass-

position data may also be enlightening. Possible courses of action include verification of the
observed magnetic response (can we reproduce the observed L B ), further degaussing of the
seismometers leaf spring (to be explained below), and the shielding of external magnetic fields
(also described below).
We need to rebuild the Helmholtz coil, paying more attention to the characteristics of the
applied field. A simple thought experiment helps illustrate this point. In Figure 6.32 (left) a
ferromagnetic bar is placed in a uniform field. The induced dipole moment creates a torque and
aligns the bar with the external field. The net force imparted on the bar is zero. In the right panel
of Figure 6.32 we place the ferromagnetic bar in a magnetic field with a strong gradient. In this
scenario, the induced dipole moment creates a torque, which causes the bar to align with the
field and a net force, which causes the bar to move in the direction of the field lines. In short, the
uniform magnetic field imparts a torque and the gradient field imparts a force. A single Helmholtz
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coil (like the one used above) creates a non-uniform field, thereby inducing forces within the
seismometer suspension.

To understand how induced torques affect the seismometer

suspension, a second (identical) Helmholtz coil would need to be created. By centering the
seismometers between the two coils, we can begin to investigate their responses in a uniform
field. With these questions answered we may be able to place better limits on the observed
magnetic response for each seismometer and perhaps improve the inferred magnetic noise
observed in the prototype sensor.
Rather than correct seismic data for magnetic field effects it is best to minimize the
external field or “immunize” the instrument from external field variation. Forbriger (2007) states
that demagnetization of the suspension often helps minimize the effect of a varying magnetic
field. In March of 2008 we spent some time demagnetizing the iSeis suspension. We replaced
all stainless bolts attached to the mass and pendulum with their brass counterparts. We also
passed the seismometer through a commercial, AC powered, surface-style demagnetizer
(McMaster-Carr PN: 5820K4) in an attempt to remove the magnetic moment of the ferromagnetic
leaf spring. Unfortunately our efforts were not enough, as Figure 6.31, reflects an epoch after the
time in which iSeis was demagnetized.
demagnetization may prove fruitful.

We have hope, however, that an additional

Forbriger (2007) states demagnetizing a mounted leaf

spring is highly ineffective, yet demagnetizing a spare leaf spring is quite effective. In our initial
demagnetization attempts, we kept the leaf spring inside the seismometer frame; perhaps by
removing the leaf spring, demagnetizing it and then reinstalling it we can lessen the iSeis
response to external magnetic fields.
Alternative methods of field suppression may also minimize inferred ground acceleration
effects. Passive shields made from Permalloy (μ-metal) are often used in vertical long period
instruments such as the STS-1 (Wielandt, 2002).

These shields passively block external

magnetic fields and have been found to reduce magnetic sensitivity by a factor of 18 (Forbriger,
2007). Active magnetic shields are also an option; such as that at Stuttgart station (Wielandt &
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Widmer-Schnidrig, 2002) in which the seismic sensors are housed within a cube of active
Helmholtz coils. Servo circuits, which monitor the external magnetic field, minimize its daily
variation by applying their own fields, which counteract fluctuations in the main field. It may be
fruitful to investigate the options of passive or active magnetic shielding as neither type of
shielding is currently used in the STF vault.
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Figure 6.30: By creating an external magnetic field with a Helmholtz coil and placing it in
various orientations around the iSeis prototype, we can generate a magnetic response coefficient
L/B for each seismometer. The external field, which was applied at two minute intervals (on
and then off), shows a strong orientation dependent sensitivity.
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Figure 6.31: Using the values of observed magnetic response L/B and five days of tri-axial
fluxgate magnetometer data, we can calculate expected ground acceleration spectra for the
iSTS1 (top) and iSeis (bottom) prototypes. For illustrative purposes we also plot observed
ground noise for each instrument and the GSN LNM. The bottom plot infers that most of the
long-period noise, currently observed in the iSeis prototype, is magnetic in nature.
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Figure 6.32: By placing a permanent magnet is a uniform field (left) a torque  is imparted on
the magnet until it aligns with the field. If the magnet is placed in a non-uniform field (right), a
torque and force are applied to the magnet. In both figures, the direction of the permanent
magnetic field is indicated by lighter colored arrows.
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6.4.4 Environmental factors: barometric
Besides being thermally and magnetically shielded, an inertial seismometer should also
be protected from atmospheric pressure variation (Wielandt & Streckeisen, 1982; Beauduin et
al., 1996; Zürn et al. 2007). If not, the seismic mass may experience time varying forces at least
three orders of magnitude greater than the seismic background noise (Wielandt and Streckeisen,
1982).

Vertical instruments are especially susceptible to this sort of barometric fluctuation.
A simple derivation shows how changing air density affects the equilibrium position of a

seismometer suspension. We begin by equating the forces in a simple mass spring system
Fg = F + FH ,

(6.77)

where FH is the force from the spring ( FH = kx, ), Fg is the force due to gravity ( Fg = mg ) and F is
the force due to air buoyancy ( F = gV air ). By substituting the definition of angular frequency
(  = k m ) into the definition of period ( T = 2  ) we can solve for k, in terms of seismic mass
density m and seismic mass volume V:
k=

4 2 massV
T2

(6.78)

Substituting the forces and k, into (6.77)
g airV +

4 2
massVx = g massV .
T2

(6.79)

we can solve for the equilibrium position of the seismic mass, x:
x=

gT 2  mass  air  gT 2
=
4 2  mass  4 2


air 
.
 1 
mass

(6.80)

Differentiating with respect to air density x air , results in equation relating seismic mass
displacement to changing air density (pressure):
x = 

gT 2
air
4 2 mass

(6.81)
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From (6.81), as air increases the mass rises. This has been experimentally verified in numerous
experiments involving the iSeis and iSTS1 prototypes. In order to minimize the effects of a
changing barometer we place both instruments within airtight, sealed chambers (warpless bell
jars or thick bottomed pressure cylinders). These chambers are designed so that they do not
deform or warp as barometric pressures change. (Any warping of the chamber can transmit
stresses and tilts to the sensor.) As an added benefit partial vacuum eliminates direct buoyancy
effects and also suppresses internal convection (Wielandt & Streckeisen, 1982).
In our deployments, we maintain partial vacuum ranging from 0.1 – 0.5 atmospheres. In
practice, while the seismometer is outside of the pressure vessel, we normally set the equilibrium
position of the seismometer about 0.01 mm above the hinge. After placing the seismometer into
the pressure vessel we create an adequate vacuum so that the seismic mass drops below its
equilibrium position. By slowly allowing air back into the chamber, we can achieve near perfect
equilibrium; a direct consequence of the buoyancy equation stated above.
An inertial seismometer under vacuum can still detect residual effects of barometric
pressure change – commonly caused by ground tilt from atmospheric loading (Beauduin et al.,
1996; Zürn et al., 2007) and by Newtonian attraction between the atmosphere and seismic mass
(Zürn & Widmer, 1995).

We have not yet investigated correlation between ground tilts and

recorded ground acceleration records.

Future work in this area may prove beneficial.

The

installation of an onsite micro-barometer (Paroscientific Digiquartz Model 6016B) has allowed us
to better understand effects of Newtonian attraction.

By applying barometric admittance

corrections, we have been able to successfully reduce long-period noise in seismic records (i.e.
we have seen a clear correlation between pressure and mass position).

With micro-barometer

data sets (provided by the IDA DCC) we can also calculate inferred ground noise (based solely
on Newtonian attraction); we use the following procedure: (1) divide the micro-barometer data (2
months worth; collected at a sampling rate of 1 Hz) into overlapping (50%) 4-hour segments, (2)
de-trend the data and convert it to physical units, (3) create a frequency-by-frequency minimum
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2

power spectrum with Welch-modified periodograms (kPa / Hz) and (4) apply a barometric
8

2

admittance correction (0.3 X 10 kPa / ms- ) to the spectrum to find inferred ground acceleration.
(This will apply to every seismometer.) From the results of this simple analysis (Figure 6.33) we
conclude expected ground acceleration (solely through Newtonian attraction between the
atmosphere and seismometer mass) is below the GSN LNM for all periods and contributes an
insignificant level of noise to the observed spectra.

Note: we are not completely excluding

atmospheric pressure variation as a possible source of noise. Other effects such as tilts, may
affect our long period records. We are simply stating Newtonian attraction is not responsible for
the observed noise floor.
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-8

2

-1

Figure 6.33: Using the barometric admittance factor (0.3 X 10 m/s mbar ) and 60 days of
microbarometer data we can calculate expected ground acceleration spectra for both the iSTS1
and iSeis prototypes. For illustrative purposes, we also plot the observed noise floor and GSN
LNM. Barometric admittance noise is negligible for all periods of interest.
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6.5 Earthquake Analysis
We have analyzed many seismograms by converting iSTS1 and iSeis mass positions to
ground motion using the appropriate seismometer coefficients and transfer functions. In nearly
all of the processed events, the iSTS1 and iSeis ground motion records are nearly
indistinguishable from seismograms of other colocated broadband sensors. To illustrate the
interferometric seismometers abilities to record seismic events we present one of many
recorded earthquakes. We compare the time series records of the iSTS1 and iSeis to the time
series records of two conventional STS1s. (We compare records between the conventional
STS1s to establish any disparities between conventional instruments of the same type.) We
choose to analyze the Mw = 7.9 event which occurred 80 km WNW of Chengdu, Sichuan, China
(30.986 °N, 103.364 °E, depth = 19 km) on May 12, 2008 at 06:28:01 UT. The event, which took
87,652 lives (USGS), provided large signals in the STF vault with the first P-waves arriving about
14 minutes after the event onset. By comparing time domain records and calculating residuals
between the interferometric sensors and the conventional STS1s (station PFO part of the IDA
Global Seismograph Network (GSN) and station XPFO a test station of the IDA group) we can
infer how well the instruments respond to seismic events. For practical reasons we choose to
convert iSTS1 and iSeis mass positions to “equivalent,” bandpass filtered, STS1 ground velocity;
the conventional STS1 is effectively bandpass filtered between 360 s and 10 Hz. This allows for
easy comparison of the two time series and avoids signal ramping caused by the integration of
DC and longer period terms.
The process of converting interferometric mass positions to equivalent STS1 (XPFO)
ground velocity data can be summarized in a few steps. Throughout the procedure, we assume
the values of G,

o

and Q, are computed from independent analyses (sections 6.3). We begin

the procedure by loading the interferometric and conventional data sets, correcting for absolute
timing errors that may be introduced by the independent data loggers.

This gives two unique
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time series: the conventional STS1 seismometer time series in units of counts proportional to
ground velocity and the interferometric mass position time series in units of meters. We then
create two transfer functions: the first converts XPFO ground velocity to real units (m/s). The
transfer function is based on the poles and zeros of the STS1 – found from random binary
calibrations (Fels and Berger, 1994). The second transfer function converts interferometric mass
position to ground velocity. It is of the form:
1  2 o

s +
s +  02 

G 
Q
s

(6.82)

We then multiply the numerator of the conventional STS1 transfer function with the numerator of
the interferometric transfer function (6.82); we also multiply the denominators of both transfer
functions. With the new polynomials (one for the numerator, one for the denominator) we create
a Laplace transform frequency response filter, in the s-domain, which converts interferometric
mass position to conventional STS1 ground velocity. (Note: this filter effectively adds a fedback
STS1 response to the interferometric data.) To convert the s-domain response filter to the zdomain (discrete time domain) we take the bilinear transformation of the numerator and
denominator. Using the converted numerator and denominator we create a time domain filter,
which converts interferometric mass position to equivalent STS1 ground velocity. A detailed
example can be found in Appendix A4.
Using the time domain filter, we compute residuals between the interferometric
seismometers and station XPFO. In the simple case in which we compare the conventional
STS1s (XPFO and PFO) we skip the above procedure and directly compare the two instruments.
After finding the residuals we also calculate a variance reduction VRR, defined as the ratio of the
variance of the residual to the variance of the original record
VRR =

var(A  B )
,
var(A)

(6.83)
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where A is XPFO ground velocity and B is either XPFO equivalent iSTS1 ground velocity, XPFO
equivalent iSeis ground velocity, or conventional STS1 (PFO) ground velocity.

We find the

-3

variance reduction between the iSTS1 and XPFO is 3.6 X 10 . The variance reduction between
-3

-3

iSeis and XPFO is 7.3 X 10 and the variance reduction between PFO and XPFO is 1.13 X 10 .
The results of our analysis are shown in Figure 6.34 - Figure 6.36. In the top panel of
each plot we show station XPFO (blue), the seismometer we are comparing it to (either the
station PFO, iSeis or iSTS1) (red) and the residual between the two signals (black). The
differences between the sensors are hardly discernable and less than or about 1% of the primary
signal. The bottom panels of each figure show time windows spanning about five minutes early
in the earthquake (bottom left), and three minutes late in the earthquake (bottom right). We see,
that wiggle for wiggle, the recording of the event is nearly identical across the four sensors. We
can therefore conclude, the iSTS1 and iSeis prototypes perform exceptionally well over a large
portion of the earthquake. Towards the end of the event, some 400 minutes after the first arrival,
when amplitudes are relatively small, instrument noise begins to create discrepancies within the
recorded iSeis signal.
In Figure 6.37 we compare residuals for iSeis (top), iSTS1 (middle) and PFO (bottom).
All three residuals are a small fraction (less than 1%) of the original signal. We note that the
large peak-to-peak residual between the conventional STS1s at around 50 minutes is most likely
caused by a problem with the STS1 of the PFO GSN station. (Internal documents show PFO
was problematic during this time.) Despite the poorly performing station we can still conclude the
iSTS1 and iSeis prototypes perform as well as conventional instruments during the teleseismic
event. The prototype instruments cause no clear distortions to the input signal and both produce
undisturbed long-period records of the earthquake. In the iSeis residual (top) we observe a long
period component not evident in the iSTS1 or conventional instruments.

This long period

perturbation is most likely caused by external environmental effects such as vault temperature
fluctuations, air pressure changes, magnetic response of the leaf spring with the external field, or
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the time dependent gravity tide. We also observe, to a much lesser extent, a long period “drift” in
the residuals of the iSTS1. This too, may be caused by environmental changes within the vault
or the time dependent Earth gravity tide.
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Figure 6.34: Top:
Velocity wave form records recorded by two conventional STS1
seismometers. Station XPFO (blue) and PFO (red) were colocated (separated by about 8 m)
th
during the May 12 , 2008, Mw = 7.9 event in Chengdu, China. Residuals are plotted in black.
Bottom: By zooming into two time windows (one at the beginning of the event, the other towards
the event end) we see that both station waveforms (“wiggles”) agree quite well. Amplitude
differences are observed towards the event end.
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Figure 6.35: Top: Velocity wave form records recorded by a conventional, fed-back STS1
seismometer (XPFO, blue) and the iSTS1 passed through the XPFO instrument response (red)
for the Chengdu teleseismic event. Residuals are plotted in black. Both seismometers were
collocated on the same pier. Bottom: By comparing two time windows, during the surface wave
arrival (bottom-left) and a few hours after the main arrival (bottom-right) we find interferometric
STS1 and conventional STS1 differences are similar to those found between two conventional
STS1 seismometers (Figure 6.34).
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Figure 6.36: Top: Velocity wave form records recorded by a conventional, fed-back STS1
seismometer (XPFO, blue) and the in-house designed iSeis prototype seismometer passed
through the XPFO instrument response (red) for the Chengdu teleseismic event. Residuals are
plotted in black. Both seismometers were collocated on the same pier. Bottom: By comparing
two time windows, during the surface wave arrival (bottom-left) and a few hours after the main
arrival (bottom-right) we find the interferometric prototype (iSeis) and conventional STS1 (XPFO)
differences are similar to those found between conventional STS1 seismometers (Figure 6.34).
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Figure 6.37: Top: Residual between the iSeis velocity record (passed through XPFO instrument
th
response) and station XPFO for the May 12 , 2008, Mw = 7.9 event in Chengdu, China. Long
period signals (thought to be caused by environmental effects such as temperature and
pressure) contaminate the signal. Middle: Residual between iSTS1 velocity record (pass
through XPFO instrument response) and XPFO for the same event. Bottom: Residual between
-13
-1
PFO and XPFO for the same event. Variance for the iSeis residuals is 7.14 X 10 m s ,
-13
-1
variance for the iSTS1 residuals is 3.5 X 10 m s and variance for the conventional STS1s is
-13
-1
1.13 X 10 m s .
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6.6 Non-linearity
At the beginning of the chapter we stated the interferometric prototypes may experience
non-linear effects when undergoing large mass displacements; in some cases the non-linearities
can be problematic.

Through independent shake table experiments we have found non-

linearities are on order of 1% percent for the iSTS1 and 3% for the iSeis if mass motion exceed 1
mm.

Fortunately, a real world situation in which mass motion exceeds 1 mm is quite rare

(Zumberge, et al., submitted). It is therefore unlikely non-linearities will pose an issue for a
majority of seismic events we are interested in recording.
To evaluate the significance of non-linearity in our optical seismometers, we placed the
interferometric STS1, an iSeis prototype (different than the one used in the field) and a STS2 (to
be used as a reference station) on a vertical shake table. We subjected the instruments to
vertical oscillations ranging in amplitude and frequency from 0.1 mm to 3 mm and 0.02 Hz to 5
Hz. In the first set of sweep experiments, conducted under the direction of E. Wielandt, mass
motion of the optical seismometers was used to predict equivalent STS2 ground velocity (similar
to the approach used in analyzing the May 12, 2008 Chengdu event). We found for mass
motions of about 0.1 mm, the interferometric seismometers remained linear. When table motion
was increased to an amplitude greater than 1 mm, however, the predicted STS2 ground
velocities (obtained from the interferometric mass records) differed from the observed STS2
ground velocities by about 1% for the iSTS1 and 3% for the iSeis (internal communication with E.
Wielandt, 2009).
In a second set of experiments the vertical shake table was driven at two closely spaced
frequencies,

1

and

2.

The input signal, which drove the actuator within the shake table, was

generated from two sine-wave generators, which were electronically added over a simple
resistive network. (The resistive network also contained an additional capacitor, which acted as
a block to DC and low-frequency components.) The output of the resistive network was fed into
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the driving servo of the shake table. Neglecting shake table response, we can represent ground
motion (really shake table motion) z as:
z(t ) = a ( cos  1t + cos  2t )

(6.84)

where a is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the shake table. Any non-linearities in instrument
response (assuming linearity within the shake table) will be observed in the mass position x of
the seismometer. Although we lack a non-linear model for the iSTS1 and iSeis response, we can
assume a simple quadratic model for our tests (this model has no theoretical justification but is
simple to use). We model non-linear mass motion x, as
x (t ) = a ( cos  1t + cos  2t ) + a 2 ( cos  1t + cos  2t ) .
2

(6.85)

where the frequency dependent transfer function for each instrument and gain factors have been
ignored. Squaring the quadratic term (which disappears in a perfectly linear system)
z(t ) = a cos  1t + a cos  2t + a 2  cos 2  1t + cos 2  2t + cos ( 1t   2t ) + cos ( 1t +  2t ) 

(6.86)

we observe a few of the non-linear frequency components which may appear in the seismometer
mass position signal.

In seismology, it is common practice to investigate the difference in

frequency or the beat frequency

d (Peterson

et al., 1980):

 d = ( 1   2 ) .

(6.87)

By low-pass filtering the mass position output with a corner greater than the beat frequency, the
primary driving frequencies (

1

and

2)

are removed from the mass position time series and any

non-linearities (caused by the beat component) can be observed. In April of 2009, we did exactly
this. By driving the STS1 and iSeis at frequencies of f1 = 2.0 Hz and f2 = 2.02 Hz (fd = 20 mHz),
over a variety of table amplitudes, we observed a non-linear response in mass motion, after lowpass filtering with a corner frequency of 40 mHz (top panel of Figure 6.38). If the system were
linear we would expect to see a mass position signal with very little frequency content. Rather,
what we see, is a signal which is dominated by a non-linear instrument response.
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Alternatively, we can find non-linear responses by investigating the power spectrum of
two-tone test mass-position data. Any peaks, besides the driving frequencies (

1

and

2)

will

indicate a non-linear response. In the bottom panel of Figure 6.38 we see spectral peaks at the
beat frequency (fd = 20 mHz) and higher frequency peaks at 4.0, 4.02 and 4.04 Hz. All of these
peaks (indicative of a non-linear response) can be explained by further expansion of the square
and sum and difference terms in equation (6.86). The power at the beat frequency is 50 dB less
than the power at the driving frequency. The higher order non-linear terms are 80 dB less.
Further research into the non-linear behavior of these instruments is needed.
Previously, we assumed the shake table input was perfectly linear. If this assumption is untrue
then a new question about non-linearity arises: is the non-linearity in mass position because of
instrument response, because of a non-linear input source, or because of some combination of
the two? Can we somehow eliminate the non-linear response of the table and confidently say
what we observe is only a non-linearity within the suspension? Carefully defining a new set of
experiments may answer these questions.
While conducting the two-tone tests we also found the iSTS1 and iSeis had frequency
dependent distortion ratios – where the distortion ratio of the seismometer is defined as the ratio
of acceleration at the beat frequency over acceleration at the excitation frequencies.

More

specifically, we found distortion was dependent on mean frequency,  m = ( 1 +  2 ) 2 . At this
point, the implication of these findings is somewhat unclear; which instrument, conventional or
optical, provides a better estimates of ground displacement when mass motion is large (i.e., a
local earthquake)?

With further research we may be able to answer this question and predict

distortion levels for all frequencies. By conducting two-tone tests over a wide range of mean
frequencies, we should be able to find a power-law approximation which relates distortion and
mean frequency. A different series of tests may also compliment the two-tone tests. By exciting
the shake table with a frequency sweep and recording seismometer output we can compare the
residual between recorded mass motion and synthetic mass motion. (Synthetic mass motion
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would be the numerically modeled output of the seismometer, based on the seismometers
transfer function and the shake table input.) Any distortion in the residual would indicate nonlinear response in the instrument; perhaps something undetectable from a standard two-tone
test. In short we believe the question of linearity in all seismometers (both non-fedback and
fedback) needs further investigation.
We note, that it may be possible to remove the non-linear response of the interferometric
seismometers in real-time.

Further research is needed to find a higher-order model, similar to

that in (6.12), which can linearize both small and large amplitude signals. If we can successfully
find a model, programming the DSP to correct for the non-linear response, in real time, should be
straightforward.
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Figure 6.38: A shake table, which is driven at two closely spaced frequencies, creates a nonlinear response in the iSTS1 and iSeis mass-position data sets. Top: by filtering with a corner
frequency, slightly above the beat frequency, a non linear-response becomes apparent. Bottom:
by looking at mass-position data in the frequency domain, the primary driving frequencies and
non-linear response frequencies become apparent.

7

Conclusion
Motivated by the desire to design a very broadband seismometer, capable of operating

within borehole environments, we set out to construct an instrument free of electronics.

This

has led to the development of an optical seismometer consisting of a spring suspended mass
whose position is monitored interferometrically.

The optical displacement transducer, which

replaces standard motion sensing electronics, combines wide dynamic range and high
resolution.
We have built and tested two interferometric prototype seismometers.

iSTS1 is an

optical version of the STS1. By removing the electronics from a conventional, “off-the-shelf”
STS1 and replacing them with our optical displacement transducer, we have demonstrated the
instrument has a bandwidth and dynamic range sufficient to encompass most seismic signals.
The iSeis prototype, an “in-house” designed sensor, based loosely on the iSTS1, performs
similarly.

Unlike the iSTS1, however, the iSeis prototype is more susceptible to external

environmental conditions such as temperature and magnetic noise.
Both sensors have successfully recorded local, regional and teleseismic earthquake
signals as well as normal modes and Earth tides. Both sensors have the capability to recorded
mass displacements from less than one picometer (10
potential dynamic range of 10

10

-12

m) to about 15 mm, providing an overall

or about 33 bits. (Currently, based on the observed noise floor of

the interferometric prototypes and maximum mass velocity [set by the DSP sampling rate] we
9

have an observed dynamic range of about 10 or 30 bits of resolution.)

Because of the

interferometric instruments flat responses to acceleration, the Earth tides provide a nice and
ever present calibration signal. Using the tides, earthquakes and general background noise,
along with conventional broadband instruments, we can calibrate and model transfer functions to
determine the seismometer coefficients, Q (quality factor), o (natural frequency) and G (gain
factor).
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The IRIS Broadband Seismometry Workshop (Lay et al., 2002) mentions the minimal
standards for new broadband seismic sensors: 1) an instrument which can record over a band
-4

10 Hz to 15 Hz, 2) a resolution of 3 dB below the USGS low-noise model, 3) high linearity, 4)
the ability to operate equipment over a range of -25 to 75 °C, 5) a maximum clip level of 5.8 mm
-1

s over the entire band, 6) timing adequate to measure teleseismic body wave arrivals to less
than 0.01 seconds and 7) the ability to buffer data (for three days) and exchange it by means of
IP protocols. We have demonstrated the optical seismometers, which can replace SP, BB and
VBB sensors, potentially meet and in some cases, exceed these goals.

In Chapter 6, we have
-5

shown how both the iSTS1 and iSeis can measure long period signals from Earth tides (10 Hz)
as well as high frequency signals originating from earthquakes, satisfying the first requirement.
To satisfy the second requirement, we have shown through the iNull power spectra, that iSTS1
and iSeis have the potential to resolve ground acceleration noise below the GSN Low Noise
model for all frequencies. Instrument noise, however (caused by environmental factors [thermal,
barometric and magnetic]), has prevented us from actually resolving this noise floor. By building
identical instruments we should be able to address self-noise and show that this requirement can
be met. Currently, the interferometric prototypes perform as well as a conventional, fed-back
STS1 from frequencies greater than 10 Hz to less than 0.03 Hz. At the longest periods (greater
than 1000s) the interferometric prototypes perform identically, within 10 dB of a conventional
feedback STS1 – with further research there is reason to believe the interferometric prototypes
will perform as well as the conventional STS1 at these periods. To address the third requirement
we have performed a number of linearity experiments. We have shown through the comparison
of residuals for teleseismic and local events that linearity within both interferometric instruments
is sufficient to produce seismic waveform records which are nearly identical to conventional
fedback seismometers. The lack of feedback (and electronics) within the seismometer housing
makes extreme temperatures inconsequential for the interferometric prototypes. Although we
have not yet tested the fourth requirement set forth by IRIS, we feel the specified temperature
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range of -25 to 75 °C should pose no problem. Maximum mass velocity (requirement five), which
-1

is determined by the sampling rate of the DSP, is about 1.6 cm s – well above the 5.8 mm s
requirement set by IRIS.

In Chapter 2 we discussed the femtometer.

-1

Careful design of

femtometer hardware has given us absolute timing to within 40 μs (requirement six) and the
ability to archive data locally for about one month (requirement seven).
Further experiments and research are needed to improve long-period noise within iSTS1
and iSeis prototypes.

Better attenuation of temperature and a thorough understanding of

external noise influences will be our first steps. After addressing these issues, we should be able
to perform as well as, or better than, the best commercial broadband instruments and bring the
observed noise floor of the prototypes closer to the theoretical noise floor, as predicted by iNull.
We believe we have found a promising approach to developing an electronic-free, low-noise,
high-dynamic range very broadband seismometer.

A1

Coefficients Assumed
Throughout our analysis, a number of assumptions have been used in regards to the

values of the seismometer coefficients Q, o, and G. As we refine our techniques we hope these
values become more representative of the actual seismometers.

We note the seismometer

coefficients deviate (sometimes significantly) depending upon the methodology and datum used.
For consistency most of our analysis assumes a core set of values for Q, o and G (Table A1).
We understand these values may not be the best values for all scenarios. With this in mind, we
realize that our results, in certain circumstances, may improve with the refined values.

Table A1.1: Assumed values for seismometer coefficients Q, o and G used throughout our
analysis.

Q

o

iSTS1

1.43

1.22 s

-1

5.15 s

1.97 s

-2

0.76

iSeis

4.56

2.44 s

-1

2.58 s

5.83 s

-2

1.02

To
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A2

Finding the center of mass (COM)

Background: It is crucial that the iSeis center of mass (COM) is aligned with the seismometer
pivots. If it is not, cross coupling between vertical and horizontal gravity terms will creep into the
data, producing errors in seismic recordings.

This procedure is equivalent to finding “maximum

gravity.”

Procedure (feedback on):
Step 1: Level the seismometer bell jar base plate and iSeis base plate with the supplied bubble
level. Be sure to directly look at the bubble level from vertical, so that parallax effects to not
create error. Level the iSeis base plate in such a way, that all translation stages are about
midpoint in their possible translation positions.

Step 2: Once the iSeis base plate is leveled, write down the rear translation stage position. This
particular translation stage is metric. (example 5.0 mm) This number is crucial for later steps and
will be called the “bubble level reading” herein.

Step 3: Begin tilting the iSeis by adjusting the rear translation screw. Record the voltage across
the iSeis coil, as a function of micrometer position. I find it easiest to translate by one mm
increments. Run the translation stage from 1 mm to about 9 mm. It is best to measure coil
voltage between the 6 pin and the 1 K resistor in the unity gain and integrator op-amps.

Step 4: Using the values from step 3, create and best fit a parabola in matlab. (Put voltage
along the y-axis and translation along the x-axis. Use the polyfit command to fit the parabola.
See attached notes.) Use the first derivative test to find the local minimum (extrema point or the
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point of “maximum gravity”) by solving for x. In other words set f'(x) = 0 and solve for x.

Step 5: Compare the theoretical minimum from Step 4 to the value written down in Step 2
(bubble level reading). If these values are equal, or within 0.1 mm you are done. If not, an
adjustment to the vertical center of mass slug is necessary. Move the slug according to the
following rule: If the bubble level reading is less than the theoretical minimum, rotate the slug
CCW; if the bubble level reading is greater, rotate the slug CW. Note: rotating the screw 2 full
CCW revolutions raises the center of mass and changes delta (step five) from +0.221 mm to 0.007 mm

Step 6: If necessary, repeat steps 3 through 5 to minimize the difference between the values.
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Figure A2.1: Maximum gravity results for two successive tests in which the vertical mass slug
was rotated two full revolutions CCW. Top: the bubble level reading is less than the theoretical
minimum. Bottom: After rotating the vertical screw two full turns CCW the bubble level reading
moves slightly to the right of the theoretical minimum. The differences is less than 0.1 mm,
therefore no further adjustments are needed.

A3 Schematic Diagrams

Figure A3.1: The optical mass-position circuit, used during the COM procedure and when
deploying in vacuum, provides an absolute reference to seismic mass position. As a small
optical paddle (attached to the seismometer suspension) moves between the photodiodes
(ITR8105) a bias voltage is created, proportional to paddle position. (When the paddle is
perfectly centered a zero voltage bias is created.) With optional feedback, a small force is
applied to mass keeping it perfectly centered. When finding “maximum gravity,” the feedback
force is required.
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Bell Jar Receptacle
DBEE 105 A038-130+

Bell Jar Plug:
S 105 A038-130+

Front View of Mil–C:
97-3101A2029P

Figure A3.2: Receptacle and plug wiring diagrams. The plugs and receptacles are needed for
connecting the iSeis prototype (with photodiodes, seismometer coil and optional barometric and
thermal sensors [antiquated]) to the bell jar and external electronics. The Mil-C Connector has
part number: 97-2101A2029P. The bell jar receptacle has part number: DBEE 105 A038-130+.
The cable which connects the bell jar to the external electronics box contains part numbers
S105-A038-130+ and 97-2101A2029P.

Table A3.1: Wiring diagram for the iSeis prototype, deployed within a bell jar. Inside the bell jar:
a ribbon cable connects a DB25 connector and bell jar receptacle (P/N: DBEE 105 A038-130+).
The DB25 is wired to the seismometers photodiodes and damping coil. Outside the bell jar: a
multi-conductor, shielded cable runs between the external electronics (Mil-C plug) and bell jar
receptacle.
Mil–C

Bell Jar

Ribbon Wire

DB-25

iSeis

R
H
G
E
F
K
J
A*
L
M
S
C
D
T
P
N
A*
B

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Black 1
Green 2
Orange 2
Violet 2
White 2
Brown 3
Orange 3
Red 1
Violet 1
Green 1
Red 2
Brown 2
White 1
Orange 1
Brown 1
Blue 1
Grey 1
Yellow 1

18
8
7
9
10
11
12
14
4
3
19
6
5
2
1
16
17
15

Pressure V+
Temp Probe +
Temp Probe -

Feedback V-

Feedback V+
Feedback S
Coil
Coil
Pressure S
Pressure V-

* Note:. Pins 8 and 17 (DBEE) and pins 14 and 17 (DB-25) are the same electrical
connection and should be used as a ground.

A4

Relevant Code

Detide.m
function [y,m2_amplitude,o1_amplitude,s1_amplitude] = detide(x,f)
%
%
%
%
%
%

if x is a time-series of values sampled at frequency f, detide(x,f)
removes diurnal and semi-diurnal tides from the time series
by fitting sines & cosines of periods corresponding 01, k1, n2, m2, and s2
(all of these are around 12 or 24 hrs)
P is the sampling period
original code by M. Zumberge; modified by J. Otero

P = 1/f;
g1 = detrend(x);
% make sure g1 is a column vector
g1 = g1(:);
% compute main tidal frequencies in Hz
%main tidal components, periods in hours:
o1
k1
n2
m2
s2
p1
k2
mf
s1

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

25.82;
23.93;
12.66;
12.42;
12.00;
24.07;
11.97;
327.87;
24.00; % not a tide really -- but thermal contamination so include it

% convert to frequencies in Hz
o1 = 1/(3600*o1);
k1 = 1/(3600*k1);
n2 = 1/(3600*n2);
m2 = 1/(3600*m2);
s2 = 1/(3600*s2);
p1 = 1/(3600*p1);
k2 = 1/(3600*k2);
mf = 1/(3600*mf);
s1 = 1/(3600*s1);
% generate sines and cosines
% also vector of times in seconds
n = 1:length(g1);
t = P*n;
dc = ones(1,length(g1));
so1 = sin(2*pi*o1*t);
co1 = cos(2*pi*o1*t);
sk1 = sin(2*pi*k1*t);
ck1 = cos(2*pi*k1*t);
sn2 = sin(2*pi*n2*t);
cn2 = cos(2*pi*n2*t);
sm2 = sin(2*pi*m2*t);
cm2 = cos(2*pi*m2*t);
ss2 = sin(2*pi*s2*t);
cs2 = cos(2*pi*s2*t);
sp1 = sin(2*pi*p1*t);
cp1 = cos(2*pi*p1*t);
sk2 = sin(2*pi*k2*t);
ck2 = cos(2*pi*k2*t);
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smf
cmf
ss1
cs1

=
=
=
=

sin(2*pi*mf*t);
cos(2*pi*mf*t);
sin(2*pi*s1*t);
cos(2*pi*s1*t);

design = [dc' so1' co1' sk1' ck1' sn2' cn2' sm2' cm2' ss2' cs2' sp1' cp1' sk2' ck2' smf'
cmf' ss1' cs1'];
c = design\g1;
m2_amplitude = sqrt(c(8)^2 + c(9)^2);
o1_amplitude = sqrt(c(2)^2 + c(3)^2);
s1_amplitude = sqrt(c(18)^2 + c(19)^2);
solution =
c(1)*dc+c(2)*so1+c(3)*co1+c(4)*sk1+c(5)*ck1+c(6)*sn2+c(7)*cn2+c(8)*sm2+c(9)*cm2+c(10)*ss2
+c(11)*cs2+c(12)*sp1+c(13)*cp1+c(14)*sk2+c(15)*ck2+c(16)*smf+c(17)*cmf+c(18)*ss1+c(19)*cs
1;
y = detrend(g1 - solution');
% now make sure the returned vector (y) is a row/column vector if the the original (x)
is a row/column vector
[m n] = size(x);
if m == 1
y = y';
end
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ringdown.m
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Matlab function to analyize ringdowns. This function will take a
ringdown data set and return Q (damping), wo (natural frequency) and T
(period).
Usage:
[Q, WO, T, Tau] = ringdown(x,fs,method)
Inputs: x - the data vector containing the ringdown data
fs - sampling rate of the ringdown data
method - 'eigen' is for the eigen value approach of computing a
ringdown
'ls'

is for the least squares approach of computing a
ringdown

Outputs:
Q - the damping coefficent
WO - the natural frequency of the ringdown
T - the period of the ringdown in seconds
Tau - wo/2Q (by definition)
Example:
[Q,WO,T,Tau]=ringdown(x,40,'eigen')
NOTES:
be sure the ringdown data set starts at a local maximum or minimum
SEE ALSO: ringdown_newton
Jose Otero, 03/10/08
Modified 03/10/08

function [Q,WO,T] = ringdown(x,fs,method)
ver=1.00; % modified 3/10/2008
%fprintf('Using eigen_ringdown v. %f (%s)\n',ver,method);
ring_vec = x - mean(x);
nyquist = fs/2;
dt = 1/fs;
if strcmp(method,'eigen')
ring_vecdot = diff(ring_vec)./dt;
ring_vecdotdot = diff(ring_vecdot)./dt;
% the derivatives cause some strangeness lets move in by about 2 seconds
ring_vec = ring_vec(2*fs:end);
ring_vecdot = ring_vecdot(2*fs:end);
ring_vecdotdot = ring_vecdotdot(2*fs:end);
% now make the vectors the same length
ring_vec = ring_vec(2:end-1);
ring_vecdot = ring_vecdot(1:end-1);
ring_vecdotdot = ring_vecdotdot;
A = [ring_vecdotdot ring_vecdot ring_vec];
[v,d]=eig(A'*A);
eigenvec=v(:,1);
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% take the smallest eigenvalue from d and find the corresponding
% collumn eigenvector from v (in this case it would be column 1)
a = eigenvec(1);
b = eigenvec(2);
c = eigenvec(3);
% d = eigenvec(4);
b = b/a;
c = c/a;
d = d/a;
Q = c^(1/2)/b;
WO = c^(1/2);
T = (2*pi/WO);
Tau = 2*Q/WO;
return;
elseif strcmp(method,'ls')
%flow = 2.5; % this is the cutoff
%fln=flow/nyquist;
%[iirbh,iirah]=butter(4,fln,'low');
%ring_vec= filter(iirbh,iirah,ring_vec);
ring_vecdot = diff(ring_vec)./dt;
ring_vecdotdot = diff(ring_vecdot)./dt;
% the derivatives cause some strangeness lets move in by about 2 seconds
ring_vec = ring_vec(2*fs:end);
ring_vecdot = ring_vecdot(2*fs:end);
ring_vecdotdot = ring_vecdotdot(2*fs:end);
% now make the vectors the same length
ring_vec = ring_vec(2:end-1);
ring_vecdot = ring_vecdot(1:end-1);
d = [ring_vecdot ring_vec];
A = -1*[ring_vecdotdot];
coeffs = d \ A;
Q = (coeffs(2)^(1/2))/coeffs(1);
WO = (coeffs(2)^(1/2));
T = (2*pi/WO);
Tau = (2*Q)/WO;
return;
else
sprintf('You must select a method! \n');
return;
end
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ringdown_newton.m
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Matlab function to analyize ringdowns via the Newton Gauss Method.
This function will take a ringdown data set and return Q (damping),
wo (natural frequency) and T (period).
The method attempts to fit (Asin(wt)+Bcos(wt)*exp(-wot/2Q)
Tau = wo/2Q
Usage:
[Q, WO, T] = ringdown_newton(x,fs,A_guess,B_guess,Q_guess,Wo_guess)
Inputs: x - the data vector containing the ringdown data
fs - sampling rate of the ringdown data
Outputs:
Q - the damping coefficent
WO - the natural frequency of the ringdown
T - the period of the ringdown in seconds
Example:
[Q,WO,T]=ringdown_newton(x,40,0.18,1.5,21.5,1.43)
NOTES:
be sure the ringdown data set starts at a local maximum or minimum
a bigger Tau means more attenuation
Jose Otero, 10/23/08
Modified 10/23/08

function [Q,Wo,T] = ringdown_newton(x,fs,Aguess,Bguess,Qguess,woguess)
ver=1.00; % modified 3/10/2008
[m n] = size(x);
if m == 1
x = x';
end
ring1 = x;
tmat = [0:1/fs:length(x)/fs];
tmat = tmat(1:end-1);
%whos tmat x ring1
fobs = x - mean(x);
fobs = fobs';
tmat = tmat(1:length(fobs));
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

now let's attempt to fit this somehow
we guess it is of the form f(xj,ti) = [Asin(wt)+Bcos(wt)]*exp(-t/Tau)
resid = [partials] [deltas]
deltas = partials \ resid < --- how we solve it!
we have 4 unknowns (w and A)
df/dA = sin(wt)*exp(-t/Tau)
df/dB = cos(wt)*exp(-t/Tau)
df/dw = A*t*exp(-t/Tau)*cos(wt) + -B*t*exp(-t/Tau)*sin(wt)
df/dTau = [Asin(wt)+Bcos(wt)]*exp(-t/Tau)*-(Tau^-2)*(-t)
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Tauguess=2*Qguess/woguess;
wguess = sqrt(woguess^2 - 1/Tauguess^2);
% repeat the following until we have convergence
J=1;
loop=15; % number of iterations to run
for J=1:loop,
func = (Aguess*sin(wguess*tmat) + Bguess*cos(wguess*tmat)).*exp(-tmat/Tauguess);
resid = fobs - func;
dfda = sin(wguess*tmat).*exp(-tmat/Tauguess);
dfdb = cos(wguess*tmat).*exp(-tmat/Tauguess);
dfdTau = (Aguess*sin(wguess*tmat) + Bguess*cos(wguess*tmat))*(Tauguess^-2).*tmat.*exp(tmat/Tauguess);
dfdw = (Aguess*tmat.*cos(wguess*tmat).*exp(-tmat/Tauguess))+(Bguess*tmat.*sin(wguess*tmat).*exp(-tmat/Tauguess));
partials = [dfda; dfdb; dfdw; dfdTau];
deltas = partials' \ resid';
Aguess =
Bguess =
wguess =
Tauguess
end

Aguess + deltas(1);
Bguess + deltas(2);
wguess + deltas(3);
= Tauguess + deltas(4);

Wo = sqrt(wguess^2 + 1/Tauguess^2);
Q = Wo*Tauguess/2;
T = 2*pi/Wo ;
resid = fobs - (Aguess*sin(wguess*tmat) + Bguess*cos(wguess*tmat)).*exp(-tmat/Tauguess);
fprintf('Ringdown Test Results (Gauss):
%.2f\n',Q,Wo,T,Tauguess,wguess);

Q = %.2f

W0 = %.2f T = %.2f Tau = %.2f Wr =

figure(2); clf;
hold on;
plot(tmat,fobs,'b');
plot(tmat,(Aguess*sin(wguess*tmat) + Bguess*cos(wguess*tmat)).*exp(-tmat/Tauguess),'r');
legend('data','fit');
title('Ringdown Fitting Test');
xlabel('Time(s)');
ylabel('Amplitude (radians)');
figure (3); clf;
hold on;
plot(tmat,resid);
title('Residual between observed and fit data');
xlabel('Time(s)');
ylabel('Difference in Amplitude (radians)');
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iSTS1_iSeis_transfer_func.m
% original code by J. Berger; modified by J. Otero
clear all;
load phasedata.mat;
ists1=decimate(detrend(iSTS1_ph40sps),20); % data is 2 Hz in radians
iseis=decimate(detrend(iSeis_ph40sps),20);
%
%
%
%

compute
[Tab,f]
compute
[Cab,f]

complex cross spectra
= tfestimate(iseis(6e5:8e5),ists1(6e5:8e5),8192,4096,[],2);
the weighting factors (coherency)
= mscohere(iseis(6e5:8e5),ists1(6e5:8e5),8192,4096,[],2);

% tfestimate is evil! It does not demean each section which creates a
% problem especially at high frequencies
[xspec,f] = spectrum(iseis(6e5:8e5),ists1(6e5:8e5),8192,4096,[],2);
Tab = xspec(:,4);
Cab = xspec(:,5);
W=2*pi*f;
% Fit the response to two 2nd polynomials -- ignoring the lowest of frequencies
[B,A]=invfreqs(Tab(200:end),W(200:end),2,2,Cab(200:end),'iter');
% Generate a response to the theoretical model
HF=freqs(B,A,W);
% normalize B (i.e., divide through by G)
Gr = B(1);
Bn=B/Gr;
% Calculate Qs and omega0s
w0_1=sqrt(Bn(3));
Q1=w0_1/Bn(2);
w0_2=sqrt(A(3));
Q2=w0_2/A(2);
T1=2*pi/w0_1;
T2=2*pi/w0_2;
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China_event_analysis.m
% original code by J. Berger; modified by J. Otero
%
%
%
%

China event is at May 12th (133), 2008, 06:28 UT
Mw = 7.9
Monday, May 12, 2008 at 06:28:01 UTC
theoretical p arrival time in Los Angeles, California

6:42:04.2 UT

clear all;
stat='pfom1';
endian='l';
wfdisc='css.wfdisc'
[begtime]=etime([2008 05 12 06 39 59],[1970 1 1 0 0 0]);
[endtime]=etime([2008 05 12 14 09 59],[1970 1 1 0 0 0]);
chan='p2s32';
p2s32 = readcss(wfdisc,stat,chan,[begtime endtime],endian);
p2s32 = p2s32.ts;
chan='p1s32';
p1s32 = readcss(wfdisc,stat,chan,[begtime endtime],endian);
p1s32 = p1s32.ts;
p1s32 = p1s32(1:end-1);
p2s32 = p2s32(1:end-1);
% Get xpfo data. Start time is 2008133 06:39:59.02 = 1210574399.01954
fid=fopen('x2008133.w')
xbhz0=fread(fid,540000,'int32','ieee-be');
% Get IDA data
fid=fopen('pfo-2008130.w')
fseek(fid,110879536,-1);
bhz0=fread(fid,4619981,'int32','ieee-be');
b20=bhz0(4079982:end);
b10=detrend(decimate(b20,2));
% timing can be a real bitch
% we must be certain that all
sams= 0.04; % second
p1s32 = p1s32(sams*40:end); %
p2s32 = p2s32(sams*40:end); %
xbhz0 = xbhz0(2:end-sams*20);

data sets are the same length too!
40 hz
40 hz
% 20 hz

ists1_40 = 5e-8*detrend(p2s32);
iseis_40 = 5e-8*detrend(p1s32);
ists1_10 = decimate(ists1_40,4); % 10 Hz in m
iseis_10 = decimate(iseis_40,4); %10 Hz in m
xpfo10=detrend(decimate(xbhz0,2)); %10 Hz
% do we want to use iSeis or iSTS1 data?
ismp10 = iseis_10; % <--------ismp40 = iseis_40; % <--------ismp10 = ismp10(1:end-1); % <------- trim up a bit if needed
t10=0:.1:(size(ismp10)-1)/10;
% Get X-PFO complex response counts/acceleration
load('SPECTRA.II.XPFO.00.BHZ');
Rs=SPECTRA(:,2);
Is=SPECTRA(:,3);
CR=complex(Rs,Is);
[XSPEC,f5]= spectrum(xpfo10,ismp10,4096,2048,[],10);
Txi=XSPEC(:,4); % find cross spectra
Cxi=XSPEC(:,5); % find cross coherence
T = Txi.*CR; % Remove XPFO STS1 rexponse
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% Fit to model of iSTS1
[B,A]=invfreqs(T,2*pi*f5,0,2,Cxi,10);
omega0_2=sqrt(A(3));
Q_2=omega0_2/A(2);
Q2=sprintf('%6.3f',Q_2);
G2=sprintf('%6.3f',-B)
T2=sprintf('%6.3f',6.28/omega0_2);
HF=freqs(B,A,2*pi*f5);
% Calculate Qs and omega0s
w0_2=sqrt(A(3));
Q2=w0_2/A(2);
G2=-B;
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Fit response from random binarary calibration
See Fels & Berger Table 5.
sts1_xpf_2008151_Z
1
# filter type
5
# num of zeroes
6
# num of poles
4.2811577e+00 # normalizing factor @ 0.05 Hz
1.0
# gain
Stage 1 gain 4.728000E+03
Stage 2 gain 1.012600E+00
Stage 4 Gain 8.250000E+05
Overall gain 4.728000E+03 * 1.012600E+00 * 8.250000E+05 =
3.949747560000000e+09 counts/ms-1 @ 0.05 Hz not counting pole at 70

Gain = 3.949747560000000e+9;
K=2*pi*4.2811577;
z1=complex(0.0, 0.0);
z2=complex(0.0 ,0.0);
z3=complex(-12.50, 0.0);
z4=complex(-2.4271845e-02, 0.0);
z5=complex(-2.4271845e-02, 0.0);
p1=complex(-2.2225119e-03, 1.6599397e-03);
p2=complex(-2.2225119e-03 ,-1.6599397e-03);
p3=complex(-2.4347254e-02 ,1.2426832e-03);
p4=complex(-2.4347254e-02,-1.2426832e-03);
p5=complex(-4.6609494e+00,5.6300118e+00);
p6=complex(-4.6609494e+00 ,-5.6300118e+00);
p7=complex(-70,0);% add a pole
% re-normalize
K=K*2*pi*70;
Z=2*pi*[z1,z2,z3,z4,z5]';
P=2*pi*[p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7]';
% Convert poles, zeroes to polynomial transfer function for XPFO
[Bxpf,Axpf]=zp2tf(Z,P,K);
% counts = Vel Ground * [Bx,Ax]
% [numZsts1,denZsts1]=bilinear(Bx,Ax,20);
% SIFO VEL=(1/G)*(s^2+k1*s+k2)/s * Mass DISP
G = G2;
k1=omega0_2/Q_2;
k2=omega0_2*omega0_2;
numS=[1,k1,k2]/G; % for finding iSeis velocity
denS=[1,0];
numT=conv(Bxpf,numS); %
% remove leading 0s in numT
numT=numT(3:10);
denT=conv(Axpf,denS);
HFT=freqs(numT,denT,2*pi*f5);
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[numTz,denTz]=bilinear(numT,denT,10);
iSMP=decimate(ismp40,4); % mass position data
ismp_vel=-filter(numTz,denTz,iSMP(1:end-1)); % interferometric data after being passed
thru sts1 filter (velocity)
X10=(1/Gain)*xpfo10; % xpfo data gain adjusted to get velocity (was originally in counts)
residual = X10 - ismp_vel; % residual between XPFO and iS*
vr=var(detrend(X10-ismp_vel))/var(detrend(X10)); % percentage
VR=sprintf('%e ',vr);
figure(91);close(91);figure(91);
subplot(2,1,1);
set(gca,'units','inches');
set(gca,'fontsize',12.5)
set(gca,'position', [1 3.5 6.5 2.0])
plot(t10/60,X10); % xpfo sts1 (m/s)
grid on;
hold on;
plot(t10/60,ismp_vel,'r'); % interferometric instrument in velocity space
plot(t10/60,detrend(residual),'black')
title({'China Event: Mw = 7.9, 05/12/08 06:28:01 UT '});
ylabel('STS1 Equivalent Velocity (m/s)')
xlabel ('Time after 05/12/08 06:39:59 (minutes)')
set(gca,'fontsize',11)
legend('XPFO STS1','iSTS1 thru XPFO response','Residual'); % <--------subplot(2,2,3);
set(gca,'units','inches');
set(gca,'fontsize',12.5)
set(gca,'position', [1 0.75 3.0 2.0])
plot(t10/60,X10);
hold on;
plot(t10/60,ismp_vel,'r');
grid on;
ylabel('Velocity (m/s)');
xlabel('Time Elapsed (min)');
axis([27 32 -2e-5 2e-5]);
subplot(2,2,4);
set(gca,'units','inches');
set(gca,'fontsize',12.5)
set(gca,'position', [4.5 0.75 3.0 2.0])
plot(t10/60,X10);
hold on;
plot(t10/60,ismp_vel,'r');
grid on;
axis([306 309 -1.5e-6 1.5e-6]);
xlabel('Time Elapsed (min)');
% print -f91 -dpng -r900 -adobecset iSTS1_vs_xpfo.png %<--------figure(91);close(91);figure(91);
subplot(2,1,1);
set(gca,'units','inches');
set(gca,'fontsize',12.5)
set(gca,'position', [1 3.5 6.5 2.0])
plot(t10/60,X10); % xpfo sts1 (m/s)
grid on;
hold on;
plot(t10/60,ismp_vel,'r'); % interferometric instrument in velocity space
plot(t10/60,detrend(residual),'black')
title({'China Event: Mw = 7.9, 05/12/08 06:28:01 UT '});
ylabel('STS1 Equivalent Velocity (m/s)')
xlabel ('Time after 05/12/08 06:39:59 (minutes)')
set(gca,'fontsize',11)
legend('XPFO STS1','iSTS1 thru XPFO response','Residual'); % <--------iseisvelo=ismp_vel;
save iseis_velocity.mat iseisvelo X10 t10
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observed_temperature_power_spectra.m
%1. detrend T (temperature)
%2. compute temperature-related displacement: x = dL/dT * T
%3. get the spectrum of that "displacement record"
%4. convert that spectrum to acceleration assuming Q, w0, and G.
% original code by J. Otero
clear all;
load data/013484.mat; % temperature data
% now let us plot the LNM's
load('lnm.txt');
f_lnm = 1./lnm(:,1); % f (Hz)
lnm_accel = lnm(:,2); % (m/s^2)/root(Hz)
lnm_pos = lnm(:,3); % (m)/root(Hz)
woists1 = 1.22;
Qists1 = 1.43;
Gists1 = 0.755;
fss = 1/10;
nyquist = fss/2;
temperature = detrend(loggerdata(1e5:1e5+32768)); % take 1 day for now
xOb = dLdT * temperature; % length change in meters
[lengthxxOb,ftempxx] = spectrum(xOb,8192,4096,[],fss); % m^2 / Hz^2 <--- orig
lengthxxOb = lengthxxOb(:,1) / (nyquist);
% now we must convert to an accleration power spectra
w = 2*pi*ftempxx;
xfrfuncA = (w.^2 - woists1^2).^2; % units of s^-4
xfrfuncB = (woists1^2*w.^2/Qists1^2); % units of s^-4
xfrfunc = sqrt(xfrfuncA+xfrfuncB); % units of s^-2
paccel_rt = (1/Gists1)*sqrt(lengthxxOb) .* xfrfunc; % (m/rt_Hz) * s^-2 = (m/s^2) / rt_Hz
paccel_tempOb = (paccel_rt).^2; % now in units of (m/s^2)^2 / Hz
figure(3);clf;
subplot(4,1,1);
set(gca,'units','inches');
set(gca,'position', [1 1 6.5 4])
set(gca,'fontsize',13)
loglog(f_lnm,lnm_accel.^2,'k'); % low noise model
hold on;
loglog(ftempxx,paccel_tempOb,'b'); % power spectra of length change in acceleration
legend('GSN LNM','Observed Thermal Response’);
axis([1e-4 15 10^-20 3E-11])
ylabel('(m/s^2)^2 / Hz')
xlabel('Frequency in Hz')
grid on;
title('Expected Acceleration Noise (iSTS1)');
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example_for_freq-by-freq_min_power_spectra.m
%
%
%
%
%

i would like to create acceleration minimum power spectra for the long
data set. The 1 hz data will be calculated over 4 hour windows. Note
that there are multiple holes and phase re-zeros in this data set. They
should not effect my ultimate goal.
original code by J. Otero

%
%
%
%
%
%

see the theory code in this directory to verify the following steps work:
To caclulate the spectra I will take the phase data in radians:
1) convert that to meters.
2) find mass displacement power spectrum
3) multiply by the transfer function (in the fourier domain)
4) plot power spectra in m/s^2

% | X(w) |
G
% -------- = ------------------------------------------% |Z(w)..|
[(w^2 - wo^2)^2 + (wo^2w^2/Q^2)] ^1/2

<-- note: Z(w)is z double dot

% so our transfer function coded is like:
% sqrt(U(w)..) = [(w^2 - wo^2)^2 + (wo^2w^2/Q^2)] ^1/2 * sqrt (p2)
clear all;
load MAT/ZZ_p1s32_complete_set_1s_10s_100s.mat;
% Calculate 4-hour spectra for the 1 Hz data
% each spectra will contain (14400 points)
% i should be able to compute 321 spectra
% we want to compute more than 321 spectra, however
% to do this, we use 50% overlap for each spectral
% time set which will give us about 640 spectra
warning off;
loopnum = 641;
fs = 1;
nyquist = 0.5;
dt = 1/fs;
woiseis = 2.44;
Qiseis = 4.56;
sigma = 5.83;
% wo^2/G
Giseis = woiseis^2/sigma;
lambda = 632.8e-9; % wavelength of laser in meters
clear builddate daterange info p1s32_100s p1s32_10s;
mp = p1s32_1s;
clear p1s32_1s;
ss=1;
P=[];
for i=1:loopnum
se=ss+14399; % one less data point
% we need to detide and detrend before finding the spectra
mpt = ((mp(ss:se)*lambda)/(4*pi)); % now in m
mpt = detide(mpt,1);
mpt = detrend(mpt);
% take spectrum and get units of m^2 / Hz
[p1,f1]=spectrum(mpt,2048,1024,[],1); % PS units of m^2 / Hz
p1=p1(:,1)/.5;
% now convert to acceleration power spectra
w1 = 2*pi*f1;
xfrfuncA1 = (w1.^2 - woiseis^2).^2; % units of s^-4
xfrfuncB1 = (woiseis^2*w1.^2/Qiseis^2); % units of s^-4
xfrfunc1 = sqrt(xfrfuncA1+xfrfuncB1); % units of s^-2
p1accel_rt = (1/Giseis)*sqrt(p1) .* xfrfunc1; % (m/rt_Hz) * s^-2 = (m/s^2) / rt_Hz
p1accel = (p1accel_rt).^2; % now in units of (m/s^2)^2 / Hz
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end

% load into the matrix
accel_ps1(i,:)=p1accel;
ss=se+1-7200;

percentile50th_1hz_iseis = prctile(accel_ps1,50);
percentile5th_1hz_iseis = prctile(accel_ps1,5);
percentile1st_1hz_iseis = prctile(accel_ps1,1);
minpercentile_1hz_iseis =min(accel_ps1,[],1);
f1_1hz = f1;
save MATPSDACC/iseis_1hz_spectra.mat f1_1hz percentile5th_1hz_iseis
percentile1st_1hz_iseis percentile50th_1hz_iseis minpercentile_1hz_iseis
% ---------- end 1 Hz data processing --------------% ---------- begin 40 Hz data processing --------------clear all;
load MAT/rawdataG_p1.mat
mp = setg_p1;
% <--- change this for each run
%
%
%
%

Calculate 10-min spectra for the 40 Hz data
each spectra will contain (24000 points)
the 40 Hz mpt contains 69120009 points
this is 2880 power spectra

warning off;
loopnum = floor(length(mp)/24000)
fs = 40;
nyquist = 20;
dt = 1/fs;
woiseis = 2.44;
Qiseis = 4.56;
sigma = 5.83;
% wo^2/G
Giseis = woiseis^2/sigma;
lambda = 632.8e-9; % wavelength of laser in meters
ss=1;
P=[];
for i=1:loopnum
fprintf('%d ',loopnum + 1 - i);
if (mod(loopnum + 1 -i,25) ==0)
fprintf('\n A ');
% <---------end
se=ss+23999; % one less data point
mpt = ((mp(ss:se)*lambda)/(4*pi)); % now in m
mpt = detide(mpt,1);
mpt = detrend(mpt);
figure(7); plot(mpt);
% take spectrum and get units of m^2 / Hz
[p1,f1]=spectrum(mpt,8192,4096,[],40);
p1=p1(:,1)/20;
% now convert to acceleration power spectra
w = 2*pi*f1;
xfrfuncA = (w.^2 - woiseis^2).^2; % units of s^-4
xfrfuncB = (woiseis^2*w.^2/Qiseis^2); % units of s^-4
xfrfunc = sqrt(xfrfuncA+xfrfuncB); % units of s^-2
p1accel_rt = (1/Giseis) * sqrt(p1) .* xfrfunc; % (m/rt_Hz) * s^-2 = (m/s^2) / rt_Hz
p1accel = (p1accel_rt).^2; % now in units of (m/s^2)^2 / Hz
% load into the matrix
accel_ps(i,:)=p1accel;
ss=se+1;
end
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percentile50th_40hz_iseis = prctile(accel_ps,50);
percentile5th_40hz_iseis = prctile(accel_ps,5);
percentile1st_40hz_iseis = prctile(accel_ps,1);
minpercentile_40hz_iseis =min(accel_ps,[],1);
f40hz = f1;
accelA_ps = accel_ps; % <---------save MATPSDACC/iseis_40hz_spectra_A.mat f40hz accelA_ps percentile5th_40hz_iseis
percentile1st_40hz_iseis percentile50th_40hz_iseis % <---------break;
% ---------- end 40 Hz data processing --------------clear all;
load MATPSDACC/iseis_1hz_spectra.mat;
load MATPSDACC/iseis_40hz_spectra_A.mat;
composite_f = cat(1,f1_1hz(1:895),f40hz(91:end));
composite_5th = cat(2,percentile5th_1hz_iseis(1:895),percentile5th_40hz_iseis(91:end));
composite_1st = cat(2,percentile1st_1hz_iseis(1:895),percentile1st_40hz_iseis(91:end));
composite_50th =
cat(2,percentile50th_1hz_iseis(1:895),percentile50th_40hz_iseis(91:end));
% now let us plot the LNM's
load('lnm.txt');
f_lnm = 1./lnm(:,1); % f (Hz)
lnm_accel = lnm(:,2); % (m/s^2)/root(Hz)
lnm_pos = lnm(:,3); % (m)/root(Hz)
figure(2);clf;
subplot(3,1,1)
set(gca,'units','inches');
set(gca,'position', [1 1 6.5 3])
set(gca,'fontsize',12)
loglog(composite_f,composite_1st,'g');
hold on;
loglog(composite_f,composite_5th,'m');
loglog(composite_f,composite_50th,'b');
loglog(f_lnm,lnm_accel.^2,'k');
grid on;
title({'Frequency-by-frequency minimum acceleration','Pinon Flat Observatory, Ca:
03/01/09 - 05/01/09'})
ylabel('(m/s^2)^2 / Hz')
xlabel('Frequency in Hz')
legend('1st percentile,','5th percentile', '50th percentile','Location','SouthEast')
axis([4e-4 10 10^-20 10^-12]);
text(5.2e-4, 1.8e-19, 'GSN LNM');
print -f2 -dpng -r900 -adobecset Figures/iSeis_tidal_analysis_new.png
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